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SCRAP BOOK
BASEBALL... 1933
NEWS ITEMS IN THIS BOOK
are from the Providence
JOURNAL---- BULLETIN
Unless indicated otherwise
Looks for Big Season
LEO MARION
Long-distance Providence College hitter and co-captain with 
Johnny Madden, who thinks the Friars will again be one of the 
outstanding teams in the East. The P. C. boys will soon be out 
on Hendricken Field. ___
Strenuous 2TGame Baseball Schedule
Announced for Providence College Team
Friars Card
11 Contests
In This City
Two Games With R. I. 
State Among Highlights 
on Slate
A 21-game varsity baseball sched­
ule. one of the most pretentious that 
a Providence College nine has ever 
attempted, was announced today by 
John E, Farrell, graduate manager 
of athletics at the local Dominican 
college. The list calls for 11 games 
to be played in this city, including 
the annual Brown games at Aldrich 
field.Of great local interest is the pres-, 
ence of Rhode Island State on the 
schedule for home and home con­
tests, with the first game to be 
played at Kingston on May 22. and 
the return contest at Hendricken 
field on Memorial day. These games 
will complete the cycle of sports 
competition between the two colleges 
for the year, and will mark a re­
newal of baseball relations inter­
rupted since 1922 when State defeat­
ed the Friars twice.
Outstanding in the array of com­
petition lined up for Jack Flynn’s i 
ball tossers in addition to the Brown 
and State contests, are games with 
Dartmouth, Princeton, Harvard, 
Yale, Holy Cross, Boston College, 
Villanova, New Hampshire and St. 
John’s university.
Following the opening here on 
April 13, .the Friars will take to the. 
road for their annual spring trip, 
meeting Stroudsburg State Teachers 
College on April 17, Princeton the 
following day. then Villanova two 
days later. On Easter , Sunday the 
first game of the series with St. 
John’s will be played in Brooklyn. 
The Princeton game will mark the 
inauguration of competition between 
the two colleges, while Villanova re­
turns- after a four year absence.
CROSS HERE MAY 25
The Brown games will be played 
on successive Saturdays in May, 
the 11th and 18th, while Holy Cross 
will play here May 25, and Boston 
College June 8. The Friars travel 
to Worcester for the first game in 
the Crusader series May 4, and to 
Boston for the tilt with the Eagles 
there on the first_,_Saturday in. June,; Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Looks, for Big Season
LEO MARION
Long-distance Providence College hitter and co-captain with 
Johnny Madden, who thinks the Friars will again be one of the 
outstanding teams in the East. The P. C. boys will soon be out 
on Hendricken Field. .__  -
Strenuous 2T~Game Baseball Schedule1
Announced for Providence College Tearn
Friars Card
11 Contests
In This City
Two Games With R. I.
VARSITY BASEBALL FRESHMEN BASEBALL
Sat. April 10 ASSUMPTION COLLEGE, . Hendricken Field Wed.Apr. 21 TEXTILE SCHOOL, . . New Bedford, Mass.
Wed. April 14 ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY, . Brooklyn, N. Y. Mon.Apr.26 YALE,........................................... New Haven, Conn.
Thu. April 15 STROUDSBURG TEACHERS, E. Stroudsburg, Pa. Sat. May 1 HARVARD, . - - Hendricken Field
Fri. April 16 ViLLANOVA, . . . . Vitlanova, Pa. Mon. May 3 BOSTON COLLEGE, . . Hendricken Field
Sat. April 17 LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, . Brooklyn, N. Y. Thu. May 6 RHODE ISLAND, . . . Kingston, R. 1.
Fri. April 23 DARTMOUTH, . . . Hendricken Field Fri. May 7 ST. JOHN’S PREP, . . Danvers, Mass.
Sat. April 24 STROUDSBURG TEACHERS, . Hendricken Field Mon. May 10 BOSTON COLLEGE, . . . Boston, Mass.
Mon. April 26 YALE................................................. New Haven, Conn. Wed. May 12 BROWN, .... . Aldrich Field
Fri. April 30 CITY COLLEGE of NEW YORK, Hendricken Field Fri. May 14 HOLY CROSS, . Hendricken Field
Sat. May 1 RHODE ISLAND, . . Kingston, R. 1. Sat. May 15 ST. JOHN’S PREP, . (A. M.) Hendricken Field
Wed. May 5 TUFTS........................................... Hendricken Field Tue. May 18 SPRINGFIELD, . . - Springfield, Mas*.
Sat. May 8 BROWN, .... Hendricken Field Wed. May 19 BROWN, .... Hendricken Field
Sun. May 9 ST. JOHN’S UNIVERSITY, . Hendricken Field Fri. May 21 RHODE ISLAND. . . . Hendricken Field
Wed. May 12 BOSTON COLLEGE, . . Boston, Mass.
Thu. May 13 VILLANOVA, . . . . Hendricken Field
Sat. May 15 BROWN, .... . Aldrich Field Varsity Captain
Tue. May 18
Sat. May 22
SPRINGFIELD, .
HOLY CROSS, . . .
Springfield, Mass. 
Worcester, Mass,
FREDERIC J. COLLINS, ’37 
of New Milford, Conn.
Sat. May 29 HOLY CROSS, . Hendricken Field Varsity Manager
Mon. May 31 RHODE ISLAND, . Hendricken Field EDWARD F. KIRBY, ’37
Wed. June 2 LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, Hendricken Field
of Derby, Conn.
Sat. June 5 BOSTON COLLEGE. . . Hendricken Field Freshman Manager
Thu. June 10 BOSTON COLLEGE, . . Hendricken Field NORMAN A. EICHNER, ’38 
of Torrington, Conn.
Varsity Games at Hendricken Field Start at 3.15 Coach, JOHN J. EGAN
CROSS HERE MAY 25
The Brown games will be played 
on successive Saturdays in M&y, 
the 11th and 18th, while Holy Cross 
will play here May 25, and Boston 
College June 8. The Friars travel 
to Worcester for the first game in 
the Crusader series May 4, and to, 
Boston for the tilt with the Eagles 
there . on the. first’, Saturday in J une,, Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
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Long-distance Providence College hitter and co-captain with 
Johnny Madden, who thinks the Friars will again be one of the 
outstanding teams in the East. The P. C. boys will soon be out 
on Hendricken Field.
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VARSITY TENNIS
Captain
FRANCIS C. FITZPATRICK, '37 
of Providence, R. I.
uh successive; Saturdays in May, ( 
the 11th and 18th, while Holy Cross ? 
will play here May 25, and Boston 
College June 8. The Friars travel 
to Worcester for the first game in 
the Crusader series May 4, and to 
Boston for the tilt with the Eagles 
there ..on .the. first ...Saturday in .June.j
*•
Spring Season
SCHEDULES
19 3 7
A*
JOHN E. FARRELL 
Graduate Manager of Athletics
Providence College 
Athletic Association
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Manager
MAURICE A. REGAN, '37 
of Lawrence, Mass.
Sat. April 24 ASSUMPTION COLLEGE, . Worcester. Mass. 
Thu. April 29 TUFTS.................................................Medford, Mass.
Sat. May 1 BROWN,.....................................................Providence
Mon. May 3 WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC, Worcester, Mass.
Fri. May 7 CONNECTICUT...................................... Storrs, Conn.
Sat. May 8 RHODE ISLAND, . . . Kingston, R. I.
Mon.May 10 N. E. INTERCOLLEGIATES, Springfield, Mass.
Tue. May 18 SPRINGFIELD, . . . Springfield, Mass.
Wed. May 19 CLARK...................................................Worcester, Mass.
Sat. May 22 AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL, Springfield. Mass.
LETTERMEN ’ BACK
However, the outlook is somewhat 
encouraging with some likely pros­
pects coming up from last year’s 
fine freshman nine to augment the 
veterans available. Four lettermen 
still on hand are Ed Eldredge, 
pitcher; Capt. John Madden, third 
base, and Capt. Leo Marion, first 
base, and Omer Landry, fleet Cen­
terfield. Other seasoned performers 
include Leo Lanigan, a promising 
pitcher from' the senior class; John 
Reid, John McCabe and Bill Fitz­
gerald, catchers; Paul Healey, in­
fielder, and Pete Gobis and Frank 
Holden, outfielders.
The freshmen group of last year 
will contribute a sizable squad of 
capable pitchers in Lefty Collins, 
Marshall Brooks, Tom Hammond, 
Karl Sherry. Bill Do-olin and Frank 
Donahue. Each of these lads drew 
action in at least one game last 
year and much is expected of them 
for varsity work this spring. Two i 
sophomore catchers are available in 
Gus Hagstrom, football and basket­
ball star, Pete Lekakos.
The infield vacancies will claim 
the attention of Joe Curnane. Hank 
Soar and Frank Coleman, first base- ! 
man, and Ray Belliveau, Tom Haz­
el!, Milt Bleiden, Ed Banahan and 
Charlie Gallagher, all of whom saw 
service with the frosh. Sohomore 
outfield prospects include John 
Smith, Joe Lefebvre and Carl An­
gelica.
DATE FOR DRILLS NOT SET
No definite plans have been made 
regarding the starrt of drills. Most 
of the men plan to condition them­
selves with indoor exercises for the ; 
next month, and at the first break ■ 
of favorable weather the squad will 
move to Hendricken Field for the 
outdoor drills. With the opening 
game carded for April 13, the team 
should be able to get in three weeks 
of intensive drills outdoors.
The complete schedule is as fol­
lows, games at Hendricken Field 
unless specified otherwise: 
_CJty College of New 
York; 17, Stroudsburg Teachers’ Col­
lege at East Stroudsburg, Pa.; 18, 
Princeton University at Princeton, 
N. J.; 19, open; 20, Villanova at Vil­
lanova, Pa.; 21. St. John’s Univers­
ity at Brooklyn, N. Y.; 27. Dart­mouth.
Mty 1, Springfield College; 4, 
Holy Cross at Worcester; 6, Lowell 
1 extile at Lowell, Mass.; 8, Harvard 
at Cambridge; 11, Brown at Aldrich 
hield; 12, st. John’s University-; 14, 
New Hampshire- 16, Villanova; 18, 
Brown at Aldrich Field; 22, Rhode 
Island State at Kingston; 25, Holy 
Cross; 30 (Memorial Day), Rhode Ie- 
Jand State; June 1, Boston College 
ft J30®*-011 • 5. Yale at New Haven; 8, Boston College.
R.L State in Baseball
omores which will be seeking berths 
on the ’Varsity makes the outlook f 
tor the Friars bright enough. Co- ■ 
captains Johnny Madden and Leo> 
Marion, Omer Landry, football cap-1' 
tain-elect, and Ed Eldredge, prom­
ising southpaw twirler, are the let­
termen reporting this season. Dick 
Burns, a regular in right field dur- . 
ing most of last year, did not return 
to college this year, leaving anoth- j; 
er gap in the ranks.
Among the other veterans on the ; 
squad will be Led Lanigan, ■pitcher;, 
•John ' McCabe, John Reid and Bill ‘ 
Fitzgerald, catchers; Paul Healey. . 
shortstop, and 'Peter Gobis and', 
Frank Holden, outfielders. The ( 
Freshman squad of last year will 3 
furnish capable pitchers in Fred Col-., 
-lins, Marshall Brooks. Tom Ham- > 
mond, Karl Sherry, Bill Doolan and i 
Frank Donahue together with Catch- i 
ers Al Hagstom and Pete Lekakos. t
Hank Soar, Joe Curnane and Frank > 
Coleman will be ready to take over J 
first base duties while. Ray Belli-; 
veau, Tom Hazell, Milt Bleiden, Ed; 
Banahan and Charlie Gallagher bat-. 
tie for the other infield assignments. 
The outfieldets include Ben Smith. ■> 
Joe Lefebvre and Carl. Angelica.
The 1935 schedule follows (games: 
will be played at home unless other- 
wise noted): - ■ '
Saturday, April 13, City College of New ; York; 17, Stroudsburg Teachers’ College at 
East Stroudsburg-, Pa.; IH, Princeton Uni­
versity at Princeton. N. J.; 20. Villanov I 
College at Villanpva, Pa.; 2.1, St._ John’s: 
University at Brooklyn, N. Y.J 27, Dart­
mouth. , _May 1. Springfield College? 4, Holy Cross 
at Worcester, Mass.; e, Lowell Textile at 
Lowell. Mass.: 8. Harvard University al 
Cambridge, Mass.; 11, Brown University at 
Aldrich Field; 12, St. John’s University; 14, 
New Hampshire: IS. Villanova College; IS. 
Brown at Aldrich Field; 22, Rhode Island 
State at Kingston. R. I.: 2-1, Holy Cross; 30, 
(Memorial Day), Rhode Island State.
June I.’Boston College at Boston: 5, Yale 
University at New' Haven, Conn.; 8. Bos­
ton College. «. fixvia'p vi suf
Princeton, Villanova Also on I
Schedule Which Retains
1934 Features.
Providence College will tackle an 
ambitious baseball schedule of 21 
games this seasen which includes all 
the features of last year’s listing plus 
contests with Princeton, Villgnova 
and Rhode Island State. After opis* 
ing at home with City College "orf 
April 13' the Friars will take their 
annual spring trip meeting East 
Stroudsberg Teachers, Princeton. 
Villanova and St. John’s in one of 
the most strenuous weeks appearing 
on schedule.
The annual intra-city champion­
ship series with Brown University 
will be played in early May and will 
be closely followed by the two games 
with Rhode Island State. These 
listings provide opportunity to se- 
: lect a State College diamond cham­
pion and bring the three Rhode Is­
land college teams together for the 
first time in baseball.
One game has been arranged with 
Dartmouth this year' and will be 
' played in Providence. The Big 
Green sent a team here last year 
only to have the* game rained out 
and in the meeting at Honover 
tripped the Friars 3-2 in one of the 
Dominicans* few upsets. The Holy 
Cross series will start in Worcester 
on May 4 and close in Providence 
on May 25 while the Boston College 
games are, listed for June 1st away 
. and June 8th here.
Yale, Harvard and Princeton are 
a trio of the outstanding single 
games to be played by the Friars 
this year. Princeton is listed for the 
first time while the Harvard and 
i ale encounters hold the same place 
as they did last year.
<-'°acd Jar-h Flynn faces many 
problems after last year’s landslide 
graduation which swept away such 
clever stars as Catchers George Teb- 
betts and Oliver Roberge; Pitchers 
Lf Blanche, Charlie Burdge and 
'Rennick; Infielders Ed Reilly 
and Walter- Corbett, the 1934 cap- 
ta“; and Outfielder Ed Koslowski.
Although there are only four let­
termen returning, the crop of Soph-
■frovidence NEWS-TRIBUNE
LETTERMEN ’ BACK
However, the outlook is somewhat 
encouraging with some likely pros­
pects coming up from last year’s 
fine freshman nine to augment the 
veterans available. Four lettermen 
still on hand are Ed Eldredge, 
pitcher; Capt. John Madden, third 
base, and Capt. Leo Marion, first 
base, and Omer Landry, fleet Cen­
terfield. Other seasoned performers 
include Leo Lanigan, a promising 
pitcher from' the senior class; John 
Reid, John McCabe and Bill Fitz­
gerald, catchers; Paul Healey, in­
fielder, and Pete Gobis and Frank 
Holden, outfielders.
The freshmen group of last year 
will contribute a sizable squad of 
capable pitchers in Lefty Collins, 
Marshall Brooks, Tom Hammond, 
Karl Sherry, Bill Doolin and Frank 
Donahue. Each of these lads drew 
action in at least one game last 
year and much is expected of them 
for varsity work this spring. Two 
sophomore catchers are available in 
Gus Hagstrom, football and basket­
ball star. Pete Lekakos.
The infield vacancies will claim 
the attention , of Joe Curnane, Hank 
Soar and Frank Coleman, first base- '■ 
man, and Ray Belliveau, Tom Haz- 
ell, Milt Bleiden, Ed Banahan and 
Charlie Gallagher, all of whom saw 
service with the frosh. Sohomore 
outfield prospects include John 
Smith, Joe Lefebvre and Carl An­
gelica.
DATE FOR DRILLS NOT SET
No definite plans have been made 
regarding the starrt of drills. Most 
of the men plan to condition them­
eelves with indoor exercises for the ■ 
next month, and at the first break ! 
of favorable weather the squad will 
move to Hendricken Field for the 
outdoor drills. With the opening 
game carded for April 13, the team 
should be able to get in three weeks 
of intensive drills outdoors.
The complete schedule is as fol­
lows, games at Hendricken Field 
unless specified otherwise:
April 13, City College of New 
York; 17, Stroudsburg Teachers’ Col­
lege at East Stroudsburg, Pa.; 18, 
Princeton University at Princeton, 
N. J.; 19, open; 20, Villanova at Vil­
lanova, Pa.; 21. st. John’s Univers­
ity at Brooklyn, N. Y.; 27, Dart­mouth.
Springfield College; 4, 
ross Worcester; 6, Lowell Textile at Lowell, Mass.; 8, Harvard 
at Cambridge; 11, Brown at Aldrich' 
Field; 12, st. John’s University; 14, 
New Hampshire; 16, Villanova; 18, 
Brown at Aldrich Field; 22, Rhode 
Island State at. Kingston; 25, Holy 
Cross; 30 (Memorial Day), Rhode Is­
land State; June 1, Boston College 
at Boston; 5, Yale at New Haven;; 
8, Boston College.
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Friars Lost 
. Many Stars : 
Of Diamond
Coach Jack Flynn Will 
Have to Dp Some 
Fancy Juggling
By JOHN E. FARRELL 
(News-Tribune • Special Writer)
If ever a team had to be rebuilt, 
the Providence College nine of this 
spring faces a reconstruction such 
as I have never 
met in my many 
years, of contact 
with the Friar 
baseball destinies. 
Graduation strip­
ped the team last 
June o f such 
standouts a s 
George Tebbetts, 
now with the De- 1 
troit team in the 
Routh, and Ollie 
Roberge, two of 
finest catchers in 
the East, such 
pitchers as 'Al 
Blanche, Charlie 
Burge, and Charl­
ie Rennick; infielders, Walter Cor­
bett and Ed Reilly, a keystone com­
bination of three years standing, and 
Ed Koslowski, the big left fielder. 
Additional losses were incurred with 
the withdrawal from opllege of Oc 
: Perrin, flashy first fiaseman, and 
Dick Burns. hard-hitting right­
fielder.
In spite of this sweeping elimina­
tion of veterans'. Coach Jack Flynn 
will start this campaign with as am­
bitious a group of sophomores as he 
has ever had under his wing at one 
time. True, there are some big gaps 
to be . filled and the outlook is far 
from encouraging for this spring 
but certainly a firm foundation ca.n 
be laid for another year, and pos­
sibly the keen' competition for posi­
tions in the next month of training 
may/produce a team this' season 
which will uphold the brilliant base­
ball traditions of the Friars.
At this writing it appears that 
Flynn will have to add the art of 
juggling to his baseball repertoire. 
| for he has a roster of candidates for 
every position and exceptionally 
promising candidates for the two or 
three posts where veterans are now. 
holding forth. Co-captains- Johnny 
Madden at third and Leo Marion at 
first face opposition which will 
either displace them or result in some 
shifting about of men to solve the 
problem of mustering the strongest 
possible array for the opened on 
' rlLIO
CATCHING A PROBLEM
Catchers of the Calibre of Tebbetts 
and Roberge come once in a decade, 
add although there are some capa­
ble receivers on the Providence 
squad they will face the hardest test 
of all the players, for they will be 
subjected to comparison with their 
brilliant predecessors. If they can 
weather this, possibly Jack Flynn 
can develop one or two ,real depend­
able receivers from such • youngsters 
as Johnny Reid, John McCabe, and 
Bill Fitzgerald, reserves last spring, 
Gus Hagstrom, football and basket­
ball star, and Peter Lekokos, fresh­
man catchers a year ago.
Certainly Providence will have a 
pitching array that will be second 
to none in New England. ■ Southpaw 
Ed Eldredge, herb of the Holy Cress 
win here a year ago, and Leo Lani­
gan, a capable senior, .are the two 
.veterans, and they will be joined by 
a brilliant group of six sophomores 
who turned in a fine campaign as 
freshmen. Thio latter group con- 
sists of 'Fred Collins, a southpaw; 
Maronall Brooks, Karl Sherry, Tom 
Hammond, Frank Donahue nd Wal­
ter Doolan, right handers.
Capt. Leo Marion, who was 
brought in from Centerfield last 
spring when Perrin left college, may 
return to,the outer gardens, as Flynn 
hao a trio of sophomore first base­
men in Hank Soar, the football star 
Joe Curnane, and Ralph Coleman. If 
one, of these lads can contribute any 
hitting power to the team he will be 
likely, to handle the position thus 
allowing Marion to bolster the deplet-’ 
ed outfield where only Omer Landry' 
football- captain, is left of the vete- ran array.
PLENTY OF TROUBLE
The old woman who lived in the 
shoe had no troubles compared with 
Jack Flynn’s task of finding the 
proper second base and j shortstop 
combination from the array of am- 
famous youngsters which includes 
Baul Healey, Pat Morrison, Doc 
Bleiden, Charlie Gall-agher, Ray Bel- 
Jiveau, Ed Banhan and Tom Hazell. 
ine task of testing each man and 
juggling him about to fit the infield 
puzzle is one that only the vete- 
-n w?u’d dare undertake.it Marion is released for outfield 
uuty. then that department will 
cwf.ui6"- c5)ne,iderably, as Landry should win back his Centerfield berth, 
although he may be switched to the 
troublesome leftfield. In the lat- 
cifo An^r Ber Smith’ Pete Gobis’ 
FitzmtH<?eI1Ca’1 Joe Lefebvre, Frank 
make bidi >and Frank Keane wU1
Provmf“ for reSUlar service. - 
veTy strong be exPeoted t° he 
theyeatehb?? e pitching and if 
be ve?v d'3 up the Priare wil1
tional h™ h ln the runnW for eec- 
-ood dePfXf' , The team should he 
fecruP- h "X y the ®°Phomore 
in- Xk S ln SOrae capable fleld- 
buter sff 1 nPrin° although the 
some worry in U£t3oubtef.ly cause 
has one ey’», < Marlon the team
le°-e ranks the fine®t hitters in col- .°e ran«s, and much of the offen- 
bat^with 'r” be-concentr.ated in his 
bats with Captain Madden, Omer' 
Jdand*y and Charlie Gallagher, 
freshman leader a year ago, as 
other dependable hitters. .1
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JACK FLYNN DEAD
IN HIS 52ND YEAR
Providence College Baseball 
Coach, Former Big Leaguer, 
Stricken Last Spring.
FUNERAL ON WEDNESDAY
Was Brother of Chief Justice E.
W. Flynn and Former Gover-
- nor William S. Flynn
by j. n. McGlone
.Tack Flynn yesterday heard the 
call of the Great Umpire and passed 
on to the Big League.
Brother to Chief Justice of the Su­
preme Court Edmun,d W. Flynn and 
former Governor William S. Flynn, 
and associated with them in the prac­
tice of the law, the orre time college 
and major league baseball star, suc­
cessful minor league manager and 
Providence College coach for a dec­
ade, had two strikes against him for 
six months.
He sensed it, too, but he never gave 
up hope. “The count is down to three 
and .two,” he called to me as I took 
leave from my last visit to him a 
month ago, just before I headed 
South, “but I’m still swinging—I’ve 
got the big one left.”
Brave Jack Flynn! Stricken almost 
a year ago in the prime of life—he 
was in his 52nd year—with a linger­
ing malady, the nature of which puz­
zled physicians for a time, he led his 
Providence College nine through an­
other fine season and retired to his 
home in mid-summer. He had been 
confined to his room since Novem­
ber.
Hoped io Return
Worn by disease, racked by pain, 
his athletic soul tortured by his help­
lessness, yet he smiled brightly and 
talked hopefully to me of his return 
to diamond coaching duties in. the 
spring and of his plans for this year’s 
Friars.
From time to time, during the fall 
and winter, he called eager young
Jack Flynn died ^arch 25,1955
Providence College Baseball Coach 
and . Former Major League Star 
and Manager, Dead in His 52nd 
Year, After Lingering illness.:' >
Jack Flynn
candidates to his bedside and dis­
cussed the team’s prospects. Noth­
ing at all about his illness; never a 
complaint against fate; never a pro-’ 
test or a murmur. Just the brave i 
word that he was going to be about | 
again soon.
Nothing is more tragic than a sick 
or crippled athlete and, while Jack 
definitely retired more than a decade 
ago from active competition, he was 
still a powerful figure of a man until 
the wasting affliction, laid him low. 
It required double courage for him 
to smile. He carried a triple burden.
Joe Croriin, who takes hold of the 
Red Sox, this season, had this to say 
of Flynn: “I distinctly recall the few 
months I played under him in NewJ 
Haven in 1926, and I regard that per­
iod as an important one in my de­
velopment as a player.-He was fund­
amentally soutid in his coaching of 
the young players in his charge and' 
in his handling of the club. He 
played no favorites and was strong 
for team play and team spirit. He 
loved to win; he hated to lose.” j
Square Shooter
“Straight as a string—a square ; 
shooter,” was the tribute expressed 
by Jack Hendricks, under whom 
Jack played at Indianapolis in 1913 
and 1914. Hendricks later managed 
Cincinnati Reds for six seasons.
Baseball was his. life,” said Jack 
Egan, former pitcher for the Provi­
dence Grays, later an umpire in the 
American League and minor league 
manager. ‘'He played it to win, 
thought it and talked ft, day in and 
day out, in and out of season. He 
was one of the game’s best mission­
aries, and one of my dearest friends.” 
It was my special privilege to sit 
next to Jack on the Providence Col- 
ege bench and there I picked up 
rnuch knowledge of the inside points 
oi the game. Also, it afforded me a 
„ "ce,to observe at close range the
■ that raised the Friars 50 
ln Eastern College circles and 
'..a -hshed. his own prestige on a par 
with Jack Barry of Holy Cross. In my 
| V™, Ie opinion, Flynn and Barry 
I od alone as college coaches. 
! Loss to College
! very Rev. Lorenzo C. McCarthy, 
lege °f Providence Col­lege, said last night: 
a sevnr^i1106 poiiege has sustained 
baseball6 10SS, ' ” the Passin§ of its 
sesserf aCh’ Jack Flynn- He P°s- 
ities of n=an Hnu.sual degree the qual- 
knowledoe°o1f Sfate C°aCh: technical 
and ino-w, 1 hls Particular sport 
sPiratiohal_ieadership.
“Baseball was more than a game; 
with Jack; it was a discipline, a;
;preparation for life, an opportunity! 
for acquiring and practicing the vir- 
tures of courage,. self-reliance and .j 
co-operation. We always regarded 
his services as extremely valuable, 
not so much for the victories he1 
achieved—and they were many—but; 
particularly for the type of sports-1 
manship which he so successfully in­
culcated. He has left with us this 
; tradition of clean, aggressive, re- 
( sourceful sportsmanship which we 
; shall long cherish as a tribute to 
his memory.”
Providence College was only a 
baseball infant when he became its 
nurse, but under his expert ministra­
tions it waxed strong and where once ' 
!it crept it soon leapt to the top. Dur- ■ 
ing his 10-year tenure the Friars i 
’played 208 games, winning 151 and ! 
losing 55. There were two ties. Three
times the team won the Eastern 
championship, 1928, 1931 and 1932. 
—. In those three years only nine de­
feats were encountered against 53! 
victories.
Took Over Reins
Well do I remember the day Jack
’ took charge of the Providence squad. 
Joey Connolly, former Boston Braves 
star, now Senator from North Smith- 
field. started the 1924 season as coach 
but, following the opening game with 
Yale, he resigned. Within a week, 
prior to the second game,'President 
William Noon, O. P., persuaded. Jack! 
to take over the reins.
; When he arrived at Hendricken 
Field the players were practicing in 
groups. The student manager greet­
ed him and then assigned an under- 
j graduate to acquaint him vyith the , 
names of the players and the posi-| 
tions they played.
“Who are those fellows?” asked ! 
Jack, pointing to several who were ' 
tossing the ball back and forth. | 
“Those are our first-string pitch­
ers,” the undergrad replied, and 
named them.
I “Is that so? And what about those 
chaps over thebe?”
“Oh, they are substitutes. I don't 
know their names.”
“Well.” drawled Jack, "you had 
better find out the name of that slim, 
red-headed fellow and print it on 
next Saturday’s score card, because 
he’s going to be my first-string pitch­
er.”
And he was—none other than 
Charlie Reynolds, whose first start 
produced a 6-3 victory over Lowell 
Textile, then a real opponent of the 
Friars. The same Reynolds, on Jude 
7. 1924, hooked up with Elmer'.Dug- 
gan of Brown in a 20-inning duel 
that finally went to Providence Col-, 
’ lege by a score of 1 to 0. It was the I 
second ’.Varsity meeting between the’ 
teams, Brown having won in 1923 
by 4 to 0.
iVon Over Holy Cross
It wasn’t until 19.30 that the. Friars | 
succeeded in taking a decision over." 
Holy Cross. Since then, the Black 
and White manages to kriofck off the 
Purple at least once a season, while 
Boston College and Brown, formid­
able opponents, have frequently con­
tributed two victories each per sea­
son. Only once during the Flynn 
regime, did Brown take a season’s 
series from the Friars and that hap­
pened in 1927. when the Bears won 
both games, .3 to 2 and 7 to 1.
, Every victory was sweet to Flynn,'. 
but I think he got added satisfaction 
out of beating the Providence Grays 
of the Eastern League and Notre 
Dame in 1927 and the Red Sox in 1932. 
Ed Walsh, son of the famous Big Ed 
of the Chicago White Sox, was on 
the slab for the South Bend nine 
and he was undefeated until he met 
the Friars. ,
“Shano” Collins of the Red Sox 
started back to Boston without wait­
ing for the last couple of innings. 
Big Bob Kline1 was on the mound 
for the American Leaguers and he 
had a lead of 9 to 5. “Nice little 
team you’ve got,”, said Collins to 
Flynn as he passed the Providence 
bench. “Yeah!” growled Jack, with­
out looking up. He was too inter- 
l ested in the proceedings to notice 
I Collins’ departure.
! When Collins read the papers the 
: next day he found out that the Friars 
picked up a run, then filled the bases 
in the ninth inning and Earl Webb 
emptied them by throwing a base hit 
wild over third base in returning the 
ball to the infield, the batter scoring 
with the other three to give the 
Friars the decision, 10 to 9.
South Providence Native
John A. Flynn was a native of 
South Providence and there on the 
sand-lots he embarked on the career 
which brought him to the big show, 
to managerial success and to collegi­
ate coaching heights. Baseball came 
easy to the youngster, both his father' 
and his uncle having played the game 
as professionals. With his brothers, 
Bill, Ed and Fred, he started the dia-I 
mond game as soon as he was able 
to toddle around and it wasn’t, long 
before he could outplay boys four 
[ and five years older than himself. 
1 Providence had a professional.club 
in those days and Jack was a regu­
lar visitor at Adelaide Park, where 
the games were held. There, be­
tween trips to nearby Coakley’s store 
for oatmeal for the water bucket on 
the players’ bench, he learned the 
rudiments of catching from Pat Mc­
Cauley, then backstop for the Grays.
Entering Classical high school, he 
immediately became first-string 
catcher, crowning his shcoolboy com­
petition by captaining the champion­
ship 1901 team after acting as bat­
tery mate of Andy Coakley and Jack 
'Cashman. than whom there were 
none better in high school uniforms. 
. Coakley later became a big leaguer 
"-;*h..Cannlo.Ma.ck’s Athletics.
Fixture at First
The feats of Louis Sockalexis, Wal­
ter Curley, Mike Powers and other 
Purple greats of. the late 90’s and 
early ISOO's played an important part 
in Flynn’s decision to go to Holy 
Cross, where he became one. of the 
greatest first basemen in college an­
nals. Jack was a catcher when he 
entered the Worcester institution, but 
a dearth of first base candidates 
found him trying for the initial turn. 
From then on he was a fixture. In 
his Senior year, as captain, he batted 
for an average of .425, making 39 
hits, scoring 39 runs and setting a 
fielding record with only one error in 
265 chances..
Completion of his college career 
saw Flynn, Bill Carrigan and Jack 
Hoey of the Purple entering' profes­
sional ball, Flynn with Toronto, Car­
rigan and Hoey with the Boston Red 
Sox. Going to Toronto was Flynn’s 
own choice. He could have gone to 
the big league, as did Carrigan and 
Hoey, but he figured they would soon 
be back. And they were.
In 1909, the St. Louis Browns of 
the American League bought Flynn’s 
contract from Toronto, but Jack 
never wore a Brownie uniform be­
cause he would not agree to the sal­
ary offered. He was released to Mil­
waukee, traded in the middle of the 
season to St. Paul and bought at the 
. end of the campaign by the Pitts­
burgh Pirates of the National 
League.
Two Years with Pirates
■ His start with the Pirates at the 
beginning of the 1910 campaign was 
especially noteworthy in that he hit 
home runs with the bases loaded on 
successive days, one off the delivery 
of Fred Beebe of Cincinnati and the 
other off Mordecai (Three Finger) 
Brown of the Chicago Cubs.
Two years with the Pirates, play-' 
ing with such stars as Honus Wag-1 
ner, Fred Clarke and Babe Adams, ( 
and Jack was established as one of I 
the hardest hitters in the National 
League. Then came a knee injury 
that sent him back to the American 
Association.
His hitting continued sensational­
ly, however, and when the next 
spring rolled around he was in the 
r??" Washington Senators
i of the American League. He batted 
; ®?ose t° -300 for the greater part of 
i me 1913 campaign, but the old in­
jury: returned late in August and 
again he went back to the minors,
is time under Jack Hendricks at 
Indianapolis.
In 1914 he applied for and received 
...e® agency from Indianapolis and 
T\/r lmmediately grabbed by the 
Montreal Royals of the International 
then under the managership 
oi Ed Barrow, who. as pilot of To­
ronto, had signed him to his first pro- 
essional: contract several vears be­fore.
took his first fling at manag­
ing in 1916,'when he'signed to lead 
Springfield of the new Eastern 
j League. The next year he was with 
Lawrence, which he piloted to sec­
ond place. In 1918 and 1919 he won 
pennants with the New London 
1 team. He returned to Springfield in 
1920, remaining there through 1922. 
The following1 season he heacled 
Worcester, the only team, he often 
reminded me, which he ever handled 
that finished in a sub-cellar.
By 1924 Jack seriously began the 
practice of law with his brothers, 
but again he heard the call of the 
diamond. Providence College needed 
a coach and Father Noon coaxed 
him into handling the squad. From 
that time on, with the exception of 
1926, when he managed New Haven 
in the Eastern League, Jack turned 
out Eastern college championship 
and near-championship teams.
Among the outstanding players 
i turned out by him on Smith Hill 
■ were Charlie Reynolds, Johnny 
Halloran, Charles (Chuck) Murphy, 
Joe Duffy, Harry Main, John Sulli­
van, Eddie Quinton, Joe Harraghey, 
George Tebbets, Frankie Cappali, 
Tommy McElroy, Frank Hebert, 
Charles Marsella, Al Blanche. Oliver 
Roberge, Ray Doyile, Eddie Wholey, 
Heck Allen, Bobby. Dion, Nap 
Fleurent and Eddie Wineapple.
He is survived by his widow, Flor­
ence, whom he married in 1921; three 
brothers, Edmund, William and 
Fred, the latter of New York, and 
two sisters, Miss Helen Flynn of this 
; city and Mrs. Elizabeth Fitzpatrick 
of Hollis, Long Island.
The funeral will be held Wednes­
day morning.from his home. 54Spicer 
street, with a high mass of requiem 
at St. Michael's Church at 10 o’clock. 
Burial will be in St. Francis 
Cemetery.
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with the feats of his charges. There were no 
puffed-up athletes under his wing.
Flynn always operated on the theory that a pa 
on the back was a fine way to give a youngster a 
swelled head. He was always looking to the fu­
ture. He would confide to the newspapermen that 
so and so was a sensational player but didn’t want 
to be quoted. The scribes could write all they 
wished about the boy or boys on their own but
Arthur Markey Jack was not to be mentioned.
He ruled his men with an iron hand. His baseball camps had pretty 
much the same atmosphere as an Army base. Bone-head plays made 
him grieve and he’d dress the offenders down like the General com­
pletely mortified at a disorganized column of soldiers during dress 
parade. But under his hard-boiled demeanor Jack had the love of a 
father for his boys. He eared for every one of them and would ask ; 
'* '1.'" « tak. beedies. eHance, . vieto, Seme e.aebe. 
wouldn’t hesitate to ask a star to walk into a pitched ball to get the 
winning run over. __ _ _ . ____ _ . . .i -rK
In 10 years of tutoring the Friars his teams won 151 and lost^5 
with two games being tied. The most memorable battle was that 
20-inning 1 to 0 victory P. C. scored over a great Brown team at 
Andrews Field in 1924. The Friars weren’t conceded an outside 
chance against the pitching of the great Elmer Duggan but Flynn 
had a way of making budding stars and mediocre players perform way 
over their heads. .
On that June afternoon in 1924 pitcher Charlie Reynolds of the 
Friars rose to the heights. The Reynolds-Duggan pitching battle was 
something we never expect to see again on a college diamond. It is 
the longest, most spectacular college game on record.
5jC
IDEAL BACKGROUND
VEARS of experience handling temperamental professionals gave 
* Jack the ideal background for the college assignment and while 
many coaches at larger schools just couldn’t help winning with a 
wealth of material Flynn had to work out his own destines with the 
talent at hand. He played no favorites. He had no pets. Oftimes 
he would gamble a few runs in the early part of an important game 
by keeping his infield back off the grass. The opposition would be­
come over-confident and careless but never a Flynn-coached team no 
matter what the score. The Friars under Jack pulled many a chest­
nut out of the fire with two out in the ninth. . ‘
From his days as a kid in knee pants playing on kite lots oft 
Eddy street to stardom with Classical, Holy Cross, Pitts urgh, as 
ington and with several first-class minor league teams the stern- ■ 
visaged Flynn dreamed and talked only baseball. Your correspondent 
shared speaking engagements with him on _ many platforms. Jack 
could deliver1 a dandy address on sportsmanship an e men s o' air 
play but if his subject was baseball he was at ease and at home. ,
(COLLEGE baseball lost its outstanding strategist in the death 
C jaek Flynn, head coach for the past decade at Providence Colleg . 
invnn’s passing leaves a void in the ranks that just cannot be filled 
the McGraw o< th. collet Ml He had »
came to teaching young boys how to bat, pitch an t 
field. Jack knew what discipline was all about and 
the «nhinx when he was tickled
By ARTHUR MARKETi
JACK FLYNN
Morejfhan 1500 Attend
Funeral of Jack Flynn
Former Big League Ball Player Buried Un­
der Warm Sun Which in Other Years 
Would Have Found Him on Diamond
More than 1500 persons paid trib­
ute to John A; Flynn this morning.
To nearly all of those who attend­
ed the high requiem mass at St. 
Michael’s. Church—lawyers, college 
athletes, old class and teammates— 
he was Jack Flynn.
Leaders of both political parties, 
policemen who admired him as a big 
league ball player, men who loved 
him as a baseball coach during their 
student days at Providence College, 
priests and doctors who went to Holy 
Cross with him packed the church.'
Hundreds went from the church to I 
St. Francis Cemetery, where Jack! 
Flynn was buried under such a sun 
as in other years would have found 
him on the diamond.
The casket was borne into the 
church by 10 former Providence Col­
lege athletes, and the cortege passed■ 
a guard of honor comprising scores 
of athletes whom Jack Flynn had 
taught.
Members of his immediate family 
who followed in the cortege included 
his widow, Florence E. (Gooden) 
Flynn; his brother, Chief Justice Ed­
mund ,W.. Flynn of the Supreme' 
Court; his sister, Helen, and a 
brother, Frederick, of New York city;1 
former Governor William S. Flynn ! 
another brother, and Mrs. Flynn; Mr’' 
and Mrs. Malachi Fitzpatrick of New 
York; John Flynn, his uncle, Mrs. Jo- 
seph Flynn, and Mr. and Mrs. Chris­
topher J. Brennan.
The solemn high mass of requiem 
at the church was preceded by cere­
monies at the Flynn home on Spicer 
Street at 9 o’clock. Despite the re­
quest of the family that no flowers be 
sent, scores of friends paid tribute 
with floral displays sent to the home
The body was removed to the 
church under escort provided by po­
lice. and a special detail of patrol­
men was assigned to the church to 
handle crowds there.
Bearers drawn from the ranks of 
baseball stars at Providence College 
included the following captains:
Dr. Francis Holland, 1923; Joe' Mc­
Gee, 1924; Edward Wholey, 1925- 
Charles Reynolds, 1926; John Hallor­
an, 1928, and Francis Cappalli, 1931; 
John Farrell, class of 1926 and pres--' 
ent graduate manager of baseball at 
the college; John Madden, co-cap- 
tain this year; Charles Murphy, an 
athlete of the class of 1927, and Ar-
People entering St. Michael’s Church this morning, for last rites for former big league ball player, 
minor league manager and coach of Providence College. A guard of honor was formed on the steps 
of the church by college students.
At Funeral Services for “Jack” Flynn
thur Quirk, an athlete of the class of I 
1929.
Mass is Celebrated 1 4
Rev. Thomas J. McKitchen, rector 
of the Cathedral of SS. Peter and 
Paul, was celebrant of the mass 
while Rev. George S. L. Connor’ 
rector of the cathedral at Spring­
field, and a classmate of Flynn’s at 
Holy Cross College was deacon. Rev 
Lorenzo C. McCarthy, O. P. presi-' 
dent of Providence College, was sub­
deacon, and Rev. Edward Boland, as­
sistantpastor of St. Michael’s Church,! 
^cmted as master of ceremonies. 
Seated m the sanctuary were 
StatetS arT thiS City and outside the 
State, and members of the Provi- SCT®lege and Holy Cross facul- 
Cabe of VTekReV- Francis J' Mc­Cabe of St. Anthony’s Church, Rev. 
L ’ 5eeseL°- P- Providence Col- 
wS ■J* Baeszler, O. P„ of
Ta lmM°rk’RReV‘Arthur G‘ Considine, 
Fd^lr^’ Hugh McKenna, St. Edward s Church; Rev. E H 
lev modp° bP;’?n? F- A‘ How’ 
P-’ of Providence Col­lege; Rev. p S. canning of Appo- 
naug, Rev. Vincent C. Dore, O. P 
Pani w J’ Archdeacon, O. P„ Rev.’ 
Fnv AeS^1°1?d> P- Rcv’ Adrian T. 
English, O. P., and Rev. T. J. Kelley, 
2: P’’ ? Providence College; Rev. 
7ohnan wi?Tling’ S- J” and Rev' John D Wheeler; S. J., both of Holy 
CharIes A- Donavan of North Easton, Mass.; Rev. Edmund J. 
Ward, Taunton; Rev.. Francis D. Cal­
lahan Wareham, Mass., and Rev. 
John 1. Fahey of Newport.
Guard of Honor
The members of the guard of 
honor which formed a lane from the : 
hearse to the church door were Omer ' 
Landry, Frank Reavey, Malcolm1 
Brown, Robert Lucey, Leo Marion, 
Joseph McHenry, Joseph Nugent, 
j?3;!* Conley, Hymen Stein, Way 
McDonald, Joseph Famiglietti, John 
Harnatavicz, Edward Eldredge, Wal­
lace Pianka, Gustavo Motta, John 
Reilly and Charles Burdge, all 
of the Providence College student body.
Representatives from the Prov> 
„?lce College Alumni Association 
o were in the guard of honor were 
Fr^m11^Carthy’ Eugene Sullivan, 
if,!? McDermott, Mortimer Newton, 
James Higgins. Frank McGee, Joseph 
?ai”er’ T}?omas H- Bride> and Ai­
derman William McCabe.
E O,,erS Tere Hi§h Sheriff Philip 
dent TCS P’ Gallagher, presi-Dio<Llth? Soly Name Union of th® 
Kefl» °f Providence; Thomas H. 
life TongdfrUndsmf JrMLOmrgan’ 311 
his famfly °f Mr’ Klynn and 
church^l^’ organist at the
the maw aye? a brief recital before 
'O’Rnnr£’and Mrs- Madge Hart 
■eleotioM Sfi’lpi.’J' "“‘“I
Sffith .nAVXS?0"’
Among those representing''the 
bench and bar, and in public life, 
who attended the funeral, were:
Supreme Court Justices Francis B. 
Condon, William W. Moss, Antonio 
A. Capotosto and Hugh B. Baker; 
Presiding Justice Jeremiah E. O’Con­
nell of the Superior Court, former 
Lieutenant Governor James G. Con­
nolly, Senator William J. Burgess, 
Miss Helen Kingsley of the Paw­
tucket Brown Derby Club, Senator 
Daniel F. McLaughlin, Representa­
tive Domenic Turco, City Clerk 
j James E. Kaveny of Pawtucket, Sen- 
I ator William G. Troy, John Canning, 
Joseph P. Canning, William Dorsey, 
Henry R. Sullivan, John T. Toomey, 
! Timothy E. Molloy, John M. O'Con- 
. nell, Thomas A. Cahjr, Assistant At­
torney General John J. Cooney, Al- j 
derman Peter F. Hughes, Peter W. 
McKiernan, Attorney General John 
P. Hartigan, Joseph E. Fitzpatrick, 
Representative Harry Sandager.
Director of Taxation Thomas A. 
Kennelly, Judge Charles F.' Risk, 
Judge Samson Nathanson. Represen­
tative Charles Brown, James O. Mc­
Manus, former Mayor Joseph H. 
Gainer, Superintendent Edward J. 
Kelly of the State Police, James E* 
Dooley, Aiderman Frank Duffy, 
Council-president Joseph F. Farrell, 
Representative Bernard I. McElroy, 
William H. Needham, Lieutenant 
James H. Glynn, Aiderman William 
E. McCabe, Judge James L. Taft, 
John P. Bowen, Michael F. Costello, 
Daniel E. Mahoney, Budget Director 
Thomas P. McCoy, Representative 
Harry L. Curvin, Representative 
! Richard S. Herrick, former Senator 
Martin McLoughlin, Representative 
(Christopher J. Corrigan, Representa- ‘ 
tives Patrick B. McCaughey, Walter I 
i Curry and Henry W. Schroeder, Ray- 
'mond E. Walsh.
Superintendent of Police Miles A. 
Glidden, Deputy Superintendents 
John Parker ,Charles R. Eagan, Capt. 
William H. Dolan, Lieut. William H. 
Johnson, Sergt. John Lucey, all rep­
resenting the Providence police de­
partment.
Russell B. Hannon of the Paw­
tucket Alumni Association of Prov­
idence College, James Corrigan, Hu­
bert Higgins, Daniel E. Morrissey, 
Bernard R. McSherry and Jack Or­mond.
The police detail at the church was 
under command of Capt. Thomas A. 
Cullen, of Precinct 5.
Jack Flynn died late Saturday af- 
ternon in his 52nd year. He had been 
suffering with a lingering malady 
for some time.. He leaves his widow, 
whom he married in 1921, and four 
brothers and sisters.
......................... _________________ _
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Death of Flynn, of Providence, 
Blow to College Baseball Baahs
Former Big League Player 
Had Knack of Producing 
Capable Campus Pitchers
The death late Saturday of Jack 
Flynn, baseball coach at Providence 
College for the last twelve years, was 
a blow to the sport throughout New 
England as well as to the fortunes of 
the Friars for the coming season. 
Flynn, a former .big league player, was 
the brother of former Governor Wil­
liam S. Flynn of Rhode Island and of 
Judge Edmund Flynn. He was fifty- 
two years old.
His Providence College nines have 
always been high in Eastern rankings. 
Two or three times his teams have 
taken top honors. His forte was turn­
ing out sound defensive teams, nines 
that fought for one or two runs with 
confidence that the pitchers could do 
ithe rest. He had a knack of teaching 
pitchers and Eddie Wineapple, hurler 
pt four os five years ago? .was one pl
-----------------------------------------------  
his finest products. Johnny Halloran 
and George Tebbetts, catchers, were 
other stars turned out by Flynn.
In 1925 his Providence team, behind 
the pitching of Charley Reynolds, de­
feated Brown in twenty-one Innings, 
1 to 9. Elmer Duggan pitched for 
Brown. Two years later Providence 
downed Brown in a sveenteen-inning 
battle.
In his playing days Flynn was a 
first baseman. After holding that post 
at Holy Cross on the team captained 
by Jack Barry, Flynn went with To­
ronto in the International League. 
Later he was with St. Paul in the 
American Association and the Pitts­
burgh Pirates, when Honus Wagner 
was at his best. Flynn had a cam- 
I paign with Washington, and then be- 
i came manager of Springfield and 
Worcester in the Eastern League. He 
went to Providence College in 1922, 
but after four years was called to 
manage New Haven, in the Eastern 
League. After’a single season he re­
turned to Providence, where he 
coached through last spring.
New London DAY
Jack Flynn, Former Planter 
Pilot, Buried in Providence
Jack Flynn, Providence college 
baseball coach and manager of the 
New I 'indon Planters of the East­
ern league in 1918-19, who died Sat­
urday, was buried Wednesday in 
Providence.
Flynn, a lawyer by profession but 
known primarily as a baseball mis­
sionary, started his baseball career 
in Providence as first baseman for 
the Classical High school team. On 
the same team was Andy Coakley, 
who is now coaching baseball a.t 
Columbia. From Classical High 
school Flynn went to Holy Cross, 
where he captained the team in 
1907.
Flynn broke into professional 
baseball with Toronto, and from 
there he jumped into the major 
leagues with Pittsburgh. He was an 
immediate success with the Pirates, 
hitting home runs with the. bases 
full in each of his first two games. 
Playing in the infield with Flynn 
at that time were such famous stars 
as Honus Wagner and Sparky 
Adams. Later Flynn went to Wash­
ington, but a knee injury, relic of 
his collegiate baseball days, caused : 
him to retire.
Led Planters to Two Pennants j
But Flynn couldn’t remain out of 
baseball, and he entered the mana­
gerial field and headed many clubs;; 
most of them in the old Eastern' 
league, of which New London was 
a members. It was in 1918 that 
Flynn came to New London as man­
ager and that season and the next 
led the team to two pennants. Plant 
field, later a circus lot but now ab­
sorbed by the residential district, 
held many memories for the affa­
ble Flynn.
For eight seasons Flynn coached 
the Providence college nine and has 
sent many youths up to the big 
time,' his most recent contribution 
being Georgie Tebbets, who is now 
with the Detroit club and who 
graduated from Providence last 
year.
Great Record with Friars
While coach of Providence, Flynn
compiled a record that defies com­
parison. His teams engaged in 208 
games, winning 151 and were de­
feated on 55 occasions. Two con­
tests resulted in ties. Since Flynn 
took over the reins Providence as­
cended into the heights of eastern 
college ranks, and in 1928, 1931 and . 
1932 his teams won the mythical 
Eastern College Baseball title.
Egan Named Successor
PROVIDENCE, March 29 (API—- 
Jack Egan, former major league 
pitcher and umpire and for several 
years closely associated with the 
late Ban B. Johnson, when he was : 
president of the American league, 
yesterday was appointed head base­
ball coach at Providence college, 
succeeding Jack Flynn, one-time j 
Pittsburgh and Washington first ! 
baseman. , I
Egan, who pitched for Washing- . 
ton in the late ’90s, managed several i 
minor league clubs including Mil­
waukee, Newark, Scranton, Provi­
dence and Oklahoma City. For the 
past few years he has not been ac­
tively connected with baseball, de­
voting his time to business inter­
ests in this city.
JACK KGAJN
fflCOAWF
ffilK’ IE
Developer of Big League 
Stars Succeeds Late 
Friend, Flynn
Has Long Record of Duty 
on Diamond Here 
anB There___^„J
Jack Egan, of Cranston, former 
professional league pitching ace, suc­
cessful. minor league manager and 
’big league umpire, today was ap­
pointed to succeed the late Jack 
! Flynn as. coach of the Providence 
’College baseball team. The appoint­
ment was announced by John E. Far- 
.rell, graduate manager of athletics, 
at the college.
Eagan was a close personal friend 
of Flynn’s through the latter’s play­
ing, managerial and coaching days 
and was a frequent visitor at Jack’s 
bedside during the long illness that 
resulted in his death Saturday.
Appointment of Eagan was hailed 
by Friar alumni, students and base­
ball fans in’ general today as carry, 
ing on the Flynn tradition of su­
perior coaching that kept Providence
I College up at the top of the-East­
ern college baseball pile for the past 
decade.
HAS DEVELOPED STABS
The new coach has a reputation 
for turning green youngsters into 
crack ball players, similar to that 
built up by Flynn. During his ca­
reer as a manager Egan developed 
such outstanding performers a,s Joe 
Hauser, now of Indianapolis; Oscar 
J^ellillo of the St. Louis Browns ’ 
avidly sought by the Boston Bed 
Sox during the first part of the cur­
rent season; Alex Gaston, formerly 
of the Boston Red Sox; Doug Mc­
Weeny, who went up to the Chicago 
White Sox; Rhode Island’s own <
Jimmy Cooney and a flock of others
Off the ball field, Egan is a tali' 
lean, mild-spoken gentleman, with 
ths general appearance of a college 
professor, but on the diamond he’s 
all baseball, with an iron will to win 
and a determination to get the best 
-out-oXJiisjlaygrs.......
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BASEBALL AUTHORITY '
He's been a keen student of the 
game all his life and is a veritable I 
mine of baseball lore. He knows / 
the rules in and out and is frequent- I 
ly called upon by local umpires to ; 
settle ticklish points that arise dur- \ 
ing games.
Egan lives at 6 Washington ave­
nue, Cranston, with his wife. He ; 
has two daughters, both of whom are ' 
married.
The new coach was to meet the 
squad for the first time this after-, 
noon, when an informal practice ses­
sion was to be held. Tomorrow 
real work will begin for the team 
in preparation for a heavy sched­
ule.
Jack Egan was born in Philadel­
phia, but at an early age his family 
moved to Media, Pa., out in the roll- i 
ing hill country. It was there that 
Jack first broke into baseball with 
a boys’ team in the town. The 
youngsters played together for sev­
eral years and soon they were able 
to clean up teams of an average age 
four or five years greater than the. 
Media outfit.
Egan’s first venture into organized 
baseball was with the Danville team 
in the Pennsylvania League in 1893. 
He began as a catcher, but switched 
around to pitching, where, with a 
version of the “fadeaway,” later de­
veloped by Christy Mathewson, he 
was striking them out in grand 
style. The Washington club liked 
the reports on the form Danville’s 
young hillman was showing and took 
him into tow in the fall of ’93.
He was with Washington for part 
of the 1894 season and then came to 
Providence in the ojd Eastern 
League. The team then was under 
the management of Bill Murray. 
That season Providence knocked off j 
the league championship, with Egan | 
doing the bulk of the pitching.
HOLDOUT ONE SEASON
The next season Jack was a holdout 
from the Providence club. And here’s 
something that may surprise baseball 
fans of the modern generation, ac­
customed to the salaries winning 
pitchers of the present day demand 
for their services. Egan was hold­
ing out for $50 more a month. The 
club was willing to split the differ­
ence with him, but wouldn't come 
across with the extra $25.
Egan stuck to his demands, 
though, and jumped back to his home 
territory in a circuit called the Cum­
berland League. That" loop would 
have been a paradise to a major 
league scout of today with a little 
money to spend. Most of. the teams 
were jammed with players from the 
big leagues who were holding out lor 
sums as small as that over 
Egan and the Providence club had 
had their difficulties. _ The scout 
could probably have picked up a 
world’s championship outfit for the 
proverbial song.
News of Egan’s, crack pitching 
performances in this “outlaw” league 
'soon began to drift back to Provi­
dence. As a result before the start of 
the next season Paul Draper, then 
owner of the Providence club, was 
down in Philaelphia, seeking to bring 
his lost sheep back to the fold. Aft- 
er a bit of dickering Egan returned
—.......
-;o Providence, this time with a juic­
ier contract than he had before.
LOCAL PITCHING HERO
Jack stuck with Providence until 
1899, during which period he became 
la real local hero by reason of his 
’ smart brand of flinging. In the late 
season of ’99 he tried his hand at 
umpiring in the New England 
League and the next year found him 
a full-fledged holder of the indica­
tor in the Eastern League where he 
called them for three seasons.
Little Rock in the Southern Asso­
ciation needed a pitcher badly in 
1903 and Jack went back to the 
mound. But he .didn’t stay there 
long. There was trouble about a 
bonus promised Jack for winning: a 
certain number of games and which 
the club wouldn’t pay. So Jack went 
to work for Ban Johnson as an um­
pire in the American League, then 
an "outlaw” circuit.
In 1904 and 1905 he was an umpire 
under President Pat Powers in the 
Eastern League and in 1900 he was 
calling them in the American Asso­
ciation. In 1907 he went up as an um­
pire to the big show, serving from 
that year until 1915 as an arbiter in 
the Almerican League.
GREAT REP AS UMPIRE
Throughout his career under the 
big top Egan was known as an hon­
est, forthright ump who called tnem 
as he saw them, without fear or fa- i 
vor. Baseball players in those days 
were tougher than they are now and, 
as Jack says, you couldn’t "give an 
inch or they’d have you back in the 
1 bushes at the end of the season.” 
The toughest, ones, though, met 
more than their match in Egan, 
whose soft speech, high brow 
and generally scholarly manner 
concealed an iron will and a temper 
that was slow to rouse, but when 
roused, went the limit. On the dia­
mond his word wae law, as the play­
ers, even some of the highest priced 
performers in the game, found out 
when they were rushed oft the dia­
mond for getting gay with Ump 
Egan.
Jack has a rare fund of stories 
gleaned from his services in the big 
. leagues and he’s always a welcome 
figure wherever baseball fans gather 
since, besides knowing the stories 
he has his own special way of telling ■ 
them that brings out all the humor 
in them.
FAVORITE STORY
One of his favorites is the tale of 
the catcher who came up to the big 
leagues, filled with accounts of Ty 
Cobb’s uncanny knack of stealing 
bases. The youngstei- was particu­
larly awed by the stories of how 
Cobb, when stealing second, would 
frequently keep right on going after 
' the catcher’s throw and run down 
to third, usually getting there safe­
ly. Aforesaid catcher one day 
found himself faced .with that situ­
ation one day as Cobb sped down 
between first and second. Much to 
the surprise of all concerned, the 
catcher threw the ball to third, then 
turned proudly around, well pleased 
with himself, and said: "Well,that’s 
j stopping him.”lilMi ..:
Jack Hendricks and Jack Egan, above, in centre, caught in a seri­
ous mood as they watch the Friars go through 
Hendricken Field. Hendricks, the man =r^the derby 
formerly managed the Cincinnati Re assist?^
teams. He is giving the Friars’ row head .coach what a.ss.1 
he can.
Jack Egan Takes Up Duties
_ 4s Friar Baseball Coach
New Mentor Sees Squad Step 
Through Lively Outdoor 
Practice Session.
j Providence College’s baseball 
.squads yesterday plunged into seri­
ous preparations for their opening 
games, to be played in two weeks, 
with a new pilot, John J. Egan, for­
mer big leaguer, at the helm. ■ Al­
though the weatherman delivered 
football weather to a baseball squad, 
the afternoon was not a washout and 
Coach Jack Egan was able to size up 
the material on hand.
After meeting his co-captains, Leo 
Marion and Johnny Madden, Coach 
Egan watched the stream of batters 
who stepped up for hitting practice 
and asked questions about different 
players. The earnest attitude of the 
squad seemed to catch his attention 
and in spite of the poor weather the 
players did hold a stiff workout for 
their opening day.
• ♦ »
Tomorrow the action will shift to 
Hendricken field, which is being put 
in shape by “Whitey" Anderson, a 
groundsman of wide experience who 
has had charge of parks . ranging 
‘from the major to college diamonds. 
For the first time the field will be 
laid out exactly in the proportions 
required. New surfacing and fireclay 
'for the pitchers box and the area 
around home plate will make the 
field the last thing in diamond sur­
faces.
; ■ Giving every evidence of the col­
orful career he has had in the base­
ball world, Coach Egan talked with 
his co-captains about the Friars’ 
prospects and appeared ready to talk 
baseball with anyone who cared to 
listen. While the Friar batters were 
poling the ball far afield the new 
Friar coach watched with interest. 
He seemed to take this indication of 
power as a proof that Providence 
College intends, as far as it is in its 
power, to field another team of cham­
pionship calibre.
Hard-Hitting Friars Set to Go
Omer Landry, left, and Leo Marion, fleet-footed fielders of the Providence College squad who can ; 
also break a pitcher’s heart when up at the plate. They’ll be heard from often as P. C. goes gunning ;
for another Eastern college title. ___J
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
First Clash
WithC.C.N.Yj
On April 13
Friars Look Forward to 
Good Season Under 
New Coach
By GERALD PRIOR
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
Jack Egan, newly appointed base­
ball coach at Providence College, 
buckled down in earnest today to the 
job of carrying 
on the tradition of 
Friar baseball ex­
cellence so glor­
iously established 
by Egan’s long­
time friend, the 
late Jack Flynn.
Called out of re­
tirement to take 
over the Friar 
Post left vacant 
by Flynn’s death, 
Egan met his 
squad for the first 
time yesterday 
and, despite the 
damp, chill weath­
er, the players 
formal practice under the 'watchful 
eyes of the new coach
Today Egan planned a more stren­
uous workout with the squad to get 
a better line on the material from 
which he will have to rebuild a ’var­
sity team that suffered heavy losses
Gerald Prior
went enthusiastically through^an in­
 
in all departments— battery infield 
and outfield—through last June's , graduation
, FIRST GAME APRIL 13
| The Friars will begin their quest 
| for another Eastern championship 
i when they meet City College of New 
I York here Saturday, April 13. That 
I leaves two full weeks of practice be- ; 
1 fore Egan fields his first college ! 
team. b I
There’s a tough opening stretch of 
games lined up for the team. After ' 
the first clash at home, the Friars 
face the East Stroudsburg Teachers' 
Princeton, Villanova and St. John’s’ 
all on the road, before coming back 
to Hendricken Field for a game with 
Dartmouth, April 27. 1
Despite the heavy graduation 
losses and the strenuous campaign 
facing the club, Friar alumni ' stu- 
:dents and followers of the team in 
.general are looking forward with 
confidence to the season, under 
lEgan’s coachinaf.1.
Lefty Collins, on the left, is one of the lads who is likely to solve 
the pitching problem for Coach Jack Egan at Providence College.
Milt Bleiden, right, is the standout candidate for shortstop.
I
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Lefty Collins, on the left, is one of the lads who is likely to solve 
the pitching problem for Coach Jack Egan at Providence College.
Milt Bleiden, right, is the standout candidate for shortstop.
EGAN INSPIRES CONFIDENCE
Egan’s the sort of man to inspire 
confidence, with his long record of 
playing and managerial triumphs in 
professional baseball backing up a 
personality that seems ideal for the 
job of getting th best out of a gang 
of aspiring college (youngsters
Tile new coach was kept busy dur­
ing practice yesterday and, in fact, 
throughout the day, meeting 
students, alumni and fans and re­
ceiving their congratulations on his 
appointment. He's too old a hand 
at the game of developing ball teams 
to be drawn into any predictions on 
the prospects for the season at this 
early stage, but there was a pleased 
glint in his eyes as he watched some 
of the youngsters go through their 
paces.
The big jobs facing Jack at the 
start seem to be the development of 
a second base-shortstop combina­
tion to replace the garduated Walter 
Corbett and Eddie Reilly, the build­
ing'up of a couple of crack catchers' 
and the grooming of some promising 
pitchers from last year’s Freshman 
team into flingers of ’varsity calibre.
BLEIDEN going well
Some inkling of a partial solution 
to the keystone problem in the in­
field has appeared in practice with 
the excellent form Milt Bleiden has 
been showing scooping them up 
around short. Milt can hit, too. He 
was poling them out longer than any 
of them in yesterday’s drill. In gen­
eral, his work was an improvement 
even over the fine form he displayed 
at short with last year’s Freshman 
team. ,L, t ,Of course it’s way too early yet to 
make any predictions as to the 
probable ‘makeup of the team. Egan 
may do a lot of shifting around of 
his material in the next two weeks. 
He has an uncanny knack of picking 
the right men for the right spots, as 
he proved time and again as a pro 
manager. Meanwhile things are 
moving along on Hendricken Field 
and while the' chill winds of early 
spring are moaning a requiem for 
the departed Jack Flynn, the young­
sters who broke into college baseball 
under Jack’s guidance, are working 
with a Will on the job of preparing 
for a season that they hope will be i 
a real tribute to the departed lead­
er’s memory. _____ ______ I
FRIARS TO OPEN
AGAINST TEACHERS'
Following, this afternoon’s practice 
the Providence College baseball 
team will leave for Danbury, Conn., 
on the first leg of its tour through 
New York, New Jersey and Penn­
sylvania. Coach Jack Egan and his 
squad will make an overnight stop 
in Danbury and will then move on 
to Stroudsburg, Pa., where the Friars 
will meet the State Teachers College 
Wednesday afternoon.
Yesterday the Friars had a long 
session of hitting practice. Ed El­
dredge serged them up with Johnny 
Reid behind the plate. The regular 
Friar batting order was used at the 
start of the drill with Co-captain 
Johnny Madden leading off. He was 
followed by Omer Landry, chunky 
little outfielder, Charlie Gallagher, 
sophomore second baseman, and Leo 
Marion, hard-hitting senior.
The other players all took a turn 
at bat under the watchful eye of 
Coach Jack Egan. Conditions in 
Stroudsburg will play an important 
part in the selection of a starting ■ 
pitcher, Egan said. Fred “Lefty” ! 
Collins, who was assigned to start 1 
in the City College game, which was . 
washed out on Saturday, is the logi- : 
cal choice to face the Teachers.
However, Egan may save him for 
Princeton which is a much stronger 
club and Tommy Hammond may be ! 
sent against Stroudsburg. Hammond ' 
has shown rare judgment in pitching j 
during training and is due for sev- j 
eral assignments before the season ' 
is over.
Bid Ed Eldredge and Karl Sherry 
should also show to advantage on 
this trip which will be a thorough 
test of the Friar strength. Joe Le­
febvre has the backstop assignment 
for the opening game. During his 
first season with La Salle Joe was 
a catcher but shifted to the outfield 
the following year. He has shown 
marked ability behind the plate and 
with his capable hitting will be one. 
of the Friars’ big assets this year.
.....................-____ ______ I
Pitcher Fred Collins Features
^as Friars Open Season
"    ——-———   g . . . . ————
LEFT HANDER FANS 17BATTERS
IN DEFEATING TEACHERS' NINE
Marion and Bleiden Get Two Hits 
Each for Local College
East Stroudsburg, Pa., April 18.— 
History repeated itself yesterday i 
on Wayne Field when a strong 
Providence ’College baseball team 
took the local teachers college ball 
tossers over the hurdles in the sea­
son’s opener for both nines by a 5-1 
tally. The Providence team, dupli­
cated its feat of last year when it 
spilled the Mittmen by a 10-0 count.
Fred Collins, Providence port 
Sider, pitched the entire eight in­
nings working in heavy fashion and 
rolling up 17 strikeouts along the 
route. Fritz Benner, of the Mittmen 
worked smoothly also but was un­
able to match the fast pace set by
Collins. Benner registered eight . 
strikeouts before being supplanted ■ 
by Hunsinger, in the final stanza.
Collins and Madden opened a big 
seventh for the Rhode Islanders with 
line drives to right field. Landry got 
a hit past Leininger and Gallagher 
came through with a hot smash to 
Henning who bobbled it and allowed 
Collins and Madden to score. Marion 
followed with a hit to centre to 
; score Gallagher for the third run.
Soar popped out to end the inning.
Teachers College scored its lone 
marker in the eighth when Hun­
singer opened with a hit to Galla­
gher, who fumbled and left Hun­
singer safe on first. Blysak flied out 
and Grady fanned. But Rock singled 
to centre. Summerhill followed with 
a hit to centre scoring Hunsinger on 
the smash and leaving Rock on 
third. Pattas batting for Long popped 
out.
The game was called in the eighth 
by agreement.__  _____
I The score: ;
PROVIDENCE COL- EAST STROUDS-
MGE.^^ BUROabr «>
Madden.3.. 3 Vo’ 2 Leininger, 3..
Landry,1.... 4 0 0 0 Boysak.3.... 1 « 0 g
Gallagher,2. 2 2 0 2 Grady,1......... 3 0 > “
Marlon,m... 3 .1 2 0 Zook,2........... " 2 } n
Soar.l.........  2 0 0 ORock,2...... 1 0 1 g
Bleiden,s... 4 0 2 4 Summerhill,m * ” t ,
Belltveau.r.. 4 0 1 OLong.l......... t 2 2 iFitzgerald,c. 3 0 0 1 Morgan,e.......3 0 o 1ComnS.p....3121ESn.t ,lgg 
Henning, a... 3 0 0 3 
Hunsinger,p. 1 1 0 « 
Benner, P - • • • 1 0 « * 
IxPattas... ♦ • 10 0 0
Totals ...28 5 7 lol Totals ....28158
The score: _ _Innings......... .  1234. >”78
Prov. College .............  0 0 0 1 0 1 3 ?“i
E. Stroudsburg ......... 0 0 ° 0 0 0 0-1—1
Errors—^Gallagher. Leininger 2, ?’
Zook Long. Bases on balls—Off Benner 4, 
off Collins 4. Struck out—By Benner 8, by 
Hunsinger 1; by Collins 17. Double plw • 
Leininger to Zook to Long. Hit by pitched 
ball—Dieffanbach. Left on bases—Provi­
dence 3. Teachers’ College 2. Umpiie— 
Davis. ,
xPattas batted for. Long in eighth innhigj
Game played: April 17,1955
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Providence j 
Rallies Late to 
Beat Princeton
Tigers Blow Up as Visitors 
Score Nine in Last Two
Innings in 11-7 Victory
Special to the Herald Tribune
PRINCETON, N. J., April 18.—Col­
lecting nifie runs on seven hits in 
the last two innings, the Providence 
College baseball team overcame a 
five-run Princeton advantage on Uni­
versity Field this afternoon and 
handed the Tigers their fourth defeat 
of the season, 11 to 7, as against six 
victories.
Dale Rice held the Friars to three 
hits for seven innings, but blew up in 
the eighth and Bob Mardfin, who're­
lieved him, also was unable to check 
the visitors, yielding five hits and 
the winning tallies in the ninth. 
Marshall Brooks started in the box 
for Providence, but was replaced by 
Ed Eldridge in the eighth. The latter 
received credit for the victory.
The Tigers took a three-run lead in 
the first on two bases on balls, a 
double by Garry LeVan and Ken 
Sandbach’s single, and added two 
more in the fifth when Bob Nevitt 
singled and crossed the plate on a 
triple to left center by LeVan, who 
scored on Sandbach’s hit to right.
The score:
PROVIDENCE 
ab r h po a e 
Madden, 3b. 3 2 1 1 0 o 
Landry, If.. 3 1 0 2 0 0 
Gallag’r, 2b S 2 1 3 1 o 
Marion, cl,. 4 0 1 0 0 0 
Soar. lb.... 5 1 2 15 0 0 
Bleiden, ss.. 5 112 5 0 
Belliveau. rf 4 1 2 2 0’0 
Lefebvre, c. 4 2 1 2 7 0 
BROOKS, p 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SHERRY, p 2 0 1 0 0 0 
COLLINS, p 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ELDR'GE, p 0 0 0 0 1 0
PRINCETON 
ab r h po a e 
Nevitt, rf... 4 3 2 3 0 0 
Perry, lb... 2 1 0 3 1 1 
Myers, lb.. 0 0 0 1 0 0 
LeVan, cf.. 5 3 3 10 2 
Sandbach.2b 5 0 3 3 3 0 
Chubet, ss.. 5 0 2 2 6 1 
French, 3b.. 5 0 0 2 1 o 
Hill, If........ 4 0 0 1 1 0
Reichel, c.. 4 0 0 5 2 0 
RICE, p.. .. 3 0 1 1 2 O 
MARD’N, p. 1 0 0 0 2 0
Totals. .35 11 10 27 14 0 Totals.. .38 7 11 27 18 4 
Providence................  000 020 05 4—11
Princeton................... 3 0 0 0 20 2 0 0—7
. Runs batted in—LeVan (4), Sandbacii 
<“>. Soar (2), Belliveau (2), Lefebvre, 
onubet, Gallagher. Two-base hits- -LeVan, 
Belliveau, Eldridge. Three-base • .it—Le­
van. Sacrifices—Chubet, Perry. Stolen
bases—Madden. Sandbach. Left on bases 
—Providence, 6; Princeton, 8. Bases on 
balls—Off Brooks. 2; off Rice, 4; off Mard- 
ftn, 1, off Eldridge, 1. Struck out—By 
Rice, 3; by Sherry. 2. Hits—Off Brooks, 
2 m 0 inning; off Rice, 4 in 7; off Sherry, 
■8 in 7; off Mardfin, 7 in 2. Hit by pitcher 
Rice (Dandry). Winning pitcher— 
Eldridge. Losing pitcher—Mardfin. Uni- 
;pir.es—Green and Coffey. Time—2:38.
FRIARS TRIP TIGERS 11-7
MIINICAN RALLY1
i IN CLOSING INNINGS 
NETS NINE RUNS
■L, . ' ■ '•
Rice, Princeton Pitcher, Blows 
Up in Eighth.—Eldridge 
Replaces Brooks.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Princeton, N. J., April 18.—Collect­
ing nine runs on seven hits in the 
last two innings, the Providence Col- 
■ lege baseball-team overcame a five- 
! run Princeton advantage on Univer­
sity Field this afternoon and handed 
the Tigers their fourth defeat of the 
season 11-7, as against six victories.
Dale Rice, big Nassau moundsman 
held the Friars to three hits for seven 
innings, but blew up in the eighth 
and Bob Mardfin, who relieved him’ 
was also unable to check the visitors’ 
yielding five hits and the winning 
tallies in the ninth. Marshall Brooks 
started in the box for Providence, but 
was replaced by Ed Eldridge in the 
eighth, who received credit for the 
victory.
The Tigers took a three-run lead 
in the first on two walks, a double 
by Garry Levan and Ken Sandbach’s 
single. Then they added two more 
in the fifth when Bob Nevitt opened 
with a single and crossed the plate 
on a tremendous triple to left centre 
by Levan. Garry tallied the second 
on Sandbach’s hit to right,
Providence scored their first two 
runs in the same inning, the second 
on the first of Levan’s two errors 
and, after Princeton /appeared to 
have clinched the game in tse sev­
enth by going five runs up on hits by 
Nevitt, Levan and Sandbach, Provi­
dence rallied to win comfortably in 
the last two innings.
Game played: April 18,1955
The summary: 1 |
PROVIDENCE ( PRINCETON 
,, ., rhpoa ab r h po
Madden,3. 3 2 11 OINevitt.r... 4 3 2 3
Landry,1., 3 10 2 OPerry.l.... 2 10 8
Gallgher,2 5 2 1 3 1 Myers,1... 0 0 0 1
Marion,m. 4 0 10 0L«in,m... 5 3 3 1 0
Soar l..,. 5 1 2 15 0|Sandbach,2 5 0 3 3 3
Bleiden.s.. 5 112 5|Chubet,s... 5 0 2 2 6
Belliv’au.r. 4 1 2 2 0 French,3.. 5 0 0 2 1
Lefebvre,c. 4 2 1 2 7 Hill,1......... 4 0 0 1 1
Brooks,p,. o o 0 0 O|Relchell,c.. 4 I) 0 5 2!
Sherry,p.. 2 0 10 0|Rice,p....... 3 0 112
oioo O Mardfln.p. 10002 
Eldridge,p. 0 0 0 0 1
Totals 35 11 10 27 14 Totals. .38 7 11 27 18
Innings ............. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Providence..............  0 0 0-0 2 0 0 5 4—11
riinceton................ 3 0 0 0 2 0 5 J 9- 7
POTy- Levan 2- Chubet. Runs
- catted In—Levan 4, Sandbach 2, Soar 2, 
Be liveau 2, Lefebvre, Chubet, Gallagher. 
i»o-base hits—Levan, Belllveau, Eldridge.
,' Au, ?e‘?ase hit—Levan. Sacrifice hits— 
““et, , Perry' Stolen bases—Madden, 
Left on bases—Providence 6; 
p‘lncaton 8. Base on balls—Oil Brooks 2; 
e 1' °a Mardfln 1; off Eldridge 1. 
on- Rice 3i by Sherry 2. Hits—
off n(n« 5S<2 111 0 innings (none out in first);
8 inR£ nW (n°neout'in 8th); oil Sherry 
ba ?_Bv no al'“n 7 111 2- Hit by Pitched 
Mnrdfin7 (Landry). Losing pitcher—
o„Zlnn nfr pitcher—Eldridge. Um- 
2h. 38^. e an<J Cofrey- Time of game—
KARL SHERRY
FRIARS DOWN VILLANOVA
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Villanova, Pa., April 20.—Pow­
erful clubbing behind the brilliant 
pitching of Fred Collins brought 
Providence an easy 10-3 victory over 
Villanova this afternoon at the main 
liners’ field.
It was the third straight of the sea­
son for the Rhode Islanders and the 
second defeat in four starts for the 
Wildcats. Fred Collins, hurling in 
great fashion, limited Villanova to 
eight hits and kept them fairly well 
scattered.
His exceptionally fast speed-ball 
and deep-cutting curve sent down 
11 of the Main Liners via the strike­
out route. He walked three and hit 
one batsman.
*' » *
It was Fred’s second win . of the 
year. In turning back the East 
Stroudsburg Teachers he was cred­
ited with 17 strike-outs.
Tom Collins, the Villanova twirler, 
was nicked for 11 base blows by 
Providence. Three of these were 
triples and one a double, all coming, 
at opportune moments.
Omer Landry, Providence left 
fielder, was the hitting star for. the 
Rhode Island team. He came through 
with three bingles, one a triple, in 
four visits to the plate.
Johnny Madden, the third sacker, 
got two hits in three attempts. One 
of his smashes travelled to deep right 
field for a triple and the other was 
a two-bagger into the same spot.
While Ben Geraghty led with the 
pace for the nain liners, Frank Skaff 
was their hero. In the eighth frame 
the short and husky Villanova third 
baseman drove the ball deep over 
the left field fence for a homer. The 
sphere travelled more than 400 feet, 
the longest hit made at the Wild Cats’ 
field.
Providence, oft to a flying start, 
pushed over two runs in the open­
ing ’ inning. Madden tripled and 
scored when O'Meara’s.throw-in hit 
Umpire Dinsmore. Landry, hit by a 
pitched ball, sfole second and scored ' 
when Marion fifed to deep centre.
Game played:
April 20,1935
FRIARS WOP
VllLANOVA lfl-3
Collins Pitches 8-Hit Ball for
Winners—Landry Is
Batting Star.
Villanova came back with a 
marker in its half when Lincoln 
Lensi’s double scored Geraghty, who 
had walked.
Two singles, an error and two 
stolen bases gave Providence four 
runs in the third. Landry’s single 
admitted Madden, who had doubled 
in the fourth, w-ile two triples, two 
singles and a walk gave Providence 
three more in the ninth.
Skaff’s four-bagger in the eighth 
scored Mehan, who walked and ac­
counted for the other Villanova runs.
The score:
PROV. COLLEGE 
abrhpo 
.........  “ 3 ‘ "
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
1
1 
0
0 
0
1
0
2
3
2
2
a 
1 
0
3
0
2
2
11
0 10 0
0 12
1.0 0
1 10 1
0 0 3
VILLANOVA
ab r h po a 4 - - - -
4
5 
4
4
3
4
Zimkus,3.. 3 
T.ColIiils.p 4
Totals.. 35 3 8 27 17 
L2 3 456789
Murphy,m. 
Geraghty,s 
Lensi,c.... 
Mahan, 1.. 
Skaff.l.... 
O’Meara,r. 
Sc’meyer,2
0
1 
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
Oil
2 2 6
14 3
1 12 0
1
1
0
1
1
Madden,3. 
Landry.l.. 
G’llagher,2 
Marion,m. 
Soar,l.... 
BIeiden,s. 
B’lliveau, r 
Lefebvre,c 
F.O’llins,p
Totals.35 10 11 27 10
Innings
Providence 20401000 3—10
Villa Nova ............ 1 0 O .0 0 0 0 2 0— 3
Errors—Madden, Geraghty 2, Zimkus.
Runs batted in-^-Marion 3, Mahan, Galla­
gher 2. Shaft 2, Landry 2. Two-base hits 
—Mahan, T. Collins, Madden. Three-base 
hits—Madden, Lefebvre, Landry. Home 
run—Skaff. Struck out—By T. Colhns 2 by 
F. Collins 10. Base oh balls—Off T. Col­
lins 6 off F. Collins 3. Double play— 
Geraghty to Sohoppmeyer to Mahan. Stolen 
bases—Mahan. Geraghty. Hit by pitcher 
—Bv F. Collins (O'ivleary); by T. Collins 
(Landry). Passed balls—Lensi, Lefebvre. 
Umpires—Powell and Dinsmore.
0
1
5
2
0
0
0
5
0
2
J® 0  
tomimcans
Game played: April 21,1935
I Had Great 
Road Trip
Jack Egan Congratulated 
on His Successful Debut 
as Coach
By FRED FOLEY
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
Coach Jack Egan and his Provi­
dence College team shook the dust 
of a successful road trip .off their 
shoes today anu 
buckled down to 
work for, their 
home opener Sat­
urday when Dart­
mouth will pome to Hendricken 
Field.
With .three? wins 
and a tie to sh°V 
out of four tough 
games 
road,
Friars --.K-hailed as a worthy 
successor in the 
long line of grea 
ProVidence Coi 
lege teams^ that 
during
Hagstrom Scores Tying Run.5 
Game Called After Nine 
Innings.
Fred Foley
on 
the 
are
the
> 1935
being 
i ” t e
have kept the Dominicans 
college baseball headlines 
the past decade.
At the same time Egan.
• his debut this year as 
mentor, is being showered with c
I gratulations upon the grand star 
'has made in the coaching chan» 
vacant by the death of his i * 
tfrne friehd and diamond conn 
Jack Flynn. , .r?n
The Friars opened their V
I with a 5-1 win over the . E . 
j Stroudsburg Teachers, rallied m 
; closing stages to take an 11-7 ver 
'away from powerful Princeton, 
whacked Villanova to a 10-3 ia 
thee-well and wound up the 
by playing St. John's of Brookiy 
to a 4-4 tie yesterday.
STRONG FINISHES
The St. John’s game went 
the regulation nine innings, desp * 
i the tie score, since the way had 
I be left clear for the playing of
^emi-pro game at Dexter ParK 
Brooklyn, scene of the contest.
Had the game gone into extra m" 
nings, it. appeared that the
college
'i
- ------------------
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 21.—Frank 
McGuire, promising St. John’s Uni­
versity right-hander, had to be con­
tent with a tie when the Redmen 
made three errors in the eighth in­
ning to let Providence College tie 
them, 4 to 4, at Dexter Park today. 
The game was called after nine in­
nings to permit a semi-pro game to 
start on time,
McGuire pitched a fine game for 
the Indians after he had relieved 
Johnny Dixson in the fourth inning 
with none out, the bases filled and 
the score 3 to 2 against him. Mc­
Guire made two batters force run­
ners at the plate and got the third 
hitter on a grounder to check the 
budding Providence rally without 
further damage.
The Indians handed McGuire a 
one-run lead when they scored once 
in the sixth and once in the seventh 
to make the score 4 to 3. But after 
this, the Redmen weren’t themselves 
and erred three times in the eighth 
which permitted Gus Hagstrorn to 
score the tieing run of the game for 
the Friars.
providence 
ab r h po a
- ‘
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0
Madden,3. 3
ST. JOHN’S 
ab r h po a3
4
4
2
5
0
0
8
1
0
0 0
Tallon.m.. 2 1030 
rr’z,e4-"~’— 0 - - - j
61
0
7
0
0
1
8
1
3
1
1 
o
1
1
0
2
2
0
0 
0 
1
2
1
1
1
1
1 
0 
0
11
0
0
0
Testag sa,3
Cochran,s.
Dixson,p..
McGuire,p
Kelly, 1....
Salerno,!.
Donellen.l.
Carey,2.., 
Byrnes, c..
Ha gen, r...
Totals. .28 452711 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9i 00210001 Q ,4 
.200001100—4 Lanigan, Testagrossa, 
■ •"v, Carey, Byrnes
Landry,!.. 5
Marfon.m. 4 
Soar.l.... r 
Bleiden.s. 
Belliveau.r 
Hagstr’m.c 
Lanigan.p. 
Ham’ond,p 
a Collins*..
Totals. .40 4 8 27 11
Innings .........
Providence ....... 
St.. John’sErrors—Bidden, . .. _ ^BiVloaa
Cochran, Dixson,. Kelly , 
Hagen. Two-base hits Dixson, Marion, 
Bleiden. Sacrifice hits—Byrnes, Tallon 
Stolen bases—Belliveau Cochran, Bleiden. 
Double play—Madden to Soar. Bases on 
balls—Off Dixson 2; off Lanigan 5; off Mc­
Guire 2- off Hammond 2. Struck out—Bv 
nixson 1: by Lanigan 3; by McGuire 4; bv 
Hammond 3. Hit by pitcher—By Dixson 
TBelliveau): by Hammond (Donnellon). 
Hits—Off Dixson 6 in 3 innings (none out 
In fourth inning) Loff Lanigan 5 in 7. Um- 
p]rPS..-.Clinton and Brown,. Time of game 
i-2h>
^Batted for Lanigan .in 8,th.
Gal’gher,2 5
5
5
4
4
3
1
1 0
5
4
2
1
4
2 0 
0 0
1 0
3 0
4 1
1 0
1
1
1 
0 
0
0
0
0
1
1
4
1
3
0
0
0
1 
0
1

FRIARS ARE BEA TEN
Dartmouth Gets to Collins
In 8th to Beat Friars 5-2
Indians Nick Southpaw Hurler
A > '
for Four Runs to Clinch
Victory.
■ ■ wMMMMuit—.-------------------- I
With victory’ within ’ easy reach, 
Fred “Lefty” Collins, Friar south­
paw, weakened in the eighth inning 
and permitted Dartmouth to regis­
ter a 5-2 victory over the Providence 
College baseball team yesterday af­
ternoon at Hendricken field. The 
Friars played tight baseball until 
Dartmouth cracked down on Collins 
and garnered two singles and four 
walks to score four runs.
Collins seemed on the way to win 
his own ball game in the sixth when 
he drove a scorching triple into left 
field to score Lefebvre with the 
Friars’s second run but his lapse in 
the fatal eighth proved to be the 
turning point in Dartmouth’s favor.
In the first three innings Dart- I 
mouth was retired in order. The In­
dians did not get their first hit until 
the fourth.
Providence was away to a one-run 
lead in the first inning when Mad­
den hit into short centre and then 
stole second. Landry drew a walk 
and Marion, Friar co-captain, tapped 
a perfect bunt along the first base 
chalk-line. Teddy Olson, Dartmouth 
pitcher, scooped up the ball but hesi­
tated to make a play. When he did 
throw, it was to third where Umpire 
Foley called Madden safe on a close 
play. Marion reached first on the 
fielder’s choice. Madden scored on 
Gallagher’s grounder.
♦ ♦ ♦
Dartmouth had three men on base 
in the fourth but Collins did not 
falter as he forced two players to 
. ground out and forced out Phil Clark 
at home to end the inning. Provi­
dence loaded the bases in the third, 
but Hank Soar could not get the ball 
out of' the infield and the chance to 
score went begging.
Phil Clark in centre field for the 
winners proved to be the nemesis of 
'Friar batters as he raced from one 
end of his territory to the other to 
nip sure hits jn the bud.
Game played: April 27,1935
With one-out in the sixth Joe Le­
febvre, Friar catcher, singled and 
I Fred Collins lifted the ball to the 
left field fence for the feature extra­
base hit of the game, sending Lefeb­
vre across home plate. Neither team 
' found the seventh inning particular­
ly “lucky” and Collins took the box 
for Dartmouth’s half the eighth.
* * *
Phil Clark reached first on Blei- 
den’s error and advanced on the 
Friar shortstop’s wild peg to Soar. 
Rataj ack’s single sent Clark home 
and the bases were loaded when Col­
lins walked Casey and gave Hart a 
single.
Ray and Allen drew walks scoring 
Rataj ack and Casey.- Coach Egan 
then decided to replace Collins and 
sent Tom Hammond to the mound. 
Hammond had a count of 3-1 to han­
dle and allowed another walk, forc­
ing Hart with the third “gift” run 
for Dartmouth. The Indians’ tally in 
the ninth was the result of Clark’s 
walk and a single to deep right by. 
Bill Hart.
The score:
DARTMOUTH 
ab r h po 
P.Clark.r. .4212 
Ratajack, s 4 1 1 2 
Casey.m.. 4 114 
Hart.l ... 5 12 0 
Ray,3 .... 3 0 0 0 
Allen,2 . . 3 0 0 1 
Conathan,1 2 0 0 9 
xJayne.l .0 0 0 3 
Devlin.c. .2 0 0 3 
xxP’nder.c 2 0 0 3 
Olson,p . . 4 0 0 0i
I PROV. COLLEGE 
a| ab r h po a
l|Madden,3. .41111 
1| Landry,1-• 3 0 0 1 0 
0 Marion,m. 5 0 0 0 0 
0 Gallagher,2 4 0 1 3 2 
1 Bleiden.s.. 4 0 13 2 
7 Soar.l .... 4 0 0 10 0 
0 Hazell.r .. 4 0 0 1 0 
1 Lefebvre,c. 4 118 1 
0 Collins,p . 3 0 2 0 5
1 Ham’ond.p 0 0 0 0 0
2 Brooks,p.. 0 0 0 0 0 
zLekakos . 1 0 0 0 0
Totals. . 35 2 6 27 11 
123450789 
00000004 1—5 
10000100 0—2
Totals. 33 5 5 27 14
Innings ..................
Dartmouth ..............
PrErrors—Oisoii.' Devltn" Jayne. Gallagher, 
Bleiden. Hits—Off Olson 6; Collins 4 in 
7 1-3 innings; Brooks 1 in 1. Stolen bases
Hart. Madden. Landry. Gallagher 2, Mai ion 
Bleiden. Three-base hit—Collins. Struck 
out_By Collins 4; Olson 6; Hammond 1, 
Brooks3 1. Base on ball's—Off Coll'h® A 
Brooks 2; Hammond 1: Olson 5. Hit by 
pitched ball—By Collins—Conathan. Belt 
on bases—Dartmouth 10: Providence 11. 
Time of game—2h. 15m. Umpires—Rudder- I 
ham, Foley.
xBatted for Devlin in seventh. 
xxRan for Conathan in seventh. 
zBatte^ for Hammond in eighth.
»» SNAP SPRINGFIELD
VICTORY RUN, 8-7
Marion's Double in 8th Nets 
Dominicans' Winning Run
Defeat Is First in Nine Games
for Maroons.—Three
Home Runs Made.
played:
Leo Marion’s double in the eighth 
inning scoring Omer Landry, who 
had drawn a walk, enabled the Provi­
dence College baseball team to snap 
Springfield’s eight-game winning­
streak on Hendricken Field yester­
day afternoon, 8 to 7. Marion was 
the outstanding batsman of the day 
in. a game which saw the Friars 
garner eight hits off two Springfield 
twirlers and the visitors collect 10 
hits off a pair of Friar pitchers.
The Friars put on a five-run 
splurge in the second inning and 
stayed out in front until the fifth 
when Springfield scored two markers 
to tie the score 6-6. Eliot had replaced 
Davis in the third, after the Maroon 
moundsman had walked three Friars, 
and hg held the Friars scoreless for 
three innings while his teammates 
drew up with the Dominicans.
Friar runs in the seventh and 
eighth clinched the victory for the 
locals and the visitors’ lone tally in 
the eighth just fell short of its ob­
jective. In spite of five error's the 
Friars gave Springfield only one run 
in this manner.
A high wind, which mounted in 
velocity as the game drew to a close 
delayed the pitchers but added to 
the interest of the game as the out­
fielders were forced to race after fly 
balls carried along by the gusts. 
Omer Landry made two spectacular 
catches to feature the fielding of the 
outfielders.
In the third inning he came in on
May 1,1955
| the run for Huston’s low liner ano,' 
j dropped to his knees to check a sure 
hit. Landry backed almost to the 
left field fence out by the boundary 
flag in the seventh to take Celia’s 
long fly in one hand and keep posses­
sion of the ball as he somersaulted 
and rolled over.
Home runs were much in evidence, 
with two in favor of the visitors and 
one for. the Friars made by Tommy 
Hazel!; right fielder. Warren Huston, 
Maroon shortstop, hit for the circuit 
trip in the first inning with Smith 
scoring ahead of him. Allen, visiting 
right fielder, connected with one of 
Tom Hammond's low curves for a 
homer in the fifth as Springfield 
drew up 5-5. The strong wind car­
ried the ball out onto the Providence 
College campus about six feet over 
the centre, field., fence.. . .OfsW
a 2nd page fpllowing
('°ntinUecj
FR1AKS COMBINE
HURLING, BATTING 
TO WHIP TOW,
Collins Fans 14 Textilers as 
Dominicans Collect 15 Hits 
to Win 12 to 2.
Game played:
May 6, 1955
Lowell, Mass., May 6.—The Lowell 
Textile baseball team, which had 
turned in a commendable record on 
the diamond until today, faded 
against a strong Providence College 
nine and the visiting Friars won 
handily 12 to 2. “Lefty” Collins who 
replaced Brooks in the first inning 
for Providence struck out 14 bats­
men and held the textile team to 
four hits, two of which were made 
in the last two frames when the 
Providence hurler coasted along 
with a 12 to 0 advantage.
Home runs by Lefebvre and 
Bleiden and a triple by Madden ac- 
' counted for six of the 12 runs. Fif- 
: teen safeties in all were made off 
Lowell’s pitchers, Alcott and Lieb­
mann, in a contest that was never i'n 
doubt after the visitors started their 
heavy hitting in the third and did not 
stop until six hits were made and 
seven tallies were scored in the last 
frame.
Madden and Bleiden in the Do­
minican infield gave the best field­
ing exhibition of the game; For 
Lowell Textile, Poremba’s exhibi­
tion was the best with six chances 
accepted successfully and the only 
extra blow made off Collins, a dou­
ble in the eighth.
The score:
PROVIDENCE | LOWELL TEXTILE 
COLLEGE i 
ab r h po a|
5 1 2 ' *
6 0 1
4
5
5
4
, . 4
Lefebvre,c 4
Brooks,p 0
Collins,p. 4
Madden.3.
Landry,1 
Marion, 1
Gallag’r,2 
Hazel,r 
Bleiden,s
Bel’veau.m
J ■
31 Curtin, s.. 3
II Comstock, s 0 - - - 3
3
4
4
3
3 3 14 2|Ritchie,2.. 1 
0 0 0 OlSchars’t.m 4
" - * ----- -- 2
1
1
1
Lieb’ann.p 0
Fox,p....... 0
1 2
1 1
2 3
2 2
1 0
1 
0
7
4
1 
0
0
0| Janes,1.... 
3| Athanas,3. 
0|Boremba,c 
2 Dursin.l.. 
4| Gross’an,2
110 2 Welch,r.. 
Bassett,r. 
Alcott,p..
IxBogacz..
ab r h po a 
*0011 
0 0 
0 1 
0
1 
0 
0
0 
0
0 
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1 
0 
0 
0
0 
0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 0
3
1
5
6
2 
0
0
2
1 
0
2
1.1
6.0 
2 0
1 0 
1 
0 
0
0
30 2 4 27 8TotalsTotals 41 12 15 27 17| 
Score by innings:
123456789
Prov. College ......... 0 02 1 02 00 7—12
Lowell Textile ....00000001 1—2
Errors—Gallagher 2, Ritchie. Dursin, Al­
cott. Two base hits—Collins, Marion. Le­
febvre, Poremba. Three base hit—Madden. 
Home runs—Lefebvre, Bleiden. Stolen base 
—Madden. Base on balls—By Brooks 2, by 
Collins 2, by Liebmann 2, by Fox 2. Struck 
out by Collins 14. Double plays—Lefebvre, 
Marion, Madden Bleiden and Gallagher. 
Umpire—George Tyler. Time 2 hours 5 
minutes. i I
SPRINGFIELD GAME
Concluded'
•i
,, . . _ ...........Manon, Friar co-captain, had a 
field day at bat with two doubles 
and a pair of singles in five trips to 
the plate. He drove in a run in the
■ second and another in the eighth to 
I keep the Friars ahead.
i Landry had six putouts to show 
for his day’s work and singled and 
stole second in the second frame to
■ get in position to score, which he did 
on Marion’s hit to short right. Sens­
ing a hit-and-run play in the second 
Springfield’s second baseman, Rod. 
Smith, covered the sack and Charlie
’ Gallagher hit a liner right to him 
I to retire the side.,
Only the sixth inning was score­
less. Hammond forced Scott and 
Ober to fly out and struck out Smith 
to retire the visitors. Eliot forced 
Collins and Hagstrom to fly out and 
made Landry ground out to Huston 
at short. Johnny Madden drew a 
1 walk and stole second but was left 
; on base.
i Ober, lead-off man for the Ma­
roons, grounded out in the first in­
ning. Smith was walked and scored 
on Huston’s homer to the left field 
fence. Celia and Allen flied out to 
Hazell and Landry.
Marion made his first hit in the 
Friars’ half of the first but was left 
stranded on the bases. Springfield 
scored one run in the second when 
Bleiden and Hagstrom made errors 
and Ober singled to score Scott.
Applying pressure in 'the second 
frame, the Friars put a sacrifice, a 
home run, a walk and three singles 
together to score five runs which 
proved to be . very important in the 
final accounting.
From this point on, except for one 
run in the third for the Friars the 
visitors provided all the scoring un­
til the fifth inning. They tallied one 
in the fourth and two in the fifth 
to tie the Friars at 5-5. After the 
ruriless sixth, the Friars scored once 
in the seventh and once in the eighth 
while the Maroons could'only tally 
one run in the eighth.
The score:
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 
ab r h po a
4
5
5
4
4
4 _
4 2 2
1 0 0
3 0 1
10 0
5 o 2 2. o
'10 2 2
112 4 
112?
12 10 
0 0 11 0 
1 '1 0 0
' PROVIDENCE
| COLLEGE 
ab r li po a:
I Madden,3. 4 0 0 0 2 Ober,1, 
Landry,1. .4216 0,'Smith 2 , 
Marion,m. 5 2 4 2 OlHuston.s, 
Gal’gher,2 5 0 1 2 SlCella.m.. 
Bleiden,s.. 2 2 113 Allen,r,. 
Coleman,1. 2 1 0 9 0 Nuttall,X* 
Hazell,r.. 4 113 0 Mason;3.. 
Hagstr’m.c 3 0 0 4 1 Scott,c.1.. 
Hamm'd,p 2 0 0 0 OJDltVis.p,.. 
xCollins.. 1 0 0 0 O'Eliot,p... 
Sherry,p.. 1 0 0 0 0|yBU’feall..
Totals,. 33 8 8 27 SI Totals.. 40 7 io 24 s I 
Innings................. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 '
Providence ............. 05100011 x—a
Springfield ............. 21012001 b 7
Errors—Madden, Bleiden 2, Hazell Haa- 
strom, Huston, Mason. Hits—Off Hammond 
7; off Sherry 3; off Davis 5; off Eliot 3 
Stolen bases—Marlon Landry, Madden, Ma­
son. Two-base hits—Marion 2. Home rime 
-Hazell, Huston, Allen. SaAlflcev&ta- 
Hamniond, Hagstrom. struck out—By
Hammond 1, by Sherry 2; by Davis '1: by 
Eliot 3. Bese on balls—Off Hammond 1; 
off Davis 3, off Eliot, 3. Passed ball—Set ‘it 
Hit by pitched bail—By Sltefty—Allen t 'ft- 
on bases—Providence 9: Snrinfeeld 
iplres—Rudderham ■'and Foley. Time-fi2h
20 m.
"STtted for Hs mmond In 6th inning. 
yBatted for Nuttal in 9th inning.
CHARLES GALLAGHER
i
LOSE
Bilodeau Hurls 4-Hit Ball 
L as Harvard Triumphs 6-2
Three Errors and Four Passes 
Costly to Dominicans; Mad­
den Hits Homer.I.
(Special to the Prgyidence Journal) 
„„SoIdieLs Field- .Cambridge, Mass., 
May 8—Providence, College was un­
able to shake the Eastern Intercolle­
giate League jinx here this afternoon 
and lost a twilight baseball game to 
Harvard 6-2 on Soldiers Field. The 
Friars had previously lost to Dart­
mouth, another member of the E I 
loop.
Ed Eldredge, pitched loose ball and 
the Frair fielders aided in the down­
fall by costly errors and misjudge­
ments. There were great plays in the 
making, more in fact that crop up in 
many a college game, but the Frairs 
misfired on th'e verge of completing 
double and vital single killings S
Tom Bilodeau, on the mound for 
Harvard, was m rare form and gave 
only four hits, one of them accon/ 
mg for the two Frair runs. This wal 
Co-captain Johnny Madden’s h™ 
run in the third. Providence showed 
its only life in this frame but the7nl 
lowing batters were unable to con* 
nect with Bilodeau’s offerings w°th 
effectiveness. s >wiui
Harvard took the lead in the 
inning. Two runs were across th* 
plate for the Crimson before the 
visitors had recovered from the craot 
of Prouty’s bat as he drove out » 
scorching single on Eldredge’s e Ji 
pitched ball. In the fourth the FraS 
aided Harvard with a base on ball! 
and an error and the Cantabs sX 
nered three singles to put across 
three runs. “E
. Another tally in the sixth proved 
an anti-climax, as the Friars made » 
pair of errors. Providence went down 
in order in six innings under th 
guns of Bilodbau and three of the 
vistors’ singles were of no avail °
Eldredge picked a few runners’ off 
the bases to prevent more Harvard 
scores. In the first inning he caught 
; Adzigian off second on two different 
occasions.
A costly error in the fourth inning 
gave Harvard a chance to rally and 
make three runs.'Owen singled be­
tween second and third. When Mai 
guire bunted Joe Lefebvre tried to 
catch Owen as he went down to sec- 
ond but the Friar catcher’s peg was 
sky highland jwent.to ..centre field.
..St
Game played:
May 8,1935
HARVARD (6) I PROVIDENCE
Prouty,,,
owen.t,.
fen,3 2 0 0 1 0
I 0 0 5
COLLEGE (2) 
e., 
Madden,3. 4 11 
Landry,1.. 4 0 1
ab r li po a
1 3 3
3 0SXroc 1 H ? 0 Marion,'17, I 0 1 4 i
Woodruff s r t « 4 1 Galla8'her,2 4 0 0 4 0Sullivan^ ? n ? ? 1Hazell,2... 3 0 110 
F’tcivr m i a SI J 0 Bieiden.s, .3 0 0 5 2Hav». A1”’1 f 2 9 4 0 Belliveau.m 3 0 0 0 0
1 Lefebvre,0. 2 10 4 1 
2 O|Eldredge,p. 1 0 0 0 3
Sherry,p.. 1 0 0 0 0Ixc "■ ....
&vard\3A5™' W’-X
i Belliveau.m 3 0 0  
: c
(
:Coliins. "1 ”0’0'0 "0
-ah ya n ■„ - ———•. 30 2 4 24 10
Providence............... 2003 0100 x—S
Errors—cAiii;,' • • 00200000 0—2 Hits offt7Eida”agher- . Bidden, Lefebvre, 
bases—LandJy 2bp’,.S fin 4 innings. Stolen 
—Madden SacSrf Hayes. Home runs 
out—by Eld®a“lfice ints Adziglan. Struck 
deau 4( BaS od“eh b>’ Sherry 2, by Bilo- 
Pires Bralev^nd EI(3redge 4. Um-
1 hr^4Ei miV McDonald. Time of game-
for Eldredge in 5th inning.
Hayes,2.Giblls, tn 4 0 12 32 1 1' 0
FRED COLLINS
Providence College Pitcher
Bears Rated
Even Choice
With Friars
Large Cro-wd Likely to See 
Tight Contest at 
Aldrich Field
By GERALD PRIOR
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
It’« “write your own ticket on the 
winner” as Brown and Providence 
College point for the first game of
this season’s city 
college champion­
ship baseball se­
ries tomo'rrow af­
ternoon at Al­
drich Field.
' The game in ad­
vance shapes up 
as anyone’s party, 
with Brown con­
ceded a better 
chance this year 
of hobbling the 
Friars than at any 
point over the past 
five seasons. The 
Bears are that
Gerald Prior good.
Brown’s last win 
over the Friars came way back on 
May 18, 1929. That game tied the 
’29 series up, for the Friars had won 
the first clash. The Domenicans 
took the third game of the series 
and thereafter proceeded to sweep 
each year’s series in two straight 
games through ’30, ’31, ’32, ’33 and 
>34. That five-season romp lifted 
the Friars total of wins for the ’var­
sity rivalry up to 17 out of 25 games.
So what does it look like this year. 
Well, there's this and there’s that 
and what do you think, m’friend. 
It’s one of those “if” games.
MANY “IFS”
If Lefty Collins pitches up to tops 
for the Friars, Brown will find it 
hard to get the hits needed to win 
ball games. And again, if Amby 
Murray of Brown has his slants 
working and is able to leave his ten­
dency toward wildness behind with 
his street clothes, the Friars may 
find themselves breaking their backs 
trying to connect.
Or if Charlie Butler of Brown 
catches hold of an outside ball on 
the business end of his mighty bat 
■with the bases well populated, it may 
be good-bye ball game from a Friar 
standpoint. Or also if some of 
those husky young sophomores Jack 
Wgan has in his Friar cast—Joe Le- 
Febvre, Milt Blenden, Charlie Gal­
lagher, for instance—began ta wal­
lop the ball along with Co-Captain 
Leo Marion the shoe is likely to be 
on the other hoof.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
' The rival teams have...been like
that this season. They’ve been hot 
most of the time, but they’ve been 
stony cold on occasion. Brown did 
nicely in wins over Northeastern, 
Vermont, Maine, Dartmouth, Col­
gate, New Hampshire and Tufts. 
Even in a loss to powerful Holy 
Cross, the Bears weren’t too tough, 
the defeat being by the narrow mar­
gin of 10-8. But against Yale Brown 
lost its batting punch and fielding ef- 
fectiveness to drop a 10-0 decision.
Providence College looked the part 
of another great Friar team in vic­
tories over East Stroudsburg, Prince- 
Viilanova, Springfield and Low­
ell Textile. In a tie with St. John’s 
and a 5-2 loss to Dartmouth the Do­
minicans also played good ball. But 
on Wednesday against Harvard they 
went to the canines completely, 
afield and at bat, to lose, 6-2.
NO FAVORITE
in.S°i^s a co^e8le ball game in which 
the teams are pretty closely matched 
and in which either may suffer a let 
down that will prove disastrous. To 
pick a favorite under those circum­
stances is just so much waste of 
time.
Brown will have the edge in ex­
perience, with nary a sophomore in 
its likely starting lineup. Provi­
dence College has to depend upon 
sophomores to fill the positions not 
occupied by the veterans, Co-Cap- 
and Johnny Madden 
and that little outfield prize package, 
Omer Landry. That may count for 
something under the pressure of a 
game such as tomorrow’s clash. 
Then, from the other angle, they’re 
putting on the junior prom at Brown 
tonight and some of the ball players 
will be on hand. That, you’ll admit, 
if you know anything about junior 
proms, isn’t exactly the best prepara­
tion for a gruelling ball game.
LARGE CROWD LIKELY
At any rate, a crowd that’s expect­
ed to be the largest local baseball 
turnout of the season will trip over 
to the field tomorrow in the expec­
tation of seeing a close ball game. 
There 11 be plenty of enthusiasm on 
both sides of the field. Brown 
hasn’t had much chance to cheer 
during the past five lean years, but 
the Bears are expecting to do aplen­
ty tomorrow. The Friars will be 
out in full force in the hope of see­
ing their team continue its sweep. 
. Brown got something of a break 
in the pre-game toss-up. Dr. Fred­
erick W. Marvel, Brown athleetic di- 
rector, and Johnny Farrell, graduate 
manager of athletics at Providence 
Lollege, ^ossed a coin to decide 
which was going to be the home 
team. The Bears will take the field 
first tomorrow and will have last 
bats, if just to wind up with an­
other if”—they need them.
Providence NEWS -TRIBUNE
BROWN HAS HOPES IN P. C. SERIES
TTP ON College Hill the Brown athletes are optimistic over the an- 
nual baseball series against Providence College. The first of the 
two games is scheduled for Saturday afternoon at Aldrich Field.
The Friars have a wide edge in the competition which started back 
in 1923, having won 17 times against eight victories for the Bear. The 
most thrilling duel of the series was the 1-0 20-inning triumph scored 
by P. C. on June 7, 11)24, at Andrews Field. That was the contest 
which developed into such a stirring pitching' battle between Charley 
Reynolds and Elmer Duggan. Duggan struck out 29 P. C. batsman 
while Reynolds was stingy with hits and had superb control.
Brown batters insisted Charley didn’t have a thing on the. ball that 
afternoon. It was coming up to the plate as big as a balloon but they 
couldn’t connect. Reynolds was simply throwing it where the bat 
wasn’t. Johnny Halloran, brainiest catcher college baseball has devel­
oped in 20 years, was back of the plate for P. C.
The Bears haven’t measured the Friars since 1929 when they 
scored a 5 to 3 victory. Coach Jack Kelleher has a well-balanced club 
on the Hill this year while Coach Egan is obliged to experiment with 
a group of inexperienced material including a half-dozen sophomores. 
The only veterans from the great team the late Jack Flynn handled 
in 1934 are co-Captains Johnny Madden and Leo Marion' and Omer 
Landry, the fleet-footed outfielder who seems to cover a mile of terri­
tory.
The largest score of the long series between the city rivals was 
the 14-2 P. C. win of 1930.
Brown looks hopefully to the opportunity this week and next of 
squaring a few old accounts with the Smith Hill boys.-
It should be a tight series with Bruno having the edge by reason 
of its seasoned material. The lads will light for every point all the
Brown Beats Friars, 6-4
Bruins take first of annual baseball series between institutions, an 
action "shot" of wMch is shown here with Butler, Brown first baseman 
putting out,/ Providence) College captain and first sacker, as
Murray (' n pitcher's box to assist. —Journal photo, Ball
Murray Pitches Eight Hit
Ball to Break Friar Reign
Sixth-Inning Batting Blast and 
Shower of Errors Mark Bruins ;
First Win Since 1929,
BY F. C. MATZEK
' Ambrose Murray’s eight-hit south­
paw pitching exhibition coupled with 
an even half dozen Friar errors 
brought an end to Providence Col­
lege’s six-year baseball dominance 
over Brown at Aldrich Field yester­
day. The score was 6-4. A rabidly 
partisan crowd of approximately 
4000 saw the game.
A four-run outburst in the sixth, 
aided materially by a trio of Friar 
miscues, gave the Bears the 26th 
game of an intercity series that was 
inaugurated in 1920. The Brilin vic­
tory halted Providence’s string of 
series-game ’triumphs at nine, the 
Friars having won that many in a 
row since the opening tilt of the 1929 
two-game series.
Before that sixth inning shower of 
errors kicked a keen pitching duel 
sky high, Murray was having his 
troubles matching the fine effective­
ness of "Lefty” Collins, Friar south­
paw. In the end Murray had an 
edge, but it was a slim one. His 
eight-hit performance shaded Col­
lins's exhibition by two bingles, the 
Bears collecting 10 off of the Domini­
can portsider.
« « *
The Bruin twirler had a trifle the 
better of it in the matter of con­
trol, too. He issued four passes to 
six given out by Collins. The latter, 
however, was well out in front in 
strikeouts, He fanned 14 Bruin bat­
ters while Murray was accounting 
for seven Friars in the same man­
ner.
Joe Lefebvre and Bleiden were the 
Friar offenders in the sixth. The 
Friar catcher tossed into right field 
in a futile effort to catch Frankie 
Brown after the Bruin second sacker 
had singled to open that frame. 
Frankie went to second on the throw 
and reached third when Murray beat 
out the second of his three infield
^ame played: May 11, 1955
Slader fanned, but Levinson and 
Hart drew passes, the one to the Bear 
catcher forcing Brown in with the' 
first run of the inning. Collins made 
a grand effort to get out of his diffi­
culties. He fanned Mickey O’Reilly. 
But Appleyard banged an easy roller 
to shortstop that Bleiden fumbled 
with an easy forceout in prospect.
Murray scored on that miscue and 
Levinson and Hart followed suit 
when Bleiden winged the ball, past 
the grandstand in back of third in an 
effort to get Levinson as the latter 
moved up from second to third on 
the first of the shortstop’s errors. Ap­
pleyard went all the way around to 
third but remained there when But­
ler grounded out after Elrod had 
reached when he was hit by a pitched 
ball. * * *
That was damage enough to lose 
the ball game for the Friars. Before 
that wild inning Brown had moved 
out in front on a lone run in the sec­
ond, but the Friars had come back 
I to take over the' lead with a. brace 
of markers in the fifth. Providence 
added one more in the seventh and 
stil lanother in the eighth, but fell 
short of tying the ball game, mainly 
because Perry'Elrod, in centre field 
for the Bruins, turned in a circus 
catch of Bleiden’s long fly to keep 
Tom Hazell and his deadlocking run 
anchored to first. The Bears added 
their last marker in the final half 
of the eighth with another Provi­
dence error proving helpful.
Two singles and two passes were 
combined for Brown’s second inning 
run, Frankie Brown scoring on Lev­
inson’s single to right after being 
passed and pushed along by Murray’s 
bunt single down the third baseline 
and a pass to Slader,
Hazell singled to open the Friar 
fifth. Bleiden popped out to Mur­
ray and Lefebvre fanned, but Belli- 
veau singled to right to send Hazell 
to third. Collins bounded a single 
off Murray’s glove to score the Friar 
right fielder. Madden walked to fill 
the bases and Belliveau tallied when 
Murray was charged with a balk, one 
that Hart induced when he came out 
to the front of the plate as Belliveau 
feinted an attempt to steal home.
* * ♦
Successive singles by Belliveau, 
Collins and Madden after Murray, 
.had fanned Bleiden and Lefebvre 
gave the Friars one more marker m,
the seventh. They completed their 
scoring in the eighth when Leo 
..Marion tripled to right centre and 
came home on a wild, pitch. Galla* 
gher grounded out, but Hazell was 
passed. Elrod came through then 
with his catch of Bleiden’s long fly 
to left centre. Fitzgerald, relief 
catcher, grounded out.
O’Reilly was safe when Landry 
dropped his fly in short left to start 
the eighth and romped in with the 
final run of the game when Elrod 
drove a two base hit along the left 
field foul line.
The score: 
BROWN 
ab r h po a 5 - - - - 
4
4
5 
3 
5 
3
Hart.c . . 3
O’Reilly,r 
Apple’d,3 
Elrod,m. 
Butler, 1. 
Brown,2. 
Murray,p 
Slader,1.. 
Levinson,s
PROVIDENCE
- - abrhpo-
0 0 "2 8 0 
0 2 2
1 0 0
0 0 3
0
1
0
2
4
4
0
1
Madden,3. 4 0 
Landry,1.. 4 0 
Marion, 1. 3 1
Gallagher,2 4 0 
Hazell,r.. 2 1
Bleiden,s. 4 0 
Lefebvre, e 3 0 u 0 
- Fitzgerald.,c 1 0 J ft n 0|Belliveau,m 4 2 2 J j 
|Collins,p..
T’ls. .. 35 6 10 27 12 T’ls........ 33 4 8 24 3
Innings ............... 1234567 8 » 6
Brown ................. 0100 0 401 *4
Providence c. ..... ..0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 JfL-
Errors—Brown, ’Bleiden 2, Landry, 
gher, Lefebvre, Fitzgerald. Stolen ba»“ se 
Butler 2. Two-base hit—Elrod. Thr®?'" to 
hit—Marion. Double plays—GallaS1'".py 
Marion, Brown to Butler, struck 
Murray 7; by Collins 14. Base on 
Off Murray 4; off Collins 6. Wild P1*" „,ald. 
Murray. Passed balls—Hart, 
Hit by pitched ball—By Collins (BUf- ol 
Left on bases—Brown 12: P. C. 6. ‘
game—2h., 17m. Umpires—Kelleher 
Tyler.
1 
o 
o 
o
2
1 
o
1
1
0 1 
1 1
2 1
1
1
3
1
1
0.8
1
1
2
0
2
Sophomore Sherry Stars 
as Friars Belt Redmen, 9-1
St. John’s Connects for Only
Two Hits Off Pawtucket
Youth.
-Behind the two-hit pitching of 
J5arl Sherry, Pawtucket sophomore, 
the Friars of Providence College 
: jumped back into the victory col
umn yesterday at Hendricken Field 
j to down St. John’s University 9-1
Getting to Frank Maguire in the first 
inning, eight Friars came to the nlate 
and knocked out five hits to score 
four runs.
j
Maguire fared no better in the fol-; 
lowing frame when he gave a walk 
and yielded one hit to launch two 
runs over the plate for the home 
; team. An error by Testagrossa was 
partly responsible for one Friar tally
Providence hit hard and often from 1 
the start and with Sherry pitching ' 
at his best was never seriously 
threatened by the Brooklyn Redmen 
Coach Jack Eagan shook up his start­
ing lineup and batting order and the 
changes evidently were successful 
Omer Landry headed' the batting list 
and hit safely to centre his first time 
at bat.
♦ » »
From then on there was a barrage 
of hits and a parade of'Friar runs 
across home plate. With two out 
Hazell, Gallagher, Banahan and Bel­
liveau found Maguire for bingles in 
the first inning until Maguire tight­
ened and struck out Johnny Reid 
Reid had helped to shatterihe Red- 
men’s hopes in the first inning when 
he went back of home plate to nab' 
two foul flies fqr putouts.
The visitors were put out in order I 
in the first, second, third and sixth 
innings. None of the St. John’s play­
ers reached base until the fourth 
when Hagan singled over second 
base to deep centre. A walk in the 
fifth inning placed the second visitor 
on base but a rally did not material­
ize.
In the ninth inning the Redmen 
made a slight spurt toward whittling 
down the margin of victory. Dixson 
drove out a hard grounder which 
Madden could not handle. Leary 
i drew a walk but here the threat died 
out. Coach Buck Freerhan tried sev- 
' eral pinch hitters and made a few 
I shifts in his team but the Redmen 
. could not produce a rally in the face 
. of the determined Friar defence.
_
Game played: May 12,1955
Five hits and four runs in the first 
frame for tie Friars were followed 
by one hit in the second for two runs. 
Landry drew a walk in the second 
and went to third when Testagrossa 
erred on Madden’s hard grounder, 
permitting the Friar co-captain to 
reach first. Marion’s single to deep 
left sent Landry and Madden home.
Madden hit a scorching single to 
left in the fourth inning but St. 
John’s staged a double killing, Dix-, 
son to Cochran to Kelly, to end the 
Friars’ chances. With the change in 
pitchers in the sixth, the Friars went 
to work on Joe Coppo.
Belliveau grounded out to third. 
Johnny Reid hit safely to short right 
but was caught at second, Coppo to 
Cochran, on a fielder’s choice of 
Sherry’s roller. Landry and Madden 
singled to score Sherry, and Marion 
was given an intentional walk, fill­
ing the bases. This brought Tom 
Hazell; he drove a liner into centre 
field to score Landry and Madden.
The Friars were not able to pro­
duce any scoring in the seventh and 
eighth as Coppo struck out two and 
his infielders tightened their play. 
This victory for the Friars decided 
the series with the Redmen; the first 
game ended in a 4-4 tie.
PROVIDENCE I ST. JOHN’S
. COLLEGE UNIVERSITY
ab r h po a! ab r h po a
Landry,1.. 4 3 2 1 0
Madden.3. 5 2 2 0 2
Marion,1. 4 0 1 13 0
Hazell.r.. 5 12 10
G’lagher.m 4 1 1, 0 0
Banahan.s 4 1116
B'liveau,2 4 0 2 2 1
Reid.c. ... 4 0 2 9 0
Sherry,p.. 4 10 0 2
Kelly,1.2.. 2 0 0 9 0
xDonellon. 2 0 0 0 0 
Byrnes,c.. 2 0 0 5 0
vTlnrnfi r. 10 0 0 0
2 0 5 0
 0
Totals 31 1 2 24 7
123456789Innings ................ '
Providence .............. ‘pt- (
L:
42000030 X—9
OOOOOOIO 0—1
' Totals 38 9 13 27 11
Foley.
xBatted for Kelly in 7th inning. 
xxBatted for Maguire in 6 th inning. 
yBatted for Byrnep in 8th inning.
Three-run “Break” Helps
VUlanova Beat Friars 6-2
Skoff’s Drive Hits Discarded
Giove and Goes for Homer.
Marion Hits Twice.
Villanova played errorless ball and 
outhit the Providence College base­
ball team two to Cine yesterday after­
noon on Hendricken field to down 
the Friars 6-2. Eddie Vaughn, visit­
ing pitcher, allowed the Dominicans ■ 
five scattered hit; and in spite of six I 
passes he managed to avoid serious i 
trouble.
Karl Sherry, Friar, pitcher, gave 
eight hits and Eddie Eldredge, who 
replaced him in the eighth, allowed 
two. Coach Jack Egan used two' 
pinch hitters but the damage had . 
been done and the Friars were un­
able to rally.
In the seventh the visitors received 
a “break” which was a severe blow 
to the home team. What should have 
been a single by Skaff went for four ' 
bases when the ball hit a Villanova 
j outfielder’s glove as it lay on the 
ground and rolled past Gallagher to 
the centrefield fence.
At the time two men were on base 
and two were out. From this point ’ 
on the Friars were out of the run-! 
ning. Vaughn issued two walks in j 
the seventh and it seemed that the i 
i Friars might overcome their handi- ! 
, cap but the visitors tightened their 
play to retire the side.
■ Linn Lenzi, Villanova catcher , 
drove out two triples and a single in ' 
five times at bat to feature the visi- ■ 
tors’ hitting. Mahan doubled for the 
other Villanova extra-base hit.
For Providence Leo Marion’s pair 
of singles in four trips to bat were 
the best Friar bingles. Sherry hit a 
double in the third for the only local 
extra-base hit.
t.—LSfizi’s. triple followed by Mahan’s 
sacrifice fly to centre gave Villanova 
their first run in the opening inning. 
In the third Lenzi again tripled and 
scored on Mahdn’s double.
Then came the “break” in the sev- ' 
enth which gave the visitors three 
runs and in the eighth they added 
another on a single and a sacrifice.
Providence did not score in the i 
first three nor the last three innings. 
Its runs were made in the fourth and 
fifth. Tom Hazell reached base when 
he was hit by Vaughn. Belliveau 
drew a walk and then Hazell scored 
on Banahan’s single.
Gameplayea: May 16,1935

Lefebvre led‘ off the fifth with a 
single to right field and advanced on ’ 
Sherry’s sacrifice bunt. He stole third 
and scored when Marion singled
along the right field foul line.
VILLANOVA. .
’ r ■
1
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
Geraghty, s 
I Lenzi,c...
1 Mahan, 1.. 
; Skaff,3.
Murphy,m 
j O’Meara,r 
. Sch’pm’r,2 
I Zinkus.l.. 
i Vaughn,p.
i
LEGE.
ab r h po
4 ~
3
4
3
2
3
liBanahan,s. 4
0113 4 ljLandry.l.
2 10 0iMadden,3
1 ■*
1
1
1
_ 1
O' 0
o o 
o 2
0 
0 
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2 11
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0 
u
0
2|Marion,l.. 
OlHazell.r. .. 
0|Gall’gh’r,m 
HBell>veau,2 
2Lefebvre,’c. 4 
Sherry,p... 1 
Eldredge,p. 0 
xCollins... 0 xxMorrlson 1 
yBleiden.. 0
Totals Totals .^9 2 5 27 12.
Innings................. ... „ j 0 0 0 3 1 0—-6
Villanova ..... • ■ • ■’noollOOO 0—2 
providence College y & °eau Banahan. Hits 
-olshmy“tn seven tanl^ off Eldredge 
Lefebvre. ‘Twp-base^its1—Shefty, MgMn’. 
Three-base Mts--Lenzl |-(,^’”tneyer, Sheri 
v^n3.3;o»rn:
d?llaaandJan?en Time of game-2h. 25m. 
vHatted for Sherry in seventh. xxBatted for Eldredge in ninth, 
yltan for Collins.;n serseth..-----------
A
3
3
1
2
3
0
1
5
1
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
i
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Providence Bows in Tenth;
Umpire Ejects Marion
New Hampshire Comes from 
Behind in Eighth-Inning Spurt; 
Reid Hits Homer,
Tying the score in the eighth in­
hing at 5-5, the New Hampshire 
Wildcats rallied in the 10th to down 
Providence College 6-5 at Hendrick - 
en Field yesterday afternoon. New 
Hampshire collected 10 hits off Mar­
shall Brooks. It was a double, a sin­
gle and a sacrifice fly in the 10th 
that gave the visitors their winning 
run.
Umpire Foley ejected Leo Marion, 
Friar co-captain, from the game for 
aggressively questioning a decision 
^t first base. At the time Foley was 
behind third base with two Friars 
between him and the runner.
Isaac hit a slow roller to Brooks 
Who scooped it up and threw towards 
first. Ray Belliveau was on first cov­
ering the play with, Marion a few 
feet away in the direction of the 
pitcher’s box. Brooks’s toss was 
grabbed by Marion who dropped to!
the ground and tagged first just be-' 
fore Isaac touched the sack.,
Joe Curnane went in for Marion 
but the loss of one of their best 
hitters hurt the Friars chances con- I 
siderably.
New Hampshire took a two-run 
lead in the first frame singles by Toll 
and Walker and a sacrifice by Chase 
’ Providence tallied in the fourth when 
two hits and Hazell’s sacrifice scored 
Madden. In the fifth the visitors 
made another run but the sixth 
found the Friars at their best and 
they scored three markers.
With two out the Friars took ad­
vantage of an error and a hit batter 
coupled with three safe blows. Ha­
zell and Belliveau doubled in this 
inning and Banahan singled in this 
rally.
Another run for P. C. in the sev­
enth gave the Friars a 5-3 lead. This 
run was the result of Johnny Reid’s 
circuit wallop over the right field 
fence. Coming back strong in the 
eighth the visitors banged out two 
hits to score two runs and tie the
...... ,
Neither team was able to score 
in the ninth. But New Hampshire 
found Brooks for two hits in the 
tenth while the Friars went out in 
order in their half
The score:
NEW HAMPSHIRE
ab r h po a 
‘ 2 " ~ '
1
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0
of the inning.
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE
kame played: May 14,1935
Toll,!.... 
Walker,3. 
Isaac,c.. 
Moody, r.. 
Chase,2.. 
Rogean,!.
4
4
5
____5
N’h’ns’n,m 3 
R.Landry.s 3 
Saliba,p... 4
1
1
2
2
1
0
2
1
0
2 1
3 1
6 0
1 0
2 2 .
8 Oi
4 0 :
3 2:
1 2 J
ab r h po a
5 ~ ~ ~ "
XYAttUUCXl,O . 5
I Marion,1... 2
~------ * 2
______ 2
G’llagher.m 3 _
'41
_________ 2 :
Reid,c........4 1
Brooks,p.. 3 0 ------
.33 5 7 30 19 
7 8 9 10
0 2 0 1—6 
1 0 0 0—5 
Brooks.
Landry,1.., 
Madden 3.
: Durnane.l 
Hazell,r..
Belliveau,2. 
Banahan,s.
xLefebvre..
Totals..
‘ 3 4 5 6
0 0 10
0 10 3
Banahan.
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1 
0 0
2 0
4 5
4 1
5 0 
0 0
1 0
8 3
2 3
4 2
0 5
0 0
i Totals. ..35 6 10 30 8
Innings............ 1 2
New Hampshire.. 2 0 
Providence ............ 0 0
Errors—Nathanson, _______  ______
Stolen bases—Marion, Moody 3, Nathanson, 
Toll, Walker. R. Landry. Two-base hits— 
Hazell, Belliveau, Isaac. R. Landry. Home 
run—Reid. Sacrifice hits—Hazell, Chase 2. 
Double play—Brooks to Belliveau to Mad­
den. Struck out—By Saliba 4; Brooks 4. 
Base on balls,—Off Brooks 4: Saliba 2. Hit 
by pitched ball—By Saliba (Gallagher). Left 
on bases—New Hampshire 5; Providence 
College 2. Time of game—2h. 15m. Um­
pires—Kelleher and Foley.
xBatted for Brooks in 10th Jnninff. - — •

FRIARS
SERIES WITH
______ .:.............. ________ ____.................... ......... . ....... ,
Ilins Shades Murray
In Dominican Victory
Brown Errs Early as Friars I
Jiimn.Ahp.artjyp.vAr’ tn Rp | 
By F. C. MATZEK
Coupling hits and errors to advan­
tage, Providence College’ outscored 
Brown, 7 to 4, at Aldrich Field yes­
terday in the second game of the an­
nual baseball series between the two 
city rivals. The decision, almost the 
exact reverse of one the Bears scored 
one week previously, gave the Fri­
ars an even break in their 1935 meet­
ings with the Bruins. Close to 3500 
saw the game.
Yesterday’s tilt found Fred “Lefty” 
Collins, portside star of the Provi­
dence club, shading Ambrose Mur­
ray, Brown left-hander, in much the 
same manner Murray had edged out •' 
the verdict in their duel last Satur­
day. Yesterday’s game was the 27th 
I in the Friar-Bear series and left the 
; winners a 15 to 12 margin in games 
won.
Showing a marked tendency to­
ward three-run sorties, the Domin­
icans rushed off to a three-run lead 
in the opening frame and countered 
with a similar outburst in their half 
of the third after the Bruins had 
knotted the count with three mark­
ers in the opening half of that same 
frame. A Brown run in the sixth 
sliced Providence’s margin to two 
runs, but the Friars countered again 
in the seventh with the run that gave 
them their winning margin of three 
runs.
♦ * »
Miscues again marred the pitching 
achievements of the rival southpaws. 
The Bears erred five times behind 
Murray and the Friars were charged 
with a trio of errors in ragged sup­
port of Collins.
The Bruins opened their misfiring 
in the second half of the opening 
frame when an assortment of weird 
baseball aided the Friars toward a 3-0 
lead. Murray’s second pitch hit Lan­
dry, leadoff man, on the foot. He pil­
fered second before Madden flied out 
to O’Reilly in right field. Appleyard 
Bruin third baseman, came in onto 
the grass to snag Marion’s easy roller 
down the third baseline, but his 
throw was over Butler’s head. Lan­
dry counted and Marion went to third 
^ame played:
May 18,1935
f Tom Hazell here connected for 
| the first of his two triples and scored 
i Marion. Lefebcre was out when But- 
| ler took his grounder in front of first, 
I Hazell remaining at third. Belliveau 
■ singled to complete the three-run 
damage. Levinson erred on Collins’s 
grounder but the side was retired 
when Banahan forced the Dominican 
hurler at second, Levinson making 
the putout unassisted.
« « «
In the first of the third, it was 
Providence’s turn to lapse. The Bears 
counted three runs on a combina­
tion of two errors, two bases on balls 
: and a wild pitch. Levinson walked 
and stole second while Hart was 
'' striking out. A.wild pitch sent him 
on to third. O’Reilly walked and 
both runners advanced. Levinson 
scored when Appleyard was safe at 
first as Banahan’s wide throw pulled 
Marion off the bag.
O’Reilly stole third and scored on 
a delayed double steal when Belli­
veau intercepted Hagstrom’s short 
throw to second and let the ball get 
away from him. Elrod contributed a 
double to left to send Appleyard in 
with the tying run. Butler drew a 
pass, but was held at first when 
Frankie Brown fanned and Collins 
threw out Murray.
The Friars unleashed a barrdge of 
hits in the last of the inning to pull 
out ahead again. Singles by Marion, 
Belliveau and Collins and a pass to 
Hazell combined with a pair of stolen 
bases by Marion brought three mark­
ers.
Burbank, in at short for Brown in 
place of Levinson, walked in Brown’s 
half of the sixth, went to second on 
a wild pitch, reached third on 
O’Reilly’s scratch hit in front of the 
plate and scored when Marion was 
slow on his return throw to Hag-
strom.
Hazell tripled to left centre with 
1 two out in the seventh and registered 
, ■ --- --- ..— —~
' Providence’s seventh run on Le­
febvre’s single to left.
The score:
PROVIDENCE
ab r h po •£
Landry,r . 4 1 
Madden,3 . 4 0 
Marlon, 1 . 1
Hazell,r .. 3
Lefebrve.m 4 
Belliveau,2 4 
Collins,p . 4 
Banahan,s 1
i Bleiden.s . 3 
Hagstrom,c 3
BROWN
ab r h po a 
•‘-10
2
Q
0
3
1 
_ 0 
13 2 
0 0 1 
0 2 2 
0 2 0
ti pu al * ** wv
0 0 0| O’Reilly,r. 4 11
4 2
3
0
1
0 10
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 19
0 1 2 Appleyard,3 5 1 0
1 7 1 Elrod,m , e °
2 1 0| Butler, 1 .
12 “
2 6
5
4
5
4
3
1
1
3
1
0 2 
0 1 
0 1 
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
9
3
1 0
1 2
0 Brown,2 .. 
3| Murray,p .
1 Slader,1 ..
2 Levinson, s
31 Burbank,s. 
1'iHart.c ...
| Kuhn, c ..
Total34 7 8 27 13^ Totals =. 36^4 8 24 11
-7
Innings ............... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Prov. College_____ 30300010 x-
Brown ..................... 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0—4
Errors—Appleyard, Levinson 2, Slader, 
Burbank, Banahan, Belliveau, Bleiden. Sto­
len bases—Landry, Belliveau, Marion 2, 
| Hagstrom, Lefebvre, Levinson, O’Reilly 2. 
■ Two-base hit—Elrod.. Three-base hits—Ha- 
i zell 2. Double play—Brown to Levinson to 
I Butler. Struck out—By Murray 4; by Col- 
i lins 8. Bases on balls—Off Murray 2: off 
• Collins 5. Wild pitches—Collins 2. Hit by 
! pitched ball—By Murray—(Landry). Left 
. on bases—Brown 10; Prov. College 6. Time 
of game—2hrs. 5 min. Umpires—Kelleher 
(and Cleary.
FRIAR VICTORY COMPLICATES
I COLLEGE BASEBALL PICTURE
Rhode Island State Out in
Front With Undefeated
Record • in Intra-State
Competition
■. ■ BY1 JOE NUTTER
The local college baseball race was 
further ‘ complicated Saturday as 
Providence College evened the count 
! in its 'Series with Brown/ Today 
I Rhode Island is out ahead with an 
undefeated record in intra-state as 
well as out-side competition, and the 
Brown and Dominican nines are run­
ning a very close race for second 
honors.
FRIARS DESERVING
OF THEIR TRIUMPH
In the final analysis, it was the 
two weaknesses with which Brown! 
opened the season that jumped up ’ 
arid hit the Bears squarely in ths 
face Saturday, Some have felt all 
along that Brown was enjoying rare 
good fortune to travel as fast as it 
has in the face of flaws in the catch­
ing and short field posts. Be that 
as it may, the men who came up to 
fill the two weakened posts have 
delivered with laudable courage, 
but Saturday the Friars applied 
enough pressure to break botn sta­
tions /wide open.
» ’ * «
Providence won handily 
enough, and she fully deserved 
her verdict. Neither “Hefty” 
Collins nor Ambrose Murray had 
too much on the ball, both teams 
hit rather freely, but fatal errors 
in the infield cost Brown any 
chance to sweep the series on the 
flying Friars. • * * |
But time is moving along now, and 
the three Rhode Island college nines : 
are very rapidly coming up to the 
season’s finals. Brown faces the 
easiest road this week, with two 
games. The Bruin journeys to New 
Haven to meet Yale Wednesday and 
plays Colby here Saturday... .1
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CRUSADERS IA1TCE 
FRIARS 13-7 FOR 
TWEIITII IN ROW
Dominicans’ 6-Run Splurge in
7th Falls Short But
Routs Bruninghaus.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Fitton Field, Worcester, Mass., May 
20.—Providence College made a des­
perate attempt to halt Holy Cross at 
Worcester this afternoon before go­
ing down to defeat 13-7 at the hands 
of the sliigging Crusaders. The 
Friars trailed the winners by one 
hit, making 14 to the Purple’s 15.
Until the visitors made their first 
tally in the sixth it seemed that the 
Crusaders were on their way to their 
12th straight triumph with no trou­
ble at all. But Providence put across 
a run in the sixth and followed up 
with six in the seventh, a rally that 
drove Roy Bruninghaus from the 
mound and jolted the home team into 
action.
* ♦ *
Trailing 9-1, the Friars made a vain 
attempt to draw up with the Cru­
saders and went into the eighth only 
two runs behind, 9-7. But this surge 
stirred the Crusaders into action and 
behind Al Jarlett they scored four 
runs in the eighth to assure the vic­
tory.
Bruninghaus was troublesome to 
the Friars until the sixth when he 
gave up two hits. Then he went 
down under a seven-hit barrage off 
the Friar bats in the following frame. 
Jarlett permitted the Friars only 
three bingles in the remaining two 
and one-third innings.
In the midst of the Friars' seventh­
inning batting spree, Co-captain Leo 
Marion knocked out a triple to left 
and in the next frame made another 
into, centre. Ed, Eldredge, called to 
I the mound to relieve Sherry, tapped 
, out two singles in his two appear- 
| ances at the plate.
* * •
Marion’s triple in the eighth was 
the last effort made by the Friars in 
the direction of a rally. Jarlett 
clamped on the lid in the ninth, 
forced Belliveau to ground to short 
and fanned Bleiden and McCabe.
Errors paved the way for the Cru­
sader scores in the third and eighth 
innings. Bleiden was the chief of­
fender with two costly muffs. Lan­
dry had tough luck on a try for a 
running catch in the third frame. The 
ball rolled, out of his hands as he 
laced under Cusick’s long lift to left 
centre;,; jVfer, -■ - .U u ____—
Game played
May 20,1935
The score:
HOLY CROSS
Hobin,1...
Moriarty,2
Canty,m..
Cusick, c?.
Kelley,s... 
Shaw,l...
Br’ghaus.p
Jarlett,p.. 
•Harvey.,
I  5 
D'ghters,3 4 
 4 
 5 
Coulllard.r 4 . 3 
5 
5 
3 
2 
0
12 0
1 0 
0 1
1 1
1 3
2 1
3 3
I PROV. COLLEGE 
[ ■ "' ab r ii po
“ - 2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
7 
2 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0
5
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
1
1
2
0
0|Landry,I... 
° Madden,3..
Marion,1.. 
Hazell,r.., 
Collins,m.. 
Belliveau,2 
Bleiden,s.. 
McCabe,c.. 
Donahue,p. 
Sherry,p.. 
Eldredge,p. 
Brooks,p..
Totals. . .37 7 14 24 9 
.23456789
2 2 3 0 2 0 4 x—13 
► 00001600—7 
— ------ --- Belliveau, Madden,
Landry. Hits—Off Donahue 8 in 3 2-3 in­
nings, off Sherry 3 In 1 1-3, off Eldredge 
2 m 2 1-3, off Brooks 3 in 2-3, off Bruning­
haus 11 in 6 2-3, off Jarlett 3 in 2 1-3. Stolen 
base—McCabe. Two-base hits—Madden,
Kelley, Shaw 2, Canty. Three-base hits— 
Marion 2. Sacrifice hits-—Bleiden, Hazell, 
Cusick 2, Canty. Struck out—By Brun­
inghaus 6, by Jarlett 2, by Donahue 1, 
by Eldredge 1. First base on balls—Off 
Donahue 1, off Sherry 3, off Eldredge 1, off 
Bruninghaus 4. Passed ball—McCabe. Hit 
by pitched ball—By Brooks (Daughters). 
Left on bases—Providence 9. Holy Cross 12. 
Time—2h. 25m. Umpires—Cleary, Keady.
’Ran for Moriarty in 1st, 4th, 6th, 7th.
2
3
1
0
0
4
1
2
0
3
9
1 _
3 10 1 
0 10 
10 2 
0 0 0
1
1
1
2
0
0
1 
0 
0 
0
1 
0
1
1
2
2
2 
0
3
1 
0 
0
2
0
f Totals 40 13 15 27 13Innings................ i
Holy Cross ............ o
Providence College. 0
Errors—Bleiden 2,
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Gill Named by Keaney for Mound 
Duty in Important Game
Rhode Island State’s fast stepping 
baseball outfit will terminate its 
home season at Kingston tomorrow 
afternoon, when it entertains Provi­
dence College in another of the in­
tra-state college series. A victory 
for the Rams will practically clinch 
the State title for the Keaneymen.
Roland Gill, diminutive right 
hander, is expected to pitch for the 
Keaneymen. Having worked the 
last three innings in the Northeast­
ern game yesterday, Gill should be 
in perfect trim for tomorrow’s meet­
ing.
The Rhode Islanders, by virtue of 
their exceptionally fine success this 
season, have been attracting large 
crowds to their home park of recent 
weeks, but tomorrow’s encounter is 
expected to top all attendance marks.
Seniors who will be performing on 
State’s home lot for the last time are 
Captain'Bud Gorman, “Happy" Ap- 
plin, Bud Fisher, Eddie Ryan, and, 
if they manage to break into the 
lineup, Jack Marsden and Joe Gula.
Tomorrow's contest is viewed with
App“n”i b3h ’ •”•••••' rf’. BHaz°n
Msher r?-••••••••••••• — -2»-> Belliveau
J™’ *•*••••••’• — •.........  Bleiden
rIn ...................... c., Reid
Tim’eVi- o’clock.- ■P" She"y °r Eldred«e 
Umpires: Finnell and Devron.
special interest at State, since a vic­
tory will send the Rams on to Wor­
cester Friday with an unblemished 
record, and, should they top the sim­
ilarly undefeated Crusaders, such a 
feat would permit the Keaneymen to 
put a rightful claim to the Eastern 
collegiate title.
Coach Jack Egan of the Friars has! 
named no starting lineup for the] 
Rhode Island game but it appears 
certain that the players who lost to 
Holy Cross last week will again see 
service. The pitching selection will 
be more or less of a toss-up until the 
teams take the field as most the Friai- 
staff was in action against Holy 
Cross.
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friars UPSET RAMS 7
Dominicans Score in 12th
To Hand State First Defeat
__  ■ _ _? _____
Sjx-Run Drive in 7th Saves
Friars; Bleiden Hits
Timely Triple. ’
Rhode Island State finally met de­
feat, when Providence College beat 
Frank W. Keaney’s Rams 7-8 in a 12- 
inning affair before 1500 at Kingston 
yesterday afternoon. This loss 
j snapped State’s victory run of nine 
l straight games.
I A triple to right field by Milt 
Bleiden, Friar shortstop, and a sub­
sequent sacrifice fly to left by Ray 
Belliveau, P. C. second baseman, 
settled the issue in the first half of 
the 12th. The Rams held the lead 
I until the seventh when the winners 
uncorked a six-run attack that knot­
ted the score.
A single by Bleiden, with Friars 
on second and third, completed 
this uprising. To State the play 
was the first of several heart-break­
ers that trailed the Rams in the clos­
ing innings.
. Although well placed, Bleiden’s 
■.bingle was a weird “fluke”. As the 
C. shortstop was evading one of 
'Will d’Entremont’s wide curves the 
ball hit the bat and looped over Ap­
plies head, dropping into short 
right. Two runners scored on this 
Play.
Rhode Island proved more threat­
ening than Providence after the sev- 
I enth but the Pams threw away all 
their chances. With men on third 
the scoring punch was missing in 
the ninth and 10th innings.
State’s opening score came in the 
second when two were out. “Babe” 
Martin was hit by Collins, Mudge 
was safe when Collins threw wide to 
Marion. Fay’s single through the 
box sent in the two runs.
In the next canto Marion’s mis­
play on Pascoe’s slow roller and Bud 
Fisher’s hard drive to right made the 
third State run. Two were added 
in the fifth on Fay’s single and Gor­
man’s home run to left. State’s final 
tally came in the sixth as Martin 
scored on Mudge’s left field hit.
Providence College built up its six- 
run rally in the seventh with the aid 
of State errors. Capable State field­
ing gave d’Entremont the advantage 
in the first.six.cantpes._
Game played: hay 22,1935
Friar Hero Safe at First
$5
Ray Belliveau beats out a hit to Fay in the second inning of the Providence-R. I.State game atnay r>cii*vv*vu uvuw vmv «■ aiav iu *1* v»»v ———a n; »««
Kingston yesterday. Applin, Ram first baseman, is covering his station. In the 12th Belliveau 
came through with a sacrifice fly to score Bleiden with the winning run. Bleiden contributed 
a full share to the rally by setting up the scoring play with. ji□Hple.JChe. Friars won, 0 *
Gallagher reached second when: 
Fay threw wide to Applin at first, 
permitting Gallagher to take another 
base. Joe Lefebvre drove a single to, 
right to score Gallagher. d’Entre- i 
mont, unsettled, walked Landry and i 
Gorman fumbled Madden’s slow rol- • 
ler to fill the bases.
At this point Leo Marion singled . 
through the box to score two runners, 
and Madden raced home when Col­
lins grounded out to Gorman. Then, 
Bleiden, attempting to pull away 
from an inside pitch, had his bat hit 
and the ball dropped into right field, 
scoring two runs.
Bleiden was caught at second as 
State began to check this Friar rally. 
Belliveau singled but Gallagher was 
tossed out by Pasco. In the eighth 
Landry was hit by a pitched ball and 
Marion walked but the effort died 
■ out when Hazell grounded out.
In the ninth inning Fay doubled 
and Gorman was passed. Applin was 
J hit by Collins to fill the bases. The 
i State fans poured out of the stands as 
' Pascoe swung at a pitch that hit him. 
But the game was not over for the 
runners were sent back to their sta­
tions and Pascoe had a strike called 
on him.
Landry,!.. 4 111 0|Martin,m, 
Madden,3. 6 12 1 3|Mudge,r., 
Marion, 1, 5 1 2 18 0“ 
Hazell,r.
Collins, p.
Bleiden, s,. _
Belliv’u,2.. 5 0 2 2 6 
Gallag’r,m 5 110 0 
Lefebvre,c 6 1 2 11 0
6 12 2 1
5 0 0 010
4 1114
R. I.-STATE 
ab r h po a 
42“ ‘
5
6 
5
5
6
4
5
____ ... 3
Messina,1.. 1 
xReardon. 1 
yManten’to 1 
zPhelan... 1
Fay,s........
Gorman,3. 
Applin, 1.. 
Pascoe,2..
Fisher,1... 
Ryan.c.... 
d’Entre’t,p
1
1
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
0 4 0
2 2 1
3 3 5
111 
016 0
3 6
0
3
0
4
0 
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
4
0
0
0
0
Totals 46 7 13 36 24] Totals.. 47 6 9 36 2o 
Innings .. 123456789 10 11 12 
Providence.. 000000600 0 0 1—7 
R. I. State. 0 02121000 0 0 0—6
Errors—Marion, Collins, Madden, Fay, 
Gorman, Pascoe. Stolen bases—Martin 4, 
Mudge 2, Messina, Belliveau. Two-base hits 
—Madden, Gorman. Mudge, Fay. Three-base 
hit—Bleiden Home run—Gorman. Sacrifice 
hit—Collins.’Double play—Hazell to Marion. 
Struck out—By collins 10; d’Entremont 2. 
Base on balls—Off Collins 4; d’Entremont 5. 
Passed ball—Lefebvre. Hit by pitched ball— 
By Collins (d’Entremont. Applin and Mar­
tin); bv d’Entremont (Landry). Left on 
bases—Rhode Island 12; Providence 12. 
Time—3h. 15m. Umpires—Finnell and Dev- 
ron.
xBatted for Messina in 12th. 
yBatted for Ryan in 12th. 
zBatted for d’Entremont in 12tn.
Collins and Callahan, South­
paws, Likely Pitching Choices 
for Game Here Today.
Providence College’s baseball nine, 
which broke the victory strings of 
Springfield and Rhode Island State, 
will play Holy Cross at Hendricken 
Field at 3:15 o’clock this afternoon. 
The Crusaders have won 13 straight 
contests, including victories over 
both Springfield and State.
In the. first game between the 
teams, played at Worcester, Provi­
dence lost 13-7 after staging a strong 
rally in the seventh inning.
. Fred “Lefty” Collins, New Milford 
sophomore, who twirled in the first 
Cross game, will in all probability 
face “Boots’ Callahan, Holy Cross 
southpaw, this afternoon. Either Joe 
Lefebvre or Johnny McCabe will 
catch.
The lineups are expected to remain 
the same for the other positions. 
Jack Barry is undecided about his 
starting pitcher for today, although 
Callahan has been named tentatively. 
Barry may give Roy Bruninghaus 
another try against the Friars in 
spite of the damage done to Bruning- 
haus’s delivery in the seventh frame 
at Worcester. J
FRIARS WHIP CRUSADERS
Ten-Hit Friar Cannonade
Rips Holy Cross Off Top
rerry’s Pitching and Landry’s
Outfield Play Feature
Hendricken Field Game.
- By F.'C.’mATZEK
Complementing Karl Sherry’s five- 
hit pitching with a 10-hit cannonade 
in which each member of the Friar 
nine had a part, Providence College’s 
baseball forces tumbled the Crusad­
ers of Holy Cross from the unbeaten 
ranks at Hendricken Field yester­
day. The defeat, a 4 to 1 setback, was 
the first of the campaign for the Pur­
ple in 15 starts. Close to 4000 saw 
the game.
With the major defensive burden 
resting on the pitching capabilities 
of the Pawtucket Sophomore, the 
Friars concentrated on the attack. 
One blazing three-hit, three-run 
spurt in the last of the fourth actual­
ly turned the trick. It brought the 
Dominicans from behind and put 
them into a lead; that Sherry pro­
tected well the rest of the distance.
Each' and every one of the Friars ! 
shared in the 10-hit barrage levelled ' 
against Roy Bruninghaus, ace. 
moundsman and starter for the Cru­
saders, and his successor, Jarlett.
* • •
Four of the Friars stepped defin­
itely to the fore in run producing— 
Hazell, Belliveau, Gallagher and 
Reid. And of that quartet Gallagher, 
centre fielder, garnered top laurels 
with a two-run homer in the fourth 
that put the Friars out in front. _
Hazell opened the fourth inning 
uprising with a ground single to left. 
He stole second before Bleiden 
fouled out, and scored on Belliveau’s 
slashing single to left centre. Gal­
lagher followed with a long shot over 
the right field fence.
That Gallagher poke settled the 
issue. Hazell’s run had knotted the 
count at 1-1, Nick Morris of the Cru­
saders having cocked Sherry’s first 
pitch in the third over that short 
right field wall for a four-ply wallop. 
Johnny Reid, loose-jointed Friar 
catcher, brought the scoring to an 
end with a duplicate of Morris’s and 
Gallagher’s homers in the seventh.. 
It was superfluous, perhaps, but it 
was sweet recompense for two previ­
ous strikeouts by the Dominican 
backstop. ■ * • -
Game plyyed:
25,1935
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The victory for the Friars evend 
their score with the Purple baseball 
lancers, Holy Cross having beaten 
them 13 to 7 Monday at Worcester. 
The triumph establishes the Friars 
as specialists at snapping victory 
strings. The same club brought an 
end to straight victory runs by 
Springfield and R. I. State, cutting 
both teams down after they had re­
corded nine in a row.
There was something more to yes­
terday’s performance by the Friars 
than Sherry’s top-grade hurling and 
the batting of Hazell, Belliveau, Gal­
lagher and Reid. Omer Landry, in 
left for the Friars, pulled robbery 
catches on Daughters in the first and 
on Couillard in the seventh. Gal­
lagher accepted three chances in 
centre field to cut down possible hits. 
One off Moriarty in the ninth was a 
gem.
The Friars’ inner defence was 
almost flawless. Madden erred on 
Couillard’s hopper in the second, but 
Sherry covered the miscue when he 
caught the Crusader napping off first. 
Belliveau, Bleiden and Marion com­
bined for the .only twin killing of the rv ~ '• _ — •“-- -- I-.-*.—,.,.- '_ J
victors. Daughters, at'third for "the 
Purple, was: charged.'with, the only 
miscue of the game, an error that 
didn’t, however, figure in the scor­
ing. '
■ Couillard, right fielder for Holy 
Cross, found the short right field 
not to his liking. Twice he ' was 
backed up against that barrier and 
each time,, once in. the third on Mad­
den’s drive and again in the eighth 
on a similar shot by Bleiden, the 
ball bounded out of his glove. Each 
hit went for two bases.
Bleiden’s double was the lone hit 
off Jarlett who relieved Bruning­
haus in the eighth after the latter re­
tired in favor of pinch hitter Buzz 
Harvey .in the first of the same in­
ning. Bruninghaus was nicked for 
nine hits in seven, frames. He fan­
ned five Friar batsmen and issued
no passes.
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE
Landry,1. 
Madden,3 
Marion, 1. 
Hazell,r. 
Bleiden,s
4 0
4 0
4 0 
4 '
.................4
Belliveau,2 4
Gal’gher.m 3
Reid,c..o 3
Sherry, p. 3 0
HOLY
CROSS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
1 „ 
0 4) 
0,0 
0 0
ab r h po a Hobin, 1 .. 4
’ ~ 1 3 0 Daughters,3 4 
1.1 4 Moriarty,2 4 
- ~ "y,’ ... 4
Couillard,r 33
3
3
2
0
1 
0
1
1
1
1.11 0- 2
1
0
3
6 .
0 2
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
3
1
0
0
Cant , 1 .
Cusick,c.. 
Kelley,s.. 
Morris ... 
Bru’haus,p 
Jarlett,p. 
x-y-Harvey 1
I 4 
0’ 1
II 
0 1 
0 2
1 5 
0 3
2 7
0
3
1
0
0
2
2-
Totals .. 31 1 5 24 9 
234567 89
0 1 0 0 6 6 0 o~i
Madden. Hits—Off
Totals 33 4 10 27 10
Innings.................
Prov. College ..........
Holy Cross ........... .
Errors—Daughters, ........ ..... ......... .
Bruninghaus 9 in 7 innings; off Jarlett 1 
in 1. Stolen bases—Hobin, Hazell. TwO-baSe 
hits—Madden, Bleiden, Home runs—Morris, 
Gallagher, Reid, Double plays—-Belliveau to 
Bleiden to Marion. Struck out—-By Brun­
inghaus 5, by Sherry 5. Passed balls— 
sick. Left on bases—H. C. 3; P. C. 5. Um­
pires—Rudderham and Foley. Time of game 
—lh„ 55m, 
x-Ran for Moriarty in 4th. ’ " ' ■
y-Batted for Bruninghaus in 8th,
1 ____________ ,
00030010 x—40 ' ” ------ 1
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
LTArl shfppvRRYS exh:bition a rare feat
Ik ,, L SHERRY gave as fine an exhibition of college pitching when 
Tk.t‘:^,“.deXdsH”1rCro" ~y™ ™ 
when he had no teoX in°v ' & k’S SUre in the pinches and 
saders byX simSetse of a^f °V tOyed with the Cru-
delivery. trW chan^e of Pace and a hesitation
average" ofr°400bw^en’ 6Xtraordinary the tune of a team
Harkins Wail f ’ k exPected to cut loose and rattle the windows in' Xt awed bZhtT "T but "
of JackX^i boX“endous batting punch and past rf~ 
mond'briirrO7 athletes might ^Present the finest collection of dia- 
Z thev U1Tered in a decade at Mt St- ^eS but on Satur- 
Sherrv » ? ' an°ther bunch' of fresh™n to the bespectacled
the youth from° OTerTZX f°hn’S °f BrookIyn> a fortnight ago, 
clouts. Cross couS gath Redmen d°Wn with two safe
enough. W g3ther but f°Ur' Six hite « 18 innings. Fair
piay^^KSd ^ MS a ch,oice dish here this -ek- B-wn 
most spectacular ch t + M” Day against one of Harvard’s
te—* 
*>w. "* *• Brnins’ p C- “<1 s‘««« »• hitting „„ .n elnta.
D’Entrfemont and Collins to 
Wage a Return Mound 
Duel Today.
LINEUPS AT HENDRICKEN FIELD 
PROVIDENCE
i COLLEGE
Landry, 1. f.
Madden, 3b.
Marion, lb.
Hazell, r. f. ’
Collins, p.
Bleiden, s. s.
Belliveau, 2b.
Gallagher, m.
Reid, c.
Game will start «« „
Gardella and Kelleher.
RHODE ISLAND 
Martin, m. 
Mudge, r, f. 
Fay, s. s.
Gorman, 3b. 
Applin, lb. 
Pascoe, 2b. 
Fisher, I. f.
Ryan, c. 
d’Entremont, p.
at 3:15 p. m. Umpires
Rhode Island State will invade 
Hendricken Field for the first time 
in almost 12 years to meet the Provi-. 
dence College baseball team in an at­
tractive Memorial Day game this af­
ternoon at 3:15 o'clock.
When the teams opened their pres­
ent series a week ago they battled 
through 12 torrid innings before the 
Friars emerged on top 7-6. With the 
same lineups in action today it ap­
pears that another interesting con­
test .will be played.
Coach Frank W. Keaney, the Ram 
mentor, will start the nine men who 
faced Providence in the first encoun­
ter. The Rams returned to the vic­
tory highway, defeating Northeast­
ern 10-5, while the Friars toppled 
Holy Cross, 4-1, to end the Crusaders’ 
win streak at 14 games. Clever 
“Wil” d’Entremont will pitch for the 
, State team with Ryan behind the 
plate.
Coach Jack Egan, Friar coach, will 
send Fred “Lefty” Collins to the box 
with lanky Johnny Reid, capable 
catcher. Collins went the full 12 in­
nings against State, a game in which 
he grew better as the frames flew by. 
Reid has caught Karl Sherry, sensa­
tional P. C. twirler, in the St. John’s 
and Holy Cross games and will team 
with Collins against State.
i>,- __ :___1--------- - ---- i.

4000 fans.
Rhode Island Was away to an early 
start with a run in the first inning 
and with “Wil” D’Entremont pitch- 
. ing well it seemed the Rams were 
due to even their score with the Fri­
ars. But two State errors in the third 
gave Providence one run and the 
Friars applied pressure in the fifth 
to score four more.
The good work of. Collins on the 
mound and the effective Friar field­
ing had a large share in the victory. 
’Collins held the Rams to four scat­
tered hits and fielded six chances 
without a slip-up.
Errors on the part of Rhode Is- 
land enabled the Friars to tie the ; 
score in the third. Four hits, coupled : 
with two errors, paved the way for 
a fourTrun Friar splurge in the fifth, 
which Rhode Island could not over­
come. Two hits and two errors add­
ed another run to the Friar total 
and . the -game, jended—as., th? -Rams 
i flied out and grounded out in the: 
' ninth. . |
There were several fielding gems1 
during the game. Eddie Fay, Rhody 
shortstop, went back for a nice catch 
of Collin’s'fly in the second inning.
: On the next pitched ball, Fay nabbed 
’ Bleiden’s liner for the third putout. 
' Charlie Gallagher, Friar centre field­
er, made a spectacular, running shoe­
string catch of Mudge’s fly and threw 
in to the plate to hold D’Entremont 
on third. 1
After Belliveau flied out in the 
third inning to Martin in centre, Gal­
lagher drew a walk and stole second. 
Gorman erred on Hagstrom’s 
grounder and Gallagher went to 
third while the Friar catcher was 
safe at first. Gallagher scored when 
Ryan attempted to nab Hagstrom 
who was stealing down to second. 
Pascoe stopped the Ram catcher’s 
throw behind the pitcher’s box and 
threw to hohie. But. Ryan dropped 
the ball as Gallagher crashed into 
him with the first Frja? run.....
^ame played: May 30,1935
Providence and State went out in 
order in the fourth. It was in this 
frame Gorman was ruled out for in­
terference when he bumped Marion, 
who was trying to catch his foul pop 
fly between home and first.
With State out of the way in the 
fifth, Providence laid wood to D’En- 
tremont’s offerings to score four 
runs. Belliveau singled to deep 
short and made certain of the hit by 
sliding face first into the bag. He 
went to second when Applin erred 
on D’Entremont’s peg to first in an 
attempt to catch him off the bag.
Gallagher’s sacrifice to D’Entre­
mont moved Belliveau around . to 
third. With the count 3-2 against 
him, Gus Hagstrom hit a double to 
the right field fence to score Belli­
veau and place himself in position 
to tally. Landry’s single to left field 
sent Hagstrom home. Madden’s 
grounder was mishandled by Fay, 
Ram shortstop, and Landry romped 
to second. Both Madden and Landry 
came home on Marion’s triple.
Marion hit to deep left centre and 
Fisher, Martin, Pascoe all had a part 
in relaying the ball into Ryan who 
nailed Marion at home. It was Pas­
coe’s expert throw to the plate which 
enabled Ryan , to tag Marion out. 
Hazell grounded out to end the in- i 
ning.
In the sixth Providence tallied 
when Belliveau singled and Applin 
erred to permit Collins to score. 
Marion singled to right in the sev­
enth, but died on second after steal­
ing to that point.
Tile score: '
providence
COLLEGE | 
ab r h po a 
4 112 0
3 10 12
4 0 2 13 2 
4 0 0 2 0 
4 112 6 
4 0 0 2 2 
41205:
' --- 1 0 3 0H gstrom,c 3 112 0'
j
HhoTW
Appi”'2 w.
Mudge, Two-baseahit<']^wr10?’ Gallafeher, 
D’Entremont, Three^?/88^?’’ “ud3e. 
Sacrifice hit r-onf-t t>ase hlt—Marion.
Collins 2- hv Struck out—By
—OS D’Entremont^^mA Ba?,e ,on balIs 
—By Collins (Annlini by PItched ball Umpires_ GarrtlPi n • Tlme of game—2h. ,ance—4000? del a and Kelleher. Attend- 1 
iCnlins an<* D’Entremont 
pitched balls on their first tosses and 
fr> ^ssed out the first man
ia ,Colhns to Marion, D’En­tremont to Applin.
Keaney protested an out in the 
second inning when Applin was 
caught off first by Collins and run 
down Manon to Bleiden. The Friars 
repeated the act in the third when 
Mudge was caught off first.
* * *; The usual huddle at home plate 
■was prolonged when Keaney ques­
tioned the ground rules. Marion, 
Madden, Gorman, Kelleher, Gardella 
and Keaney were the huddlists
Landry, 1 
Madden, 3 
Marion, 1 
Hazell, r, 
Collins, p. 
Bleideh, s, 
Belliveau,2 
G’lagher.m H’gstr
^1 RHODE, ISLAND
- Martin, m 
' Mudge, r,.
Fay, s.... 
Gorman, 3 
Applin, 1. 
Pascoe, 2. 
Fisher, 1., 
Ryan, c. „. „ w 
D’En’m’t,p 3 0
ab r h po a
4 0 0'
4 12
4 0 0
3 0
2 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
4 1
2 0
3 3 
0 2
8 .0 
0 2
0
0
0 _ _ 
12 1 
O' 5 1 
10 2
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FRIARS SUBD UE BEARS
3 TO 1 TO WIN CITY
Collins Allows But 4 Hits
asTearn Rallies to IFin
Bruins Lead 1-0 Until Sixth.
Marion’s Homer Only
Earned Run of Game.: _
by’ I. c. matzek
Providence College and Fred 
“Lefty” Collins made it two out of 
three for the season against the 
Brown Bears and Ambrose Murray 
yesterday at Aldrich Field as the 
Friars took the third and deciding 
game of the city championship series 
3 to 1.
A four-hit pitching exhibition by 
Providence’s crack southpaw gave 
him his second victory in three 
starts against the Bruins this spring 
and likewise gave him his second 
triumph in three duels with Murray, 
Bruin portsider. The latter was 
nicked for seven hits, one a homer 
by Leo Marion.
Sloppy play on the part of both 
supporting casts marred what other­
wise might have been an exception­
ally keen pitching battle. Marion’s 
score on his homer opening the 
eighth was the lone earned'run of 
the quartet tallied. Miscues were 
of assistance to the Bears in scoring 
their one marker and to the Friars 
in counting their other two.
The Bruins took the lead in the 
fourth with the Friars knotting the 
count in the sixth, getting the de­
ciding marker in the. following frame 
and adding an additional one, by 
Marion, in the eighth.
P-.rry Elrod drew one of the nine 
passes issued by Collins to open the 
sixth. The Bruin centre fielder went
■ to second when Hagstrom dropped a 
third strike on Butler and continued 
to third as Frankie Brown went out 
on an infield play. Murray drove m 
the runner with a scatch single close ; 
to second base.
dame played: June 5,1955
BUTLER REACHES FOR A HIGH ONE
Brown first sacker snares a high toss 
from Levinson at short on Milt 
Bleiden’s scratch single in the sixth 
inning of the Brown-Providence 
College game at Aldrich Field yes­
terday. The Friars won 3 to 1 to 
take the city championship.
Providence tieid the score in the 
I sixth when Madden walked and 
’ scored after Marion had sacrificed 
him to second on a bunt, Butler 
making the putout at first and then 
throwing past an uncovered third 
base. Later in the same inning Blei­
den singled through short and 
reached second on a steal that drew 
a throw from Harrie Hart that went 
out to centre when no one was cov- . 
ering the keystone station. The 
Friar shortstop advanced to third on 
the peg but remained there as Belli- . 
veau flied out.
* « »
Gallagher tallied the winning run 
in the seventh after walking to start 
that frame. Hagstrom sacrificed him 
to second and he went on to third 
when Murray’s toss to Levenson got 
away from the Bear short fielder. 
Collins took a hand in winning his
own game with a single to centre to
send Gallagher home.
Marion added to the Friar total | 
with his homer to left starting the , 
eighth. Hazell and Bleiden followed 
with singles and Belliveau walked to 
fill the cushions. Gallagher hit to 
Levenson forcing Hazell at the plate. 
Bleiden went out the same way when 
Hagstrom grounded to Frankie 
Brown. Belliveau was caught at the 
plate, Murray to Hart, on an attempt­
ed steal.
The weird baseball that was 
served up in both previous games 
this spring was in order yesterday, 
too. Not all of it was confined to 
the three innings in which unearned 
runs were scored. Mickey O’Reilly 
got the first of four straight passes 
he received off Collins in the first 
frame but was forced at second, Col­
lins to Bleiden, on Appleyard’s rol­
ler. Bleiden pegged over Marion’s 
head in an attempt to double up the 
Brown third baseman. The latter 
continued on to second but was dou­
bled up there, Marion to Bleiden, as 
the Friar first sacker made a quick ' 
retrieve of the ball as it bounded 
back from the wall in front of the 
stands.'
Providence's triumph gave the 
Friars the city crown to add to the 
State championship which they had 
clinched prior to yesterday’s tilt.
The score:
PROVIDENCE | 
aUr h po aj ' . 5----------
4
1
4
4
_____  , 3
G’lagher.m 3
Hagstrom,c 2
Collins,p.. 4
Landry,1,. 
Madden,3.
!• Marion, 1.. 
Hazell,r... 
Bleiden,s.. 
Belliveau 2
0
1
1
0
0
0
11
BROWN
ab r h po a ' 
- o------
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
0
2
0
0
3
4
0
2
0
1
0 2 
0 ‘ 
0
0
2
1
1
0 
0
0
0 0 OjO’Reilly.r.. 0“ , -------- 4
1
4
4
4
3
M .
10 
•’ 3 0 -
' jfoauosooQx' opeinj pu&i£)x
pay pui? U39.TD 601 aouiJd Aoil'BA 
: (8> sSuo[ 
isp[0-JB9A-0A^ fSuruirBio ‘.00L$
SOVH JLSHM
VINOJLVl
0 1 2!Appley’rd,3
1 12 l|Elrod,m...
1 ---- -- " '
2
0
2
4
2
0
0 16
0 10
0|Butler,l 
3" 
2
0
2
7
jHart.c. .
Brown,2... 
Murray,p.
Slader.I.. , 
Levinson.s 
’Henshaw.
2
3
9
0 
0
1
4 
0
6
•qssj
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Sherry Slated for Mound Duty 
Against Bulldog Nine at
New Haven.
LINEUPS AT NEW HAVEN 
PROVIDENCE YALE
Landry, If. Cummins, m.
Madden, 3b. Dugan, If.
Marion, lb. Armstrong, rr.
Hazell, rf. Curtin, 2b.
Gallagher, m. Woodlock, ss.
Bleiden, ss. Rankin, p.
Belliveau, 2b. Klein, c.
Reid, c. Kelley, lb.
Sherry, p. Klimezak, 3b.
Time of game: 3 p. m. ■
Yale is the next opponent on the 
Providence College baseball sched­
ule the Friars invading New Haven 
tomorrow for a game with the Bull­
dogs. The Dominicans have won 11 
games, tied one and lost six. Their 
victories have been made over 
Princeton, Villanova, St. John’s, 
Holy Cross, Brown, Rhode Island 
State, Springfield and Stroudsburg.
This year's Friar nine is expected 
to shake the so-called jinx which; 
has bothered other' Dominican nines 
in their games at, New Haven. Karl 
Sherry, conqueror of Holy Cross 
Which trounced Yale 14-4 in a re­
cent game, will start for the Friars: 
Johnny Reid is the probable catch­
ing- sole/‘.on. -
Yale has won four and lost four in 
Eastern Intercollegiate play and 
ranks second both in the team bat­
ting and fielding averages. Rankin, 
one; of the best pitchers on the. Eli 
staff, is expected to face the Friars 
■with Klein catching. Klimezak, 
Woodlock and Curtin are Yale’s 
heavy hitters with marks well over 
the .300 average.
I
^ame played:
June
Phil Klein Stars At Picking 
Off Runners At Sec- 
. ond Base.
"“■T WK> ____ ■
Behind the four-hit pitching' of 
Karl Sherry, the Providence college 
Friars yesterday defeated Yale 2 to 
0 for the first Yale shutout of the 
season here. The contest was virtual- 
I jy a pitchers battle as Charley Dil- 
' lingham except for lapses in the open­
ing frame and the seventh, kept pace . 
with Sherry in retiring the sides al­
most with regularity. He alloyvea 
six hits and the seventh was garnered 
off Bernie Rankin who pitched the 
final frame after Horton had hit for i 
Dillingham in the eighth.Ray Belliveau and Johnny Madden , 
connected for five of the visitors hits 
the former getting three singles, the | 
^Yate” had more chances to, count 
than did Providence, but Sherry 
tightened in the Pinches md some 
snanPV fielding cut short Ell rallies.
Pnr the Friars, Omer Landry in 
tup left garden corraled six labelled 
hits while Milt Bliedon and Madden 
made difficult saves to choke off pos- 
SiTheYthrowing of Phil Klein was 
’ nrpftv three of the visitors succumb- Pret7’ Ju, accuracy at the midway 
Captain Woodlock . showed 
± of Ms oMtime stuff too, in 
®01Je „ J {or a wide throw by Kli&czak In the final frame, which 
cancelled by Klein’s throw to 
Curtin niPPing Bliedon, Yale played 
erA pal to Madden, Marion’s double 
I the' right field foul line and
Hazell’s sacrifice fly 10. A™str°^ 
I Friars a run in the iirSt-
i Thereafter until the sixth no
mJLfi'han three batters faced Dilling-
• Ji nvpr second. Bliedon sac-
•zaTto handle and Hazell scored the 
(second final tally of the game.
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 
ab r h o a
4 ' ‘ ‘ ‘
3
4
3
3 _____
4 0 3 2 2
1
5 
0
Landry,If 
Madden, 3 b 
Marion.lb 
Jciazell,rf 
Bliedon, ss 
Beliveau, 2 
Ga!aghr,cf 
Reid.c 
Sherry ,p
0 0 6 0
12 2 2
0 19 0
1110
0 0 13
2 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
0
0
3
o
YALE
ab r h o' a 
4 0 0 ‘
4 0 0 
4 0 1 
4 0 1 
2 0 0 
4 0 0 
2 0 0 10 2 
Klimczak^ 3 0 1 1 1 
Dillinhm,p 
xHorton 
Rankin,p
Cumins. c£ 
Dugan,If 
Armstng.rf 
Cur tin. 2 b 
Woodlok,ss 
Klein, c 
Kelley,lb
0 0
1 0
4 0
3 0
1 3
4 3
2 0 13 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Totals 29 2 7 27 10 Totals 30 0 4 27 10
New Haven REGISTER
J.VICU5 ‘ ruvciiu’ , -------
x—Batted for Dillingham in 8th.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE .. 100 000 100—2 
YALE ................................... 000 000 000—0
Errors — Madden, Bliedon, Klimczak.
Runs batted in—Hazel!. Belliveau. Two 
base hit—Marion. Stolen bases—Cum­
mins, Belliveau. Sacrifices—Hazel!, Wooa- 
lock. Bliedon. Double plays—Madden to 
Marion; Kelley (unassisted). Left on 
bases—Providence College 4; Yale 6. 
Bases on balls—off Sherry 2; off Dilling­
ham 2 Struck out—by Sherry 4; by 
Dillingham 3. Hits—off Dillingham 6 in 8 
innings; off Rankin 1 in 1. Losing pitcher 
—Dillingham. Umpires Schroeder and 
Skelly. Time—1:50.
p. C. Shortstop
MILT BLEIDEN
WHIP ELIS
_, ■ \ , '_______ _ ‘ . ------- --
SKerry Dazzles Yale, 2-0,
Yields Only Four Singles
Madden and Hazell Score
Dominicans’ Runs on New
Haven Diamond.
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
New Haven, Conn., June 5—The 
performance given by Karl Sherry, 
Providence College pitcher, of white­
washing Yale 2-0 with only four sin­
gles . marked the most brilliant 
pitching of the season against the 
Elis. The Friars scored their only 
two runs oft Charley Dillingham, re­
serve twirler who allowed six hits 
in the eight innings he remained in 
the box. They got one hit off Bernie 
Rankin, who replaced him in the ninth.
Yale played almost errorless ball. 
A wide throw to first base by Walter 
Khmcyak, handling Milt Bleiden’s 
; difficult bounder in the ninth, was 
i the only Eli misplay.
. . Both nines exhibited dazzling field- 
; ing form, Bleiden and Ray Belli- 
; veau contributing sparkling stops 
’ and throws.
i John Madden scored the opening 
. run in the first inning on his base
on balls and Leo Marion’s two-bag­
ger along, the right field line. Tom 
Hazell’s single in the seventh, Blei­
den’s sacrifice and Belliveau’s single 
4 to left sent Hazell across with the 
i second run.
i Tommy Curtin, the only Yale play- 
I er to reach third, singled in the sec- 
i ond and advanced on Capt. Wood- 
! lock’s sacrifice. He took third on 
■ Phil Klein’s out but was stranded 
Las La''ry Kclley famjed.
Landry,r 
Madden,3 
Marion,1. 
Hazell, r.. 
Bleiden,s.
Belliveau,2 
Gall’her.m 
Heid.c ... 
Sherry,p .
PHOV.
Cummins, m 4 0 0 
Dugan,1 ..400 
Armst’ng.r 4 A " 
Curtin,2 .. 4 
Woodl’ck.s 2 
' .4
xvejicy,x , . 2 
Klimczak,3 3 
Dilling’m.P 2 
xHorton.. 1 
Rankin,p . 0
Klein,c ..
Kelle  1 .
o
a o 
o 
0 
o0 
o 0
o
1
4
3
1
4
1
1
0
0
0 10 2
111
13 1 
0 0 0
0 0 O
^ame played: June 5,1935
Totals. 29 2 7 27 10| Totals. 30 0 4 27 10 
Innings ................ 123456789
Prov. College............ 10000010 0—2
Errors—Madden, Bleiden, Klimczak. 
Runs batted in—Hazell, Belliveau. Two- 
base hit—Marion. Stolen bases—Cum­
mins, Belliveau. Sacrifices—Hazell, Wood­
lock, Bleiden. Double plays—Madden to 
Marion; Kelley (unassisted). Left on bases 
—Providence 4, Yale 6. Bases on balls—02 
Sherry 2, o2 Dillingham 2. Struck out— 
By Sherry 4, by Dillingham 3. Hits—02 
Dillingham 6 in 8 innings; ofi Rankin 1 in 1 
inning. Losing pitcher—Dillingham. Um- 
i pires—Schroeder and Skelly. Time—lh. 
' 50m.
x-^Batted for Dillingham in 8th.
<
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Records of Leading College Baseball Teams
* * ‘ #
Team Batting
Dartmouth... 10 
Harvard 6
Yale... 5
Cornell. 4
EASTERN LEAGUE
Standing of the Teams
1 I Princeton.......
3 Columbia........
4 Pennsylvania,.
5 I
Team
G AB R H SB RBI Av.
Cornell ........ 9 284 52 89 11 48 .313
Yale ......... 9 281 49 86 20 40 .306
Harvard......... 9 325 84 96 20 64 .295
Columbia ... 12 411 71 119 12 64 .290
Dartmouth ., 11 357 73 103 25 50 .289
Pennsylvania 10 341 42 82 18 41 .241
Princeton .,. 10 299 32 62 20 29 .208
Fielding
G PO A N
Dartmouth ... ; 11 381 125 19
Yale ......... . 9 218 109 24
Cornell .......... . 9 205 99 oo
Harvard ...... . 9 231 113 26
Pennsylvania . . 10 258 118 32
Priifceton .... - 10 246 116 31
Columbia ,, . 12 236 153 41
Leading Batters 
(One or more hits)
G. AB. R. H. SB. RHI. Av.
Dillingham, Yale,. 2 2 0 2 0 0 1.000
Tittman. Harvard 1 i 0 1 0 2 1.000
Casey, Dartmouth.10 31 6 16 3 10 .516
Sullivan, Harvard. 6 12 6 6 0 3 .500
Efflnger, Pennsylv. 6 10 2 5 1 0 .500
Fletcher, Harvard. 6 4 3 2 0 1 .500Switzer, Cornell... 7 27 5 13 3 7 .481
Mareski, Columbia.12 47 14 .92 1 0 .468
Woodlock, Yale... 9 32 6 13 3 2 '.406
Jayne, Dartmouth. 4 10 1 4 0 i .400
Froehlich, Cornell. 9 36 2 14 0 5 .389
Perry, Princeton.. 5 18 2 7 2 2 .389
W. Clark, Dart’th.ll 44 7 17 2 6 .386
Owen, Harvard... 9 34 8 13 0 7 .382
Curtin, Yale.........  9 29 9 11 4 9 .379
Ciampa, Columbia.il 38 4 14 2 15 .368
Adzigian, Harvard 9 30 10 11 6 1 .367
Downer Cornell., 9 33 8 12 12 .364
de Bettencourt,
Columbia ...... 8 22 5 8 0 0 .364
Pross. Cornell.... 6 11 3 4 0 2 .364
Longley, Dartm’th 4 11 1 4 1 2 .364
Kreimcr, Cornell.. 9 36 7 13 2 3 .361Klimezak, Yale... 9 28 10 3 6 .357
Ratajozak, Dart’th 11 45 13 16 6 8Gibbs, Harvard... 9 33 8 11 3 9 .333Doering. Cornell.. 2 3 1 1 0 0 .333Kelley. Yale......... 9 31 8 10 0 .323
Freeman, Pennsylv. 16 41. 4 13 0 10 .317Buckhout. Cornell, ft 19 4 6 1 3 .316Armstrong. Yale.. 7 16 . 0 5 0 4 .313Chanda. Pennsylv 7 16 3 5 0 2 .313Conathan. Dart’th 11 29 9 0 11 .310Hayes. Harvard. 9 29 7 9 5 8 .310Petterson. Col’bia 12 46 7 14 1 6 .304Dugan. Cornell,,. 9 33 8 10 0 5 .303
1
1
4
5
13
19
0
0
0
0
6
Pitchers Records
(One or more decisions)
Jayne, Dart’h.. 
Dil’gham, Yale. 
Olson. Dartm’h • 
Lincoln. Harv’d 1 
Bell, Princeton. 1 
Horton, Yale.. : 
Bilodeau, H’v’d 
Lindh’er, C’nell 
Press, Cornell. 
Morgan. Colu’a : 
Braggiotti, H’d 
Gannett, Colu’a 5 - 
Batten. Cornell 5 2 
de Bet’c’t. Col’a 8 
Barton, Penn..: 
Horne, Penn... 
Lees. Penn.... 
Chubet, Pr’ton. 
Rankin, Yale.. 
Morris, Pri’ton.
9 7 70 59 26 66 8 1
7 4 47 48- 14 24 3 1
7 5 52 45 14 24 4 2
8 2 42 35 14 21 4 2
4 1 16 22 9 5 2 1
5 0 17 22 5 12 o 2
6 1 29 36 24 .13 1 1
3 2 16 21 6 5 1 1
3 0 10 16 4 5 1 12 25 41 21 15 1 2
22 33 6 ' 9 1
57 60 38 3’5 2
METROPOLITAN
Intra-City Series Standing
10 2 55 60 33 32 2 6 .250
5 0 14 17 6 7 0 1 .000
3 0 12 11 6 7 0 1 .000,
1 0 2 5 2 0 0 1 .000
6 1 25 31 1 10 0 o .000
4 1 15 20 8 6 0 3 .000
Kerwin, Manhattan. 2 6 0 3 
Jordan, C. C. N. Y ° ° - n- 
Procci, Wagner. ..
Horne, C. C. N. Y. 12
1
2
4
L. i. u.... 
N. Y, U. .. 
Fordham . 
Manhattan 
Columbia .
W. L. 
. 9 ~
. 6 
. 5 
. 5-
St. John’s 
Brooklyn 
C. C. N. Y
Wagner
♦Also pitched in the game.
GENERAL RECORDS 
Arranged in alphabetical order) 
Metropolitan Teams 
, W.
Brooklyn......... 6
C. C. N. N.... 6
Fordham........ 13
- ~ ” 16
. 9 
League Teams 
Columbia............. 5 10|Penn....
♦Dartmouth... 13 51 Princeton
♦Cornell...............6 lOlYale.........
♦Harvard..........12, 81
Eastern Teams
7
5
9
5'
10
L. I. U....
Manhattan
L.l
1O|N. Y. U...
12 ™
6
4
8
Pratt.,...........
St. Francis.. 
♦St. John’s... 
Wagner.........
W.
11
. 50
9 
. 6
L.
5
4 
' 8 
10 
• 7
. 9
10 
. 8
10
14
10
(5
9,
3
2
„ 3
1 ’ll
Pitchers’ Records 
(One or More Decisions) 
G IP CG H BB 
0 13 5.
ioMasel. L. I. U.......♦Dixson. St. John’s 
Barris,' Fordham.. 
Bristow, Fordham 
O’Reilly, Wagner. 
Winograd, C.C.N.Y 
Zlotnick, C.C.N.Y 
Burger,- L. I. U 
Russo, L. I. U.. 
Norton, L. I.... 
De Vita, ,N. Y. U 
Dahl, Wagner.. 
Atkinson, N. Y. U 
Grant, L. I.U. ... 
Estwanick,Fordham.11 
Karl, Manhattan... 8 
Gottlieb, N. Y. U...1I 
Rescigno,Manhattan 6 
Robinson, Fordham. 7 
Blumette,Manhattan 9 
Coppo. St. John’s.. 15 
Gannett, Columbia.. 7 
Hall. C. C. N. Y...
Hoffman, Brooklyn. 4 
J. Nahen, Brooklyn. 7 
♦Maguire, St. John’s. 13 
Schnac’berg. Wagner 9 
N. Cainen, C.C.N.Y.. 4 
S. Nahen, Brooklyn. 9 
deBotten’t. Columbia!.1 
Morgan, Columbia.. 6 
Morris, C. C. N. Y.. 8
Army
Army
Bates. ..........     _
♦Boston Coll.. 15 
Bowdoin.........  2
Brown................9
Bucknell,........5
Colby................. 9
Colgate.......14 
Dickinson.. 
Drexel........
Georgetown. 
Gettysburg. 
Haverford.. 
Holy Cross.
Lafayette... 
Lehigh........
Maine.........
Mass. State 
Middlebury. 
Muhlenberg. 3
3♦Navy................ -
Northeastern... 9 
Panzer........  3
P. M. C............ 3
Penn State.... ‘ 
♦Providence.. ..12 
Rhode Island. .10 
♦Rutgers...........■<
Springfield.... .16 
Stevens...............2;
Swarthmore.... - 
Syracuse...... • " 
♦Temple........... 19
Trinity................»
Tufts.................. 7
Union.............  • 9
... Ursinus............ ...
51 Vermont........
61 ♦Villanova.......
41 Wesleyan.........
5| Williams......... 19
♦Also played tie game.
BIG TEN
Final Standing of the Teams
Minnesota....... 8
Illinois.............7
Chicago....... 7
Ohio State.... 7
Michigan.........6
Wisconsin.........°
Indiana.............. J.
Iowa... . ......... .  ~Northwestern... J
Purdue........... .  6
3
3
3
3
____ ________ . 5..................
THIS WEEK’S EASTERN SCHEDULE
Monday—Holy Cross at Bostoii College. 
Wednesday—Brown at Harvard, Temple
Princeton. Virginia at Yale.
Thursday—Dartmouth at Boston Coli^ . 
•Princeton at Harvard, Virginia at. ■
“■iday—‘Penn at Cornell (2), Amherst
i-
f
i
at
Frida
Williams, Boston College at Tufts.
Saturday—* Cornell at Dartmouth. Yam
Princeton, Harvard at Tufts, Virginia m 
Amherst, Holy Cross at Brown,
Hamilton, Conn. State at Trinity, vei 
mont at St. Michael’s, Williams at wes 
leyan.
♦Eastern League game.
J
Dominicans Bow Twice 
_  To Bludgeoning Eagles\
Innings as Boston College 
Explodes 27 Hits.
' By R Ck’MATZEK' 
a 97-hit barrage laid down on teit oUrovtdence College hurers 
Jays the Boston College Eagles two 
victories over the Fnars at Hen 
Hricken Field yesterday. Dividing 
their total of hits as evenly MPO’ 
sible, the Eagles rapped out 14 off 
Karl Sherry in the first game for a 
6 to 3 triumph and came back w 
t3 more off Collins and Brookson a 
seven-inning afterpiece to win 6 to 5 
Tight infield defensive play that 
included three double plays was 
helpful to the Eagle cause m the 
Gening tilt. Three home runs, two 
gXcann^.and one by Paghuca, _ 
drove in ah' of Boston’s runs in the- 
nightcap.
The double victory by the Eagles 
all but spoiled the day for Friar 
adherents who were celebrating “Leo 
Marion Day” in honor of the Do­
minican co-captain and first base­
man. Held to one hit, a single, in 
the first game and to but one more, 
a double, in the second, Marion 
nevertheless played a star role. He 
scored twice himself, drove in a run 
and had a hand in three of four 
double plays executed by the Friars.
.....   —L------- 1
Game played June 8,1935

Deprived of a chance to lead his 
team to victory Marion’s afternoon, i 
however, was not featureless. A dele­
gation from Putnam, Conn., the Fri­
ar star’s home city, met him at home 
plate his first time at bat and with 
Mayor Francis H. Murphy of Putnam 
as their spokesman, presented Mar­
ion with a $500 purse and a fountain 
pen. Lending both color and music 
to the occasion the St. Mary’s School 
Band of Putnam played throughout 
the afternoon.
Boston pushed into the lead in the i, 
second inning .of the first tilt when i 
Curran singled and scored on Ander­
son’s double to centre. The Friars 
came back to get that run back and 
another one with it in the fourth. 
Marion singled to open the inning. 
Hazell followed with a single and 
Bleiden walked to fill the bases. The 
Friar co-captain scored when Gal­
ligan let loose a pitch that got past 
Fallon. Hazell pulled up at third but 
scored on Gallagher’s single.
The Eagles evened the count in the 
fifth on Galligan’s single and O’Fla- 
herty’s double against the fence in 
right field. Curran, lead-off man for 
Boston in the sixth, smashed one of 
Sherry’s pitches over the fence to put' 
his club in the lead once again. Pag- i 
liuca’s double, Bleiden’s error on’ 
Anderson’s grounder and a bunt sin-, 
gle by Fallon filled the bases before 
the Friars settled down. Terry forced 
Pagliuca at home, Marion to Reid 
and Galligan hit into a double play. 
Landry ran in to get the B. C. pitch- i 
er’s line drive to left and then made ■ 
a perfect throw to Marion in front; 
of the plate. The latter tagged An-, 
dersom as he tried to score after the 
catch. . . . „/
* * »
Belliveau arid Reid combined to , 
give the Friars an even break in the 
score in the last of the same inning. 
The second sacker singled, stole sec­
ond and counted on Reid’s two-base 
smash to right centre. Reid was out 
on a relay to third when he tried to 
Stretch the hit to a triple.
That ended Providence’s scoring i 
for the game although the Friars, 
threatened in the seventh when Lan­
dry’s single, Madden’s double and a 
walk to Marion filled the bases. The 
threat was dissipated when Hazell 
lined into a double play. ■ I
The Eagles won the game in the ; 
eighth when Anderson scored on! 
Terry’s single after he had drawn a ! 
walk and stolen second. They added ’ 
to their total with two more markers 
in the ninth. O’Flaherty opened 
with a single. Ready sacrificed him 
along and Concannon fanned before 
Curran came through'with a scorch-, 
ing single that got by Hazell, enabling .
. the Boston first baseman to reach ; 
second. Bleiden knocked down Pag- : 
liuca’s hard grounder but couldn’t 
make a play and both runners were 
safe. The latter drew a throw to sec­
ond on a delayed double steal, al­
lowed himself to be caught in a sling 
between first and second and Curran ; 
scored, beating out Marion’s throw : 
to the plate.
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GAME PLATED: June 8,1955
Three Eagle homers decided the 
second game. Concannon got his first 
over the right field fence with Ready 
on base, to send his club away to a 
2-0 lead in the first canto. Pagliuca 
dropped one over the same section 
of the fence in the third after Con- 
cannon and Curran had Singled. Con- 
cannon added the sixth and winning 
run with a homer inside the field in 
left in the fourth frame.
The Friars broke into the score 
column in the last of the fourth when 
Tom Hazell opened the inning with a 
j lift over the short right field barrier. 
: belliveau came through with a triple 
to left and scored after Gallagher’s 
fly to right.
Still on a batting rampage, the 
Friars tallied three more in the fifth 
after two were out. Brooks, on the 
mound in place of Collins, fanned to 
open the inning. Landry, captain­
elect of the Friars, got his fourth hit 
of the two games, a single, but was 
forced at' second by Madden. The 
Friar third sacker went to second 
on Mahoney’s wild throw to Curran 
and scored when Marion drove a; 
double through the Boston first base­
man’s hands.
Marion tallied the second run of 
’ the frame on Bleiden’s single after 
■ advancing on a one-ply hit by Hazell., 
The latter crossed the plate when. 
Belliveau’s low drive proved too hot 
for Pagliuca to hold. Duffy,. Boston 
southpaw, assumed a relief role for 
the second time during the after­
noon, going in to pitch to Belliveau. 
Gallagher ended the rally when he 
grounded to Duffy,- In the first game 
the Eagle portsider replaced Galli­
gan with Marion at bat and with 
two out and two on in the ninth. 
That threat faded when the Friar 
first baseman went out on a fly to 
rislrt.Collins felt most of the Boston 
bombardment in the second game. 
The Dominican southpaw was nicked 
for 10,. of Boston’s hits during the
I
■
first, two and two-thirds innings. 
Brooks held the Eagles to three hits 
and one run, COncannon’s second 
homer, the remainder Of the distance. 
Yesterday’s games ended Provi­
dence’s season.
The scores:
BOSTON COLLEGE 
ah - L 
O’FIah’ty,s 5 13 
Ready,2... 3 0 0 
Concan’n,3 5 0 2 
Curran,1.. 5 3“ 
Pagliuca, 1. 5 0 
Brennan,1. 0 0 
* ' “0
1 
0 
0 
1 
0
Anderson,r 3 
Ferdenzi,r. 0 
Fallon,c.. . 4 
Terry, m... 4 
Galligan,p 4 
Duffy,p... 0
(First Game)
r PROVIDENCE COL­
LEGE
ab r h po a
4 0 3 3 1
3 0 112
3 1
4 1
3
4
4
4
3
0
0
b r li po a
“ 4 7 
3 “ 
2 
6 
0 
1 
0 
1 
5 
5 
0 1_____ _
0 OyMcCabe'
3
2 
0
1 
0 
1
1
1 
0
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1;
! Landry,1..
1 Madden,3.
1 Mari on, 1.. 
Hazell,r... 
Bleiden,s.. 
Belliv’u.2.. 
Gallag’r,m 
Reid.c.......
Sherry, p.,. 
xCollins...
1 10 1 
' 1 “ 
2
3
2
5 
0 
0 
0
Totals. .32 3 9 27 10
o 
i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
1
0 
1
1
1 
0 
0 
0
0
1
4
0
0
1
0
0
Totals.38 6 14 27 12 t l . .      
Innings ............... 123456789
g- C.  ................... 0 10 0 110 1 2—6
P- 0..................  o 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0—3
Belliveau, Hazell. Hits 
—Off Galligan 9 in 8 2-3 innings; off Duffy 
0 in 1-3 inning. Stolen bases—Belliveau 
Ferdenzi, Terry, Curran, Pagliuca Two- I 
base hits—Anderson, O’Flaherty Pagliuca 
Landry, Reid, Madden. Home run—Curran’ 
Sacrifice hits—Ready 2. Double plays— 
Bleiden to Marion; Landry to Marion: Gal­
ligan to O Flaherty to Curran; Ready to 
O’Flaherty to Curran; O’Flaherty to Ready i 
Struck out—By Sherry 4; by Galligan 4 ’ 
Base on balls—Off Sherry 3; off Galligan 7.'I 
Passed ball—Fallon. Left on bases—Provi- 1 
dence College 9; Boston College m. Umpire ' < 
—Gardella and Foley. Time ■ . game—2h 5m. »
xBatted for Sherry in 9th.
- j gth. 
Game) 
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE
Landry,1.. 
Madden,3. 
Marion,!. 
Hazell,r... 
Bleiden,s. 
B’liveau,2 
G’lagher,m 
Hagstrom,c 
Collins,p.
yRan for Collins in
(Second 
BOSTON 
COLLEGE 
ab r h po a -----------x 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
1
4 0
4 1
4
4
3
3
4
3
0
2
1
3
1
1
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
2
1
3
2
2
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0
3
2
3
4
2
2
1
2
1
1
0
3
3
4
4
4
3
2
3
. .
Brooks,p.. 2
ab r h po a 
** 0 — ~ “ 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
0
1 0 
0 1
1 3
2 2
1 1
3 3
1 3 . 
17 2 
Oil 
0 0 1
Terry,m..
Ready, 2..
C’annon.3
Curran, 1.
Pagliuca, 1.
A’derson.r
Mahoney,s
F’nchion,c
Fallon, c., 
Callahan,p 
Duffy,p...
Totals 32 8 13 21 8
Innings...............
Boston College
Providence College..........u o u z j u U—b
honevf>rsw?eags^?t2,' Bleiden, Marion, 1L-
Totals 29 5 10 21 12 
,, 1234567 
• • 2 0 3 1 0 0 0—6 
..0 0 0 2 3 0 0—5 
^eide Ma  
Callahan, 8 in 4 2-3 in- 
11SS io ?nD0 5y'^.2-in -2 1-3 innin6's; oil Col- 
41 1’ 3 2‘3J.n,?Ings: °a Brooks, 3 in
Person vrlhn S5?W bases—Ready, An- £2° ;5“ey' Gallasher, Landry. Two-
veau ™°n<L_„Three'base hit—Belli-Le.a”;. Ho“e ™ns—Concannon 2, Pagliuca, Hazell Sacrifice hits—Gallagher Anderf 
PIays—Bleiden to Belliveau to 
to Hagstrom. Struck out— 
By Collins 3 Brooks 2, Callahan 2 Duffy 1 
Wifd B.rooks 3’ Callahan 2.ch—Brooks. Left on bases—Provi- 
10. Time of game—1:52. umpires—Gardella and Foley. I
taniECTED. .
i FRIAR CAPTAIN
i Central Falls Boy, Football
Leader, Is Picked to Simi­
lar Honors in Baseball.
Omer Landry of Central Falls, 
Providence College outfielder, was 
elected captain of the 1936 Friar 
baseball team at a meeting of the 
Dominican lettermen held after yes­
terday’s double-header with Boston 
College.
Landry is the second Rhode Is­
lander in as many years to hold the 
captaincies of two Friar athletic 
teams. William Kutneski of this city 
was football captain in 1934 and 
leader of the basketball team this
season.
Landry is a former schoolboy 
luminary and played three sports for 
St. Raphael’s Academy. He is the 
smallest member of the team and in 
addition to holding the baseball 
leadership he also is captain-elect of 
the 1935 football eleven.
In his Sophomore year Landry 
played right field and then was shift­
ed to centre when Leo Marion was 
moved to first base. This season 
Landry has played in left field.
The Providence College Athletic 
Council will award letters to the fol­
lowing ’Varsity players:
Co-Captain John Madden, Pittsfield, 
Mass.,. Co-Captain Leo Marion, Putnam; 
captain-elect Omer Landry, Central Falls: 
J red Collins New Milford, Conn.; Karl 
Sherry, Pawtucket; Marshall Brooks New 
Haven; Edward Eldredge, Middlebury vt ; 
mA°ndawgnniSomerviIle’ Mass'i Tom Ham- mond, Fall River.
Alfred Hagstfom, Gloucester; William 
Pawtnl"^’ EtS1t Pr°vidence; John McCabe, 
T Jo?n Beid’ Thtsfield; Joseph
1&nJUxetAv^aymond Belliveau, 
Staten Island; Edward Banahan, New Haven; Thomas 
tonZe^’ Charles Gallagher, New-
! wil1 be awarded to:
CaldweU N TC SnS' ,c>eveland; John Lynch,Sliw JwPauI Ryan, Haverhill; John ' 
<?ew Haycn; Charles Kelley, Wall­
ingford, Conn.; William Spinnler, Paterson 
Mmicuoci, 0Naugatu4,SPOr0n^ldLeoO-i>10°^
Crowle^WCunibl°landf’’ William Kos ’ 
ton ’conT?^ Norman ®ichner. Erring: 
MlchaeTkG^n^nd^^a^r:
■
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Friar Frosh 
Nine Booked
In 12 Games
P. C. Yearlings Open Sea­
son at Hendricken Field 
on April 12
Twelve games, all of major im­
portance, were announced today for 
the Providence' College Freshman 
baseball team- by John E. Farrell, 
graduate manager of athletics. The 
list is the most difficult ever tackled 
by a yearling nine at the local col­
lege, and will thoroughly test the 
mettle of the Friar first year men.
Featured on the card are ' seven 
games to be played at Hendricken 
Field, with contests booked against 
the Harvard, Brown, Boston Col­
lege, Holy Cross and Rhode Island 
State Freshman nines as the out­
standing tilts. - The opening game 
' is set for April 10, with the State 
Teachers College nine from Bridge­
water, Mass., providing the opposi­
tion. The Harvard Freshmen come 
here after the Easter recess.
The addition of the home and home 
series with the Rhode Island State 
Freshmen will result in a triangular 
series for the State supremacy, as 
home and home tilts are also booked 
with the Brown Freshmen. Other­
wise the list contains the annual 
opponents, including Dean Academy, 
St. John’s Prep, and Boston Col­
lege.
Though little is known of the cal­
ibre of the ball tossers In the Fresh- 
ma nranks, yet it is a certainty they 
will have to step at a. lively clip 
to equal the fine record of last year’s 
cub nine, which lost but three games 
in 11, bowing to the Cross yearlings, 
to St. John's Prep, and to Dean 
Academy. Many from this team will 
move into Jack Flynn's ’Varsity 
linkup this spring, as graduation de­
pleted the squad last June, and 
many first string position will be 
open to competition.
The complete schedule, games at 
Hendricken Field unless specified 
otherwise, is as follows:
April 10, Bridgewater Teachers 
College: 25, Harvard Freshmen; 30, 
Holy Cross Freshmen; May 2, Dean 
Academy at Franklin, Mass.; May 
3, Rhode Island State Freshmen; 6, 
Boston College Freshmen; 9, Brown 
Freshmen; 11, St. John’s Prep; 14, 
Boston College Freshmen at Boston; 
17, St. John’s Prep at Danvors, 
Mass.; 21, Brown Freshmen at Aid- 
rich Field; 24, Rhode Island State 
Freshmen at Kingston, R. I.
Ray Belliveau Gets Four Hits 
in Varsity Drill; Coleman 
Features at First.
There were several interesting de­
velopments in the Providence Col­
lege baseball camp yesterday after­
noon as the Varsity and Freshman 
players practiced despite the chill­
ing weather. The yearlings had 
their first practice game with three 
teams in action. Several promising 
prospects showed skill in the field 
and at bat.
As far as batteries go the Fresh­
men appear to have three combin­
ations of winning calibre. Bill Spinn- 
ler, Jack Lengyel and Charles Kelly 
possess plenty of ability, as catchers. 
On the mound Paul Ryan, captain of 
the Freshman football team, Apple­
ton and Zawadski have shown well 
in the early work.
In the Varsity practice, Ray Belli­
veau hit a homer, triple and two 
singles, to turn in a sparkling exhi­
bition of batting power. He is ex­
pected to share second base duties 
; with Charlie Gallagher, who led the 
.■ reshman batters last year, 
i Ralph Coleman turned in a cap­
able session at first base. He prom- 
ises to make Hank Soar and Joe 
Curnane step, fast before conceding 
them the assignment. Gus Hagstrom 
was behind the plate during a por­
tion of the afternoon and caught 
K^i°SringS-of Ed EMredge and 
Karl Sherry m good style.
The three Freshman teams, as they 
nitrh- •ye?tel’day Were APPlet°n, pitch, Spmnler, catch; Fischer, Bla- 
S ON?U and O’Connell in the in- 
Polakand ,.Klossick- Bobinski and 
^ne-k pn he outfleld- The second 
AhearnRpain LengyI>’ Marion,
tor n I? oskl and Moge; and Tay­
lor, Crowley and Gorman. The third 
combination was: Zawadski and 
elly, Borges, Isacco, .Torelli and
Game played: April 15,1935
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TRIP BECKER 10-1
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Worcester, Mass., April 15.—Provi- 
dence College freshmen had little 
difficulty scoring a 10 to 1 victory 
over Becker College here today in 
the opening baseball game of the 
season for both teams. The visitors 
cut loose with a 13-hit attack behind 
Ryan’s five-hit pitching and had the 
game in hand all the way. The Busi- 
. nessmen played poorly afield, com­
mitting six errors which didn’t help ’ 
their cause any.
Ploski’s triple followed by Crow­
ley’s single winged the Freshmen 
into a three-run lead in the second 
inning. Seney’s failure to hang on to 
a long fly in the third sent two Friar 
runs in and some timely hitting gave 
• them three more tallies in the fifth.
In the fifth inning, Moge, Provi­
dence third sacker, split a finger on' 
his throwing hand and was forced to 
retire.
The score:
PROVIDENCE COL. I 
FRESHMEN | 
ab r h po a|
0 
1 
0.
1 
0
5
1
6
6
2
2
3 0
2 0
2
0
0
6
0
0
1
1
2
2
0
1
0 - .......
0 1 Ochiancl.r
PlOSki.S..
; A’Hearn.s 
; crowly.l..
Fisher, 1..
Kdssick.r.
1 Gorman,r.
Moge,3...
O’con’ell,2 _ _ . _ _______
Bobinski,m 5 2 2 2 OlAmbros.c..
Minic’1,2,3 2 3 0 1 0| Huntoon,p
21Slack,in... 
0 ceponis,3. 
OiPryor.l.. . 
OIKarlow.l.. 
O'Michalski, s 
OISeney.2...
2 3jCook,r ..
BECKER
COLLEGE .
ab r h po a
3 0 0 2 0
4 0 111
4 0 1 13 04 - -
4
4
2
2
4
3
10 0 
0 13
1
1
0
6
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0
1
3
1
0
0
0
0 2Lengyi,c.. 5 2 0 14 0| 
Ryan,p.». 4 0 1 0 1|
Totals 43 10 10 28 6| 
Innings .............. 1
Providence................ 0
Pecker •••••••• 0
Runs—Ploski, Crowley, Kossick" Bobinski 
2, Minicucci 3, Lengyl 2, Karlon. Errors— 
Ceponis 3, Huntoon, Seney, Karlon, Mini­
cucci, Ploski; Two-base hits.—Ryan Michal­
ski, Ambros. Minicucci. Three-base hit— 
Ploski. Stolen base—Michalski. Double play 
—Ploski ' to Minicucci to Fisher. .Left on 
bases—Providence 9: Becker 6. Base on balls 
—Off Ryan 1; off Huntoon 3. Umpire—Tom 
Sweeney.'
Totals ..34 1 5 278
2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9
3 2 0 3 1 1 0 0—10 
0000000 1—1
^ame played:
April 25,1935
'....................................................... .-.•---m™-----------——-rm--—---------- - - •
F8IM F6ESBH
MW2-I.WCW
Ploski’s Triple in 8th Brings 
Decision Against Harvard 
Yearlings.
& r/
dence College Freshmen a 24 vM* 
°pening h°“e
“X «■«"
SSftgW 
FranlX aFanc-Gd to second when 
Ploski faTl IS ?ew a walk- Leo 
th«
Inglis, Hazard Kche^who^hrtW 
home to force Ahearn. Then Zavad 
0.K ” £«'■
second on Ingalls’s sacrifice. Stew- 
anrirtTChe£ firSt on a fieIder’s choice and then Knowlton tallied on Sulli! 
baXnT baUnaed aIong the third 
base line and advanced when Ingalls 
threw wide to first base. Ploski con 
nected with a triple to right sending 
KorernTh “e Wlth th® Secdnd Friar score The inning ended as Ingalls 
fanned Crowley and Minicucci. § 
^ayaaskis made victory certain for out Xh Fre^“en When XXek 
out the three Harvard batsmen who 
faced him m the ninth." The Friar 
wVther- l1?ed ■“ his team’s defence with eight assists.
providence I
COLLEGE
FRESHMEN (2) |
. -ab rhpo al 
^°s„k'-s ,■ • 5 0 2 1 0iSte.wart,m 
Mina i a 2 0 2 °ls«1Iivan,3.’ Min ucci,3 4 0 0 0 0 Shean 9 Bo inski,m 3 0 0 1 0 Colwelfe” 
Lengyel,c. 3 0 1 10 3 Allen ’ 
Fischer,1. 3 0 0100 Pope, " ’ 
■ Gorman,r. 3 0 0 2 OIRnherlil'‘ 
.“.•a-iiiJiisafc
Ploski.s ..
Fischer,1.
Ahearn,2.’
I
 Innings
Providence
, Harvard .,
harvard 
freshmen (1)
ab r h poa 4 ■ 0 1. , 
3 t v 0 0 
3 0 0 3 4 
3 0 2 12 0
3 0 0 Sn
4 0 110 
3 0 0 0 0 
3, 1 0 2 0----0 Q Q , 
xSteyens , 1 0 0 0 0
.. . . . . . . . w «
Tim® Y u .
I —iC7tted W „ T
innins’ ; oo
Game played: nay 3,1935
iFRfAR FRESHMEN
| DEFEAT RAM LETS
' ......
' inning ru”S jn the fifth and sixth 
to break a three-all tie, the 
fpJfV^dei^v College Freshmen de- 
blstebdanR+h°de lsland’s Freshman 
at Hpni -eiam yesterday afternoon 
rain ln5Cken field 5’3- A steadF 
pn,,i n during most of the contest. 
visH~aRfan °f the Friars hmited the 
tronhto t-hre® hits and was in 
a hieh th 7 m?he fifth inninS when 
Domfntohr°'^-t°,first by Minicucci, 
the Ra^+thlrd baseman> started 
Larkin J® A°n a three-run rally. thiskfram« f Abrama hit singles in 
arounrt 1 Send the Ram runners to Snfnnl Play at home- RFan ' 
Dlate n f’ 5PPed Larkin at the gate, preventing another Rhody 
order ?n a^i ubf Kamlets down in 
eighth inn n U I third> fifth and 
ened the ngS‘ * Four errors weak- 
the Friarsfo°nt Md Pitted 
fifth as th® a. Vital run in the aix ®„:y ■< th«
on
R- I. STATE 
FRESHMEN 
ab r h po a 
4 0 0 1 2 
" : j
4 0 0 0 3 
3 0 0 2 2 
? 0 1 1 s|J;arkin,l / - - ?
PR°'*■ COLLEGE 
FRESHMEN 
Ploski.s ..a5b2 2P30a 
Appleton,1. 3 2 2 1 
Minicucci,3 4 12
Ry: ,, . 
Ahearn,2. 
Eichner.r,
Played’ at Ki^‘.
5 2
i I | 2»o 21 g
£?■»■? Pfe —
K^an.p _.. 4 0 0 0 4|Shaw,m
“Oil 5{Lar i .I 4 o i n, Y 
Spinnler'c 4 o o n n w/XSfW’fh’*1 3 0 0 9 o Marion,i. o° gSffe f I } I I
??£<» .... 1 0 0 O a
2 0
ixCupeha *. 1 0 o 0 o
Stag's 3?.5.?.2.?4 1 2°3a4 V 2* 11
evidence ............ } ? 2 ’ ? ? 7 8 9’ Providence'.............. i 6 j n J T A X ’ _
ityan 7> Hines 6. Base on balls__OffFabRSrt' S-^Van-
Jani leant. Left on bases—Providence 8- 
Ridde3rhamraeF0°^ame-2h- 5m‘ Um^“- 
Xl°Jan 111 nibth.xxBatted for Shaw in ninth.
^ame played: May 6,1955
i
FRIAR FRESHMEN I
WIN4THS1RAIGHTi
r --- —-----------
Big Third Inning Gives Domini­
can Yearlings 5-4 Triumph
Over B. C. Eaglets
Providence College’s unbeaten 
freshman baseball team extended its 
winning streak to four games by 
downing the Boston College fresh­
men 5-4 in a free hitting o 
Hendricken field yesterday after­
noon.
Providence had a big third inning 
with Leo Fischer’s home run over 
the short centre field fence, the high­
light of the attack. After Zavadskis 
flied out to centre, Leo Ploski con­
nected for a double to deep right. 
Appleton was safe on Carey’s error.
Minicucci grounded out to Bonin, 
but Jack Lengyel singled to send 
Ploski and Appleton home. Fischer 
then drove out the first home run of 
the game to send in Lengyel with the 
third and fourth Friar runs. Bobinski 
singled, but the inning ended when 
Gaffney struck out.
Ploski started the seventh inning 
for the Friars with a neat single over | 
second. He stole second and came in 
on Lengyel’s second single to end the 
Friar scoring.
The Eaglets scored one run in the 
third as Bonin reached on Gaffney’s 
error and scored when Gorman 
dropped an easy out in right field. 
PROVIDENCE COLL.
FRESHMEN
ab r h po a . . • 2 " " ~
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0
I
ffitest at
BOSTON COLLEGE 
FRESHMEN 
ab r h po a 
5 “ " ’ ~
4
5
4
5 
4 
4
...... ........ 3 
Bonin,p... 4
Totals 38 4 12 24 11 
Providence .............. ^—5
Boston College........ 0 0100000 3—4
Errors—Gorman 2, Gaffney. Carey. Hits 
—off Zavadskis 12, off Bonin 10. Stolen base 
—Ploski. Two-base hits—Horne 2, Ploski. 
Home runs—LaRonde, Fischer. Double play 
—Gaffney to Ploski to Lengyel. Struck out 
—By Zavadskis 5, by Bonin 7. Base on 
balls—Off Zavadskis 2. Passed ball—Leng­
yel. Left on bases—Providence 6, Bostori 
College 9. Time of game—2h. 15m. Um­
pires—Rudderham and Foley.
Ploski,s... 4
Appleton,1 4
Minicucci,3 4
Lengyel,c. 4
F   1- _ l , 1. 4
Bobinski,m 4
z.-.r 4
Gorman,r. 4
Z’v’dskis.p 3
Totals 35 5 10 27 14
ischer,!.
Gaffney,2.
3 3 3 
10 0 
0 12
2 8 1
1 10 0
1 5 0
0 0 3
10 0
1 0 5
Horne,3... 
Carey,2... 
LaRonde.rn 
Goode,1. .. 
Guinea,r.. 
M’Fadden.l 
F.Ryan.c.. 
Sharkey, s.
1 3
0 0
1 2 
0 2 
0 1
0
0
1
1
1
1 
o
2
1
1
3
0
2
9
7
0
1
2
3
1
0
0
1
0
1
3
Game plgyed: May 9,1935
FRIAR FRESHMEN
BEAljpfH
>* - --------- —------
Fourteen Passes and Three 
Hit Batters Mark Provi­
dence’s Fifth Victory.
Providence College’s freshman 
baseball team won its fifth straight 
game of the season, downing Brown 
freshmen, 9-1, in a loosely-played 
contest at Hendricken field, yester­
day afternoon. . Three Brown pitch­
ers and two Friar twirlers issued 14 
bases on balls, hit three players and 
made the contest a long drawn-out 
affair.
The outstanding hit of the game 
was Leo Fischer’s home run in the 
first inning off Bill Dickinson’s de­
livery at the time when Crowley and 
Appleton were on the bases. Later 
in the game Wright hit Brown’s only 
extra-base clout, a triple. Catcher 
Charlie Kelly, starting his first game 
for the Friar freshmen, made a triple 
in the fourth frame.
Brown took a short-lived one-run 
lead in the first inning. Brokaw 
; walked and was followed by Wright, 
I who reached first on Friar errors. 
Kelly’s error sent the. Bruin runners 
to second and third, respectively and 
Brokaw scored on Hinckley’s sacri­
fice fly in left.
Moge scored for the Dominicans in 
the first inning after Fischer had hit 
his homer to account for three Friar 
tallies. After doubling, Moge ad­
vanced when Bobinski drew a walk 
and Ahearn reached on an error. 
Moge came home as Burkhart hit 
Kelly for a forced run.
Five Friar runs in the second fol­
lowed six walks, two hits and an er­
ror. Burkhart replaced Dickinson 
for Brown in thevfirst inning, but did 
not fare very well. He gave way to 
Eccleston in the second after issuing 
five walks. Vic Lynch went to the 
mound for the Friars when Moher 
weakened in the third frame.
rnovinr^rr cxh .
UK1K FR ' hhmkn
• b r h a
4
3
3
*
3
3
4
3
3
3
I >
I Crow k j I 
Appk'.rn.r 
Fiwhrrj . 
Mofr J
l k I 13 
Ah.etra 3. . 
K»Hye . 
Mober.p.. 
Lynch, p ..
0
1
2
2
1 
I 
I 
1
0 
0
2 
0 
0
1 
1 
0
• 4 3; 5 '•
1 0 Hc 
U 0 Wtkh »
2 Sw allow rn
1 Re neh r.
4 Rruah.r. . . 
fcFtfan I 
“ Krejtkr 3
Dlfilnwo p 
BurMhwr- y .
ECCkMCO.P 4
1 
1
3
♦ 
0 
0
3
4
3 
0
3
3
4
0 
an o 
IB
c 
0
0
0
0
0 
0
0
0
0 1
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
13 2
3 
0
0
0 
3
1 
0 
0 
0
0 
0 
0
1 
0 
0
1
1
PROVIDENCE COL­
LEGE FRESHMEN 
ab r h po a
Ploski.s. .. 4 0 0 2 5 
Crowley,!. 3 12 2 0 
Appleton,r 3 2 110 
Fischer,1.. 5 2 2 11 0 
Moge,3. . . 5 12 12
Bobinski, m 3 10 11 
Ahearn,2. .41034 
Kelly,c... 21.160 
Moher,p.. 2 0 10 2 
Lynch,p. .. 3 0 0 0 1
BROWN 
FRESHMEN 
ab r h po a 
Brokaw,2.. 2 10 13 
Wright,1.. 4 0 2 5 0 
Hinckley,c. 3 0 0 12 2 
Welch,s... 4 0 0'3 0 
Swallow,m. 3 0 0 0 0 
Renola.r... 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush,r. .. 2 0 0 0 1 
Fagan,1... 3 0 0 2 0 
Kreitler,3.. 4 .0 0 1 0 
Dickinson,p 0 0 0 0 1: 
Burkhart,p <J ft 0 0' 2 
Eccleston,p 4 0 10 1'
Tola la 9 9 57 )J
Inninja ..... . ..
Frorsonct ...........
Brnwn .................... .
Error»-3
Keily JLt»~Off Moh.7 ClJS
2 Dtcklnaon 3. Burkhart 3. trckklon 4 
Btokn baw—Mof» Two-btsa
Tmee baa. hl-.a-Wrlfht. K»I|y. Mce,t
— Fl»eh»r <Uctl.*k« hit—Hinckley fltruck 
out By Eeclntna Mohtr 1 Lvneh 3 
en b»H*—-Off Dltkinren ! Burkhart 5 
Eccle»U>n 3. Moher «, Lynch i Hit by $>itch*<j 
t©n‘. B^rihan tKcfjya. Left M ba»»— .
Providence 11 Brown fO Tima nf fame - 
2ft. SOen. UwpUf® Ru4d*rha» ana Foley
Totati .31 ) 3 34 JO 
i 2 J 4 5 0 ? 8 I 
♦ 3000000 1—9 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—1 
Fjwtit 2, Cra»;r?
ff »r !. Lynch
Totals... 34 9 9 27 15 
Innings........ ..
Providence ..............
Brown ......... *. .
Totals.. .31 1 3 24 10
1234567 8 9 
45000000 x—9
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—1

May 11,1935
Defeats St. John’s Prep With 
Four-Run Rally jnZ 
Sixth.
Overcoming a three-run lead in the 
fifth inning, the Providence ■ Chilo en=> 
Freshmen baseball team annexed S 
St John’s^yetSerday> d®f“the 
Field, 10-6. though ttie?®dniCken 
two-run lead, the Friar/, “ 
pitcher, was- in fr™,m Id’, losing 
sixth and seventh af fi.fth>
Friars and walked two1 tW°
touched for four hit • 5' He was but the real tro/w “ these frames’ 
John’s Vel^wMch'we k 
this point. “ weakened at
' Som^and LengyTlVere th/f^t by
Bond, in the seventh halted”^0 t0 
dence threat, which had & ^rovi' 
counted for two runs ea<Jy ac' 
The score:
providence coll’
able to stem
up a 
were un-
COLLIFRESHMEN p h -r u — _ .
Ploski,s.. 2 0o"n"T/»
Crowley,! 4 2 1 i
Fisher, 1. 5 0 2 12 0 P«Jn’^‘ ■Lengyel,c 2 2 2 8 ? ?aIombo,
Moge,3/. 4 1 0 1 ■> §??»>•, •
'B’binski,m 3 1 1 n nr'-nYa,ls??1-• — *Gaffi’v.2.s 5 n n ? 6 °’s 50101
- n fiarklns,m 5 2 0 0 1 0 Dumonts n a « ; „ i
l i,s. ab r h po al9 n n a 1.
«2 l0^b6;2.
ST. JOHN’S 
PREP., 
ab r h po a 
• 4'1 2100 
, 2 0 0 2 2 ! 5 0 1 1 3 
•31100 
■ 3 1111" ’ i i.
Gaff’y,2,s 
Applet’n.r 
Ryan.p...
Ahearn,2. - - - 
’Mlnicuccil 0 0 o 0| 
ITnnSSg53E^' W,
. 1 1 0 0 2 4 2 0St. John s Prep ...0ni9OA?nrt -- 
Don’aM ^Moge, CSeT Sd°m?°^c- 
■ Ahearn, Ploski; Two-base^h^0^ basTes—
«• UmP^-Ru^
*Batte.d for- Mbge in 5th.
0 0 24 112 0 ™sms3 10 0 2 Bv™onte,c 4 0 17 0
2 2 1 1 Do»ald,p 4 12 14
t 0 01 m ngS’3 10.02 1i ■ -1
■—! . -.
. 35.6.9 94 13
•’ 18 3456789
ni?2?4?9 x—10
Springfield UNION
SPORT-N - ALITIES By HY NEIGHER
amem/z
MOGE LIKES
b TO GIVE 
'THE KID5 
POINTERS ABOUT 
FOOTBALL —
600-da\ 8£5T ALL-AROUND 
Se^.BASeBALL PL AYERS 
'V'-Y ]N WESTERN MASS.-
Arlington, Vt., claims one of Spring­
field’s most popular all-around ath­
letes inasmuch as he was born there 
on Sept. 3, 1912, However, he has been 
living in the Citv of Homes since he 
jwas four years old.
: Bill Moge is an invaluable ‘‘jockey" 
>on the baseball field. He has received 
plenty of athletic lore from t bis 
brothers, Al and Gus, who were ath­
letes in their own rights. While he 
has no, younger borthers, he retaliates 
somew'hat by teaching the neighbor­
hood kids the inside dope on sports. 
In baseball he has no par at third 
base in the city for all-around per­
formance. He is a good hitter and 
surprisingly fast for his size. His ad­
dition to the Westinghouse basketball 
team a year ago lifted the team from 
the doldrums of the Triple A League 
to the championship. Moge was grad­
uated from Tech. He can punt 60 
yards with ease and pass with the 
dexterity of hlenny Freidman. Prom­
inence in sports goes into other fields 
for he is the leading pool player m 
Brightwood. He attended St* Anslems 
College.
He is now attending Providence 
College but this time he intends to 
stick. Moge’s desire is to be an ath­
letic coach at some high school or 
college.
Game played: ftay 14,1935
MOGE’S HiT WINS
FORJWAREROSH'
SXj Sir ; 
of the closesfVa^XfX8;?0?11 °Ke I 
on the Eagles’® h- 311 contests seen 
The game feater£°ndJhis sprinS- 
between Steve IlwadkS dUSl 
itors and O’Hara Th 2 the Vls" broken up in the eg* Juel was 
and pair of local enS™ With *
' cub lead-off.
SM7n^ 
error at third h= v ™ on Anglins to Anglin^hard hitUXth%neXt baH 
safely scoopedi up and Wasforced at third • Crowley was second ’ Mlnicuc« stopping at
The score: 
p- c. freshmen 
Crowley,]. V Jj’Jl1Crowley,1. 5 J,# OiAiwlto , ab r h po a 
Minicucc!,2 3 10 1 4 ~ -Fischer,1? 4 0 0 12 ft?-2- 4 
^ngyel,e. 4 0 ? ¥ ?,< 
Moge,3... 4 0 0 1 i*r oa,r*“ 4 v j. j <j
Bobmski,m 3 0 0 3 O Keefe l^’‘ J 0 1 1 0
Gaffney,s. 4 0 o 2 l Fnrrft?V” 2 0 0 9 (
Appleton,r 4 0 1 o 1 Sharb**1’®* 4 0 1 6 J2awadkiS,p 4 0 0 0 sfc^p’- 2 ° ° * J 
■I7 ______
............... totals 33 6,6 27^
Providence Freshmen n n n J 5 6 7 8 9 ' Errors—Fischer^ Moge° Arlil° 2? '■
Two-base hit—Gavin ’ ®harkey'O’Hara 2, by Zawadkis ,Basa on balls—B; 
O Hara 6, by Zawadkis ft UCui out~B; 
Moge to Minicueci to Ftoeh£°Ub?? Play" 
Hoffman. Time of gan™^’
xBatted for O’Ha ra to ninth.
1 3
2 5 
2 0
3 0
_____;:iSI
Totals 35 1 3 27 12 - - ------------- ■Innin^........... 2|! 2 3T54VH71;
L
Game played: May 15,1935
I FRIAR FRESHMEN
SWAMP TEACHERS
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Bridgewater, Mass., May 15—Paul 
Ryan, Haverhill Freshman, limited 
the Bridgewater State Teachers base­
ball team to two hits as the Provi­
dence College Freshmen defeated the 
normal school 14-4 here this after-
noon. It was their eighth straight 
triumph.
The score:
PROVIDENCE 
FRESHMAN 
ab r h po a
- : - - 2 ' ~ ’
1
0
3
3
1
2
1
BRIDGEWATER 
TEACHERS 
ab r h po a 
Bowles,s.. 4 ‘ “
Koskela, c. 3
-----  - 4
3
1
4
3
1
3 
3
0 0 Oj Nickerson,p 2
Totals 43 14 12 27 7|
Innings . 
Providence . 
Bridgewater
Crowley,1 . 5
Ahearn.2 . 5 
Appleton,! 5 
Moge,3 .. 5 
Fischer, 1. 6 
Bobinski,m 5 
Gaffney,s . 3 
Kelly,c .. 5
Ryan,p .. 4 1
1 0
0 3
2 0
3
4
0
1
1
2 
o
1
1
0
1
0
6
1
3
1 14 1
Kiernan,1 . 
Nash.r ., 
Long,r ...
Johnson,3.
Winter’er,2 
Combs.2..
Barrows,m 
J Kelliher,!.
0
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1
1
1
1 1 2 
0 13 0
1 9 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0! 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0
0 
0 
0 
0
3
1
0
0
3
Total.. 31 4 2 279 
123456789 
22500202 1—14 
___ o........................ 00000202 0—4 
Errors—Crowley, Ahearn, Bowles, Kos- 
kela 2, Nash 2, Coombs, Barrows. Stolen 
bases—Crowley 2, Appleton, Moge. Two- 
base hits—Fischer, Gaffney. Three-base 
hit—Bowles. Double plays — Gaffney to 
Ahearn to Fischer. Struck out—By Ryan 
15; Nickerson 9. Base on balls—Off Ryan 
4; off Nickerson 7. Wild pitch—Nickerson. 
Passed balls—Koskela. Left on bases— 
Prov. 9, Bridgewater 4. Umpires—Holly 
and Jones. Time—2h. 20m.
Game played: May 17,1935
P. C. FRESHMAN NINE
TRIPS ST. JOHN’S '
(Special to the Provider.ee Journal) 
Danvers, Mass., May ' 17—The 
SnV+denCe CoUeS® Freshman base­
ball team scored its second straight 
here &ayr St J°hn’s Prep 6 ttp2
The score:
F. C. FRESHMEN 
„ at 'Crowley.1 . 3 
Ahearn,2 . 5 
Fisher, 1 . 4 
Lengyel,c , 3 
Moge,3 ... 4 
Boblnskl.m 4 
Gaffney,s 4 
Appleton, r 3 Lynch,p , 4
b r h p o a
1
0
1
3
0 0 2
0 16
2 2 4
1 1 6 
"12.
0 3 0
12 2
120
0
1 
1
1 
0
2
ST. JOHN’S PREF.
ab r h po a
0 2 0 " " 
0 2 
0 1 
0 2 
0 1
0 1 _ _ 
0 0'1 0
Bond.l .... 2
Somey.r .,. 3
” 4
4
5
3
------ 2 u u 1 u 
iS’SSSlt-- to 1100
Palombo,2.
Cumm’gs,3 
Walsh,1 ., 
Merullo,s . 
Harkins, m
8 0
0 0
1 1 
0 3
5 1 
2 2
0 0 2(McDonald, p 3 0 0 0 2
• •___xSavage .. IOOOOi
innini •• .3.?.?7 9ii vn r I
ApSn7To^MtWul2ba54^“«^
«&nPavA.°-3r-
Game played: May 21, 1955
FRIAR YEARLINGS
TRIMBEARCUBS
Dominicans Win 41 for Sec­
ond Straight Victory Over 
City Rivals.
The Providence College Freshman 
■baseball team scored its second 
straight victory over the Brown 
yearlings 4 to 1 at Aldrich Field 
J The Friars scored two runs in both 
the third and eighth _ innings. e 
Bruin Cubs made ^155”
the eighth. Frank Zavadskis, Provi- 
dence hurler, allowed but six hits.
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 
ab r h po a
5 ‘ '
5
3
1
3
BBOWN 
freshmen 
ab r h po a 
4 0 0 3 1 
4 0 1 10 0 
3 115 0
3 0 0 0 4'
4 0 2 1 0 
4 0 0 3 0
,40130 
3 0 12 5
Brokaw,2.. 
Wright.l.. 
Hinkley,c.. 
Welch, s...
i swallow,m
3 onrush,r... 
0 2|Certusi,l..
olio 
oo_" 
o 2 
o o
. 0 0
5.1 2
*’?3 1 1 10 3|Kreitier,3. - - -
4 1 2 0 2IBurkhart,p..1 0 0 0 0
Igefe.iSSSSj 
Totals.. 34 4 9 27 8| Totals 32 1 6 27 10 I 
innings ....  „ n o n 0 0 0 2 0—4 i. Providence College.. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 / ,
! ^Errors—Wright** Kreitkr. Municuccl 2., 
! Hits—Off Burkhart 9^ SMto® ucci.
‘hits-Brokaw. Burkhart. Double 
S^Vwr^ht/sS^^By0 Burkhart'
First base ™firriys—8 Provi- 
»02-t^ Umpire Dev-
r°x—Batted for Kreltler in9th.
y—Batted lor Burkhart m 9th.
Appleton,r 
Crowley,1,. 
Moge.l.... 
Eiekner.l. 
Gaffney,s. 
Bolinski.m 
Menicuo’1,2 
Kelly,c.... 
Zavads's.p
3 0
5 1
5 0
0 0
Game played: hay 24,1935
WIN 9-1 'AT STATE
Providence College baseball forces 
scored their second triumph of the 
week over the Rhode Island State 
teams when the Friar yearlings upset 
the Rhody first year men, 9 to 1, yes­
terday afternoon at Kingston. The 
win was the Friar Freshmen’s second 
win of the season over the Ramlets.
Victor Lynch, Providence hurler, 
gave three bingles. George Hines, 
the Rhode Island flinger, was the vic­
tim of loose support on the part of 
his teammates.
The score:
PROV. COLLEGE 
FRESHMEN
ab r h po ahp
Crowley,I. 4 2 12 0
Ahearn,2. 3 0 10 0
Appleton,r 3 0 2 1 0
Moge,3.... 4 2 2 0 2
Lengyel,c. 4 12 9 0
Bobinski,m 4 112 0
Gaffney,s. 4 0 12 1
Eickner,!. 3 10 8 0
Lynch,p.. 3 2 10 2
R. I. STATE
freshmen
ab r h po a
Fabricant,r 4 112 0
Wi’htm’n.c 3 0 0 3 1
Hines,p... 3 0 0 1 2
Dolan,s... 2 0 0 1 1
Hol’gsw’h.l 3 0 17 0
Larkin,1... 3 0 0 1 0
Cupello.l.. 0 0 0 1 0
Ahern,2... 3 0 0 2 2
Hinds, m.. 3 0 0 3 0
Abrams,3.. 2 0 0 0 2
xBall........ 1 0 0 0 0
Totals .32 9 11 24 5 Totals . .27 1 3 24 8 >
K. 1. state......................... i o 0 0 00 0—1
x-Batted for Abrams.in 7th. -|;
■ ............ .
JOHN FARRE^H ' jJj
P. C. Diamond Frosh End
History-Making Campaign,
Coach Farrell’s Yearling
Squad to Furnish Good 
Varsity Material J
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
The baseball future at Providence ' 
College looms as exceptionally bright 
•these days, particularly as the re- - 
suit of the Friars victory over the 
previously undefeated Crusaders on 
Saturday with seven underclassmen 
in this starting lineup, but in general I 
due to the brilliant work of the fresh­
man squad which completed the cur­
rent campaign undefeated in eleven 
starts. With such a fine nucleus to 
work with next spring, the Friars 
have high hopes of enjoying one of 
their brightest baseball campaigns.
The freshman team scored its 
eleventh and final victory of the sea-, 
son last Friday by downing the 
Rhode Island State yearlings at 
Kingston by a 9 to 1 count in a seven 
inning game. Coached by John E. 
Farrell, graduate manager of ath­
letics at the college, the Friar first 
year men presented a smart and 
well-balanced aggregation. Farrell 
absorbed a fund of baseball know­
ledge as the result of eight years of 
close contact with Jack Flynn at the 
Smith Hill college, and he has been 
a strict task master in keeping the 
yearlings travelling at top speed.
Of especial interest in checking 
over the freshman group is the fine 
work of Bill Moge, third baseman, 
and Leo Fischer, first sacker, both 
of whom will be counted upon to fill 
the vacancies to be made by the 
graduation of Johnny Madden and 
Leo Marion of this year’s varsity. 
Moge, a husky all round performer 
who starred as fullback in football, 
and as a guard with the basketball 
team, hails from Springfield, Mass., 
while Fischer is a resident of Spring­
field Ohio. Moge 'is a. fine fielder, 
and has a very strong throwing arm. 
He was out of action the first two 
weeks of the season due to a hand 
injury, but once in the lineup proved 
to be one of che best performers of 
the group.
FISCHER STARS AT FIRST
Fischer, a southpaw fielder and 
hitter, has already attracted much 
attention by hi? classy first base 
play, and many close followers of 
Friar sports rank him as a fielder on 
a par with O. Perrin who guarded 
the first sack for the locals so well 
for three seasons. Fischer is a fine 
hitter, and was one of the leading 
batters of the team this, spring. He 
hoisted home run drives over the 
right-centre fence on Hendricken 
Field against the Brown freshmen, 
and the Boston College freshmen.
The varsity catching staff gets a 
fine receiver in Johnny Lengyel, a 
product of New Haven high. Lengyel 
couples a strong throwing arm with 
a fine all round ability for his posi­
tion, and Coach Jack Egan has cast 
envious eyes at him many times this 
spring when seeking the solution of 
the varsity catching problem. Charlie 
Kelly, a rangy youngster from Wall­
ingford, and Bill Spinnler, football 
and basketball numeral winner from 
Paterson are other catchers who will 
come in for consideration.
HURLING OUTLOOK BRIGHT
The pitching staff of three right 
handers should give Egan a great 
array of hurlers. Frank Zavadskis, 
Cleveland product, turned in some 
clever box work in scoring wins 
over the freshman teams of Harvard, 
Brown and Boston College (twice), 
while Paul Ryan, freshman football 
leader last fall, and a former pitch­
ing ace at St. James High in Haver­
hill, accounted for wins over Becker 
College, Rhode Island freshmen, St. 
John’sJJrep, and Bridgewater Teach­
ers College. .
Vic Lynch, a big 185 pound six 
footer from Caldwell, N. J., was 
handicapped by a hand infection at 
the start of the season, and did not 
draw action until late • in the cam­
paign, but his work stamped him as 
a fine varsity prospect. He hurled 
six innings against the Brown fresh­
men when the Friars won a 9 to 1 
game, defeated S. John’s Prep 6 
to 2, and held Rhode Island yearlings 
to three scattered hits in the finale 
last Friday. Tom Moher, Nashua 
boy, saw action for three innings in 
the first Brown tilt.'
In addition to Moge and Fischer, 
the freshmen offer four other infield­
ers who will merit consideration i 
when the varsity is being picked 
next year. Leo Ploski, hard hitting 
shortstop from Albany who was 
forced to the sidelines with a broken, 
nose three weeks ago, Charlie Gaff­
ney, former La Salle act who saw 
action at both second a.nd short, and 
Dom Minicueci and Vin Ahearn, two 
Connecticut youngsters, who worked 
at second base ail season, will be 
the ones ready to force the pres-
ent varsity players for the assign­
ment next spring.
FLEET OUTFIELDERS
Defensively the freshmen outfield 
■trio of John Crowley of Cumberland 
in left, Ed Robinski of New Haven 
in center, and . Tom Appleton in 
right, is the finest to perform on 
Hendricken Field in years. Ail three 
are fleet of foot and have acquired 
a knack of going back fast after 
long drives which loom as possible 
base hits. All have good throwing 
arms, with Bobinski a standout in 
this respect. Crowley turned in 
some timely hitting, but Bobinski 
had to fight.his way out of a batting 
and ’* W3-S not until the end 
of the season that he'.began to boost' 
, his average. Appleton will be a hard 
man to keep, off the varsity next 
1 as lle is a natural left hand­ed, hitter.- He hit consistently all 
spring, and was well over the” .350
^tien the campaign closed. 
■ ot^r yeardings who aided in giv­
ing the Friars their second undefeat- 
- ed team in their sports history were 
Joseph Kossick, a husky outfielder 
from- Cleveland, who played. for 
Aquinas high, in Columbus last year, 
Norm Eichner, Torrington product 
who saw action in the outfield and 
who handled first base in the final 
two contests when Fischer was in­
jured, and Stan Gorman, 
er from Enfield, Conn.
The season record of 
men is as follows:
Providence 
College 1.
Providence
Freshmen 1.
Providence
Freshmen 3.
Providence
College Freshmen 4.
Providence Freshmen 9, Brown Freshmen 1.
Providence Freshmen 10, St.. John’s Prep 6.
Providence Freshmen 1, Boston 
College Freshmen 0.
Providence Freshmen 14, Bridge­
water Teachers College 4.
Providence Freshmen 6, St. John’s Prep 2.
Piovidence Freshmen 4, Brown Freshmen’ 1.
Providence Freshmen 9, Rhode Is-
■ land Freshmen 1. ■
an outfield-
the fresh-
Fceshmen
Freshmen
10, Becker
2, Harvard
Freshmen 5, R. I. State
Freshmen 5, Boston

^OMIN^NS ROST 
^TENNIS SCHEDULES 
—■■-- ------
i The Providence College ’Varsity 
i tennis team will compete in six dual 
I matches and one intercollegiate tour­
ney, according to the schedule re­
leased last night. All matches will 
be played away from home. Golf 
has been dropped for this season.
With Prank Fitzpatrick as the 
ranking member the Friars .have 
good prospects. Fitzpatrick is a for­
mer city public parks and New Eng­
land junior sectional champion. 
Other leading players include Vin­
cent Fiorillo, Irving Anger, Daniel 
Hart, Tom Regan and Tom Hagen. 
The first three named are seniors 
with two years of ’Varsity experi­
ence. The last two are graduates from 
the Freshman ranks.
The Freshman tennis team will 
play six matches.
The schedules follow:
’VARSITY
May 4, Worcester Polytech: May 6, 
Brown; May 11, Connecticut State; May 13- 
15, New England Intercollegiates; May 16, 
Springfield; May 22,-Clarke; May 24, Tufts, 
FRESHMEN
May 1, Moses Brown; May 2, Dean Acad­
emy; May 6. Connecticut State Fresh: May 
9. Nichols College; May 15, Brown Fresh­
men; May 18, Classical High.
DANIEL J. HART TO LEAD
FRIAR TENNIS TEAM
Robert Carroll of This City Ap­
pointed Manager of Club.
Daniel J. Hart of Millville, Mass., 
was appointed Varsity tennis cap­
tain of the Providence College team 
yesterday by the Athletic Council. 
Hart has been a regular on the team 
for the past two years and is the 
only senior letterman returning to 
the squad this year.
Prospects for the Friar netmen are 
very favorable this year with the 
presence of Francis Fitzpatrick on 
the team. Other capable players who 
are seeking berths are Tom Regan, 
Tom Hagen, Irv Anger, Joe Pelchat 
and Norm Sandler.
Robert Carroll of this city has 
been appointed manager. Quentin 
Geary, also of Providence, will man­
age the Freshman squad. Carroll 
was the Freshman manager last sea­
son.
The call for tennis players was 
made this week but the weather has 
prevented any practice. . A strong 
schedule, including participation in 
the New England Intercollegiates at 
Amherst, faces the Friar tennis team 
this year.
'^atch played: Way 6, 1935
I
BRUIN NET FORCES
DEFEAT FRIARS 6-3
The Brown tennis team defeated S°a^est,e ?Uege’ 6 - “ 
1 flayer street courts yesterdav tn E"“" *5X2
; +l nars’ Victories by play-
tional junior champion, and Anger 
accounted for all of the Dominicans’ 
points Fitzpatrick piaying 
defeated Exton in the singles 6-2 6 3?1 
and paired with Anger in 3’ i
6-1, m the only extra set match An­ger won over Eddy in the singles, f-6, 
do?jr^ 
Fiorello and Pelshatt, respectively* 
the singles and teaming in the dou­
bles to defeat Pelshatt and Serge 
^Fitzpatrick (P) defeated Exton (B), 6.2, 
Anger (P) defeated Eddy fB) R- R r 9 
treason (B) defeated Regan' ’(Pl6 rVr 9 .g_Chrgopher (B) defeated FioMlo’ (P),’ 6-1,' 
6_skniingS (B) defeated PeIshatt (p)> 
g ^binowita (B) defeated Serge (P), 6-0,
' , Doubles
and “on fflfl iTUVlftated Eddy 
ReganOn(pa)nd6®OO6-lB) defe’ated Morello and 
i 6-T’ defeat6d
natch played: May 11, 1935
FRIAR NET MEN
BEAT CONNECTICUT
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Storrs, Conn., May 11.—Providence
College made a clean sweep of its 
tennis matches with Connecticut 
State yesterday afternoon, winning 
9-0. The doubles matches produced 
the best play of the afternoon when 
Pelchat and Serge of Providence 
were forced into a third game before 
they downed Martini and Larsen of 
Connecticut.
The results:
SINGLES
Fitzpatrick (P) defeated Martini (C) 6-1, 
Anger (P) defeated Larsen (C) 6-1, 6-0. 
Sandler (P) defeated Mansols (C) 6-3,6-1.
Fiorillo CP) defeated Gentry (C) 6-0, 6-2;
Hagan (P) defeated Guiberson (C) 6-2' . 6-1.
Capt. Hart (P) defeated Bobrow (C) 1 
d-3, 6-3.
„ , , DOUBLES
Pelchat and Serge (P) defeated Martini 
and Larsen (C) 2-6, 6-3, 6-3.
and Grady ,pl defeated Mansols and Gentry (C) 7-5. 6-3.
Fiorillo and Regan fP) defeated Guiber­
son and Chase (C) 6-2, 6-3.
Friar Ace Reaches Quarter-
Finals of College Champion­
ship at Amherst.
(Special to the Providence,Journal) 
Amherst, Mass., May 13.—Frank 
Fitzpatrick of Providence College 
was one of eight players who ad­
vanced into the quarter-final round 
of the New England intercollegiate 
tennis tournament which opened 
.here today.
Fitzpatrick defeated C. C. Jones 
of Williams, 6-2, 6-1 in a first-round 
match and then disposed of Roger 
Spencer of Clark, 6-1, 6-0. Judging 
by his play today, Fitzpatrick should 
be a factor in the coming play of the 
tournament.
Another Providence College lad, 
. Irving Angier, survived the first 
round but was quelled in the second 
round by Richard Hebard of Spring­
field who won 6-2, 6-1. Previously 
; the Friar representative had beaten 
I David Porter of Clark, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 
in a hard fought match.
The doubles will go through the 
semi-finals. tomorrow, the matches 
starting at 10:30 a. m. The singles 
; will be continued in the afternoon 
! at 2:30.
Paul Guibord, Dartmouth’s star 
and number one-seeded in the tour­
nament;'George S'tevens, Yale'seed- ’ 
ed two, and Captain Al Winston, Am­
herst, seeded three, all favorites, also 
; advanced into the quarter finals.
First round—Ed Mansfield (Yale) defeat­
ed Ray Barker (Wesleyan) 6-3, 6-4 Frank 
Fitzpatrick (Providence) defeated c c 
Jones (Williams) 6-2, 6-1; Irving Angier 
(Providence) defeated David Porter (Clark) 
4-6, 6-2, 6-3; Andrew Meldrum (Amherst) 
defeated Fred Thompson (Springfield) 2-6,
Second round—Paul Guibord (Dart- 
defeated Igor Denisoff (Trinity) 6-2 
6-3; Mansfield (Yale) defeated Scott ReC 
horst (M. I. T.) 6-4. 6-4; Robert Kelleher 
(Williams) defeated Russell Tuttle (Wes- 
leyan) 6-8, 6-4, 6-2; Fitzpatrick (Provi­
dence) defeated Roger Spencer (Clark) 6-1 
R°"ell ^sted (Dartmouth) defeated 
al7y^ow?ray (Trinity) 6-2. 2-6, 6-3; Al- 
Winston (Amherst) defeated Cliffort 
L T.) 6-4, 6-3; Richard Hebard rSP™8fleld) defeated Angler (Providence) 
i'jA,6"1;,<?2orge Stevens (Yale) defeated 
I Andrew Meldrum (Amherst) 7-5, 3-6, 6-1,
- 
has entered the New England Intercollegiate championship tour­
ney which starts Monday at Amherst.- Fitzpatrick, victor in many 
title meets, will be one of the favored stars.
FRIAR NET ACE | 
■ BEATEN BE ELI
Fitzpatrick Drops Three-Set 
Match to Mansfield in College 
Tourney; Bows in Doubles.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Amherst, Mass., May 14.—Francis ' 
Fitzpatrick of Providence College 
was up against a stiff opponent in 
Ed. Mansfield of Yale in the second 
day’s play of the New England in­
tercollegiate tennis tournament at 
Amherst College today and the Eli • 
player won in the semi-final singles 
4-6, 7-5, 6-3.
Fitzpatrick, who won his quarter­
final match against Kelleher of Wil­
liams, 6-2, 7-5, offered Mansfield 
some real opposition in the first set. 
But the Yale player, who later dis­
posed of Paul Guibord of Dartmouth, 
seeded number one, came through. 
Mansfield beat Guibord, 4-6, 7-5, 6-3 
and meets Geoerge Stevens of Yale, 
seeded number two, who beat Dick 
Hebard of Springfield 6-3, 6-3 in 
straight sets.
In the doubles today, all the seed­
ed teams advanced with Yale, Am­
herst, Dartmouth and Williams 
playing in the semi-finals tomorrow. 
■ Fitzpatrick and Anger, the Provi­
dence College doubles team was set 
back by Stevens and Mansfield, Yale 
in the quarter-finals, 6-1, 6-1.
Watch played: May 17,1955
iFRIAR TENNIS OUTFIT
LOSES TO SPRINGFIELD
Springfield, May . IB.-Springfield 
College varsity tennis team defeated 
Providence College here. .
The.teams split even in the singles, 
Springfield pulling out a winner bl 
taking two of three doubles.
The summary: ' ,
Hebart (S) defeated Fitzpatrick 
(P) 7-5, 2-6, 6-3.
Anger (P) defeated Thompson 
7"sandler (P) defeated Springs 
6-8, 6-4, 6-4.
Fiorille (P) defeated Anderson
6-2 6-3
Miller (S) defeated Hagen (P)
6 Scott (S) defeated Hart (P) 6-0, 
6-2Doubles—Fitzpatrick and Anger 
(P) defeated Hebart and Thompson 
(S) 7-fe, 4-6, 6-4. , „ , ,
Anderson and Miller (S), defeated 
Hagen and Reagan (P) 6-1, 7-5.
Springs and Ford (S) defeated
Fiorille and Sandler (P) 6-3, 6-4. (
(S)
(S)
(S)
6-2,
i
Match played: May 1935
F/WA/JS TOP RAMS
IN TENNIS 7 TO 2
Providence College’s Varsity ten­
nis team defeated the R. I. State net- 
men 7-2 yesterday afternoon at 
Kingston. This match was arranged 
recently when State took up the court 
sport and carries out the plan for 
competition in all sports between 
these two natural rivals.
The results of yesterday’s matches:
Singles: Fitzpatrick (P) defeated Koch 
(RD 6-3, 8-6; Smith (RD defeated An­
ger (P) 6-2, 6-2. Sandler (P) defeated 
Manchester (RI) 6-2, 6-4. Feldman (RD 
defeated Fiorillo (Pl 1-6. 6-4, 6-0. Pelchat 
(P) defeated Factoroff (RD 6-4. 6-0. Grady 
(Pi defeated Hinchcliff (RD 6-2, 6-2.
Doubles': Fitzpatrick and Sandler (Pl de­
feated Smith and Koch (RD 6-2, 6-1. Pel­
chat and Grady (Pl defeated Manchester 
and Factoroff (RD' 6-2, 8-6. Hagen and 
Regan (P) defeated Feldman and Peichow 
(RI) 6-0, 2-6, 6-4. ' '
hatch played May 22,1955
\ FRIARS TOP CLARK
IN TENNIS 5 TO 4
.______ :__ ;—.
(Special to the Providence Journal):
Worcester, Mass., May 22.—Provi­
dence College shaded Clark on the 
Worcester tennis courts here this af­
ternoon, 5-4.
Singles—Fitzpatrick (P) defeated Bur- 
wick (C), 6-1, 6-1; Anger (P) defeated 
Richardson (O), 6-3, 6-3; Regan (P) defeat­
ed Spencer (C), 9-7, 3-6, 6-4; Stead (CJ de­
feated Fiorillo (P), 7-5, 6-3; Fitzgerald (C) 
defeated Hagan (P), 8-6, 2-6, 6-3; Sandler; 
(P) defeated Goldrosen (C), 7-5, 4-6, 6-3.
Doubles—Fitzpatrick and Regan (P) de­
feated Burwick and Spencer (C), 6-1, 6-0; 
Stead and Richardson (C) defeated Anger, 
and Pelchat (P), 6-4, 6-3: Goldrosen and 
Fitzgerald (C) defeated Hart and Grady 
(P), 7-5, 6-3.—:_r----- xrX-1_____ .! „ u V ' i ■■■— -------- ■ *•-     
natch played: ^ay 25,1955
friar NETMEN
ARE TIED, 3 TO 3
courts this afternoon. The absen^ 
of Irv Anger from the p c 
handicapped the Friars. ’ team 
J--he score:
6_Fitzpatrick (P) defeated Borden (W), 6-0 
g_Merriam (W) defeated Hagen 
g_ Flanagan (W) defeated Regan 
6_Sandier (P) defeated Michell
Seated I 
'and^eX UaVd Hagen '
(P). 6-3,
(P), 6-3,
(W), 6-4,
1atch played: May 24,1935
FRIAR NET TEAM
WINS FINALE, 5-3
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
, Medford, Mass., May 24.—Provi­
dence College closed its ’Varsity ten­
nis season here yesterday afternoon, 
defeating Tufts, 5-3. It was the fourth 
victory of the year for the Friars who 
have tied one match and lost two. 
*/“?*?* r’iOTill° the Friars 
fought through 36 games to win over 
Tuft? in the feature match, bhemberg s victory over Irving An- 
fort’Fmr aCe’ W3S the best Tuft’51 ef” 
nau^Crr^V1^,.® defeated. Ca-m- 
Ange? (P) 6.3'7 1 Sb?lnb?r8 (?) defeated ed Pelchat 1P> Pn(T> defeat­ed Claus (T? 11-9 Io £P>
feated aSd^Ug’ #)’
natch played: way 1 ,1935
MOSES BROWN WINS
TENNIS MATCH 6-3
The Moses Brown School tennis 
team defeated the Providence Col­
lege Freshmen 6-3 yesterday after­
noon at the Moses Brown courts. The 
Quakers won four of the singles 
matches and two of the doubles. Ar­
thur Hartley, playing number one 
for the Quakers, kept his undefeated 
singles record intact by beating Far­
ley in straight sets, 6-4, 6-3.
The summary: f
SINGLES '
Hartley (MB) defeated Farley (P). 6-4, 6-3.
Valois (P) defeated Jastram (MB) 
4-6, 6-2.
Wagner (MB) defeated Mason 6-0.
Cooper (MB) defeated Czech IP) 
Dziob (P) defeated Davis (MB) 
6-4.
Fraser (MB) defeated Lyons (P) 
DOUBLES
Farley and Valois <P) defeated Hartley 
and Fraser (MB) 6-4, 6-2. , 1
Wagner and Cooper- (MB) defeated Ma­
son and Czech (P) 6-1, 6-1.
Dumb and Seiler (MB) defeated Dziob 
.and Lyons (P) 6-3, 6-1.
6-2,
6-1,
6-1.
6-3,
6-2,
(?)
6- 1,
4-6,
7- 5;
Match played: May 6,1935
FRIAR FRESHMEN
TIED IN NET PLAY
The Freshman tennis teams, of 
Providence College and Connecticut 
State College played a 3-3 tie at 
Storrsi Conn., yesterday afternoon. 
Scores were made for Providence by 
Leo Valois and Michael Dziob, in the 
singles and by Paul Farley and Leo 
Valois in the doubles.
The score:
Singles
Monahan (C) defeated Farley (P) 5-7,
Valois (P) defeated Hancock’ (C) 6-1, 6-3. 
Tompkins (C) defeated Mason (P) 6-1, 
6-4Dziob (P) defeated Hoss (C) 6-1, 6-3. 
Doubles
Farley and Valois (P) defeated Monahan 
and Hancock (C) 6-2, 6-4.
Tompkins and Ross (Cl defeated Mason 
and Dziob (P) 7-5, 6-2.
jatch played: Way 9,1935
PROVIDENCE FROSH
WIN ON COURTS
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Dudley, Mass., May 9.—The Provi­
dence College freshman tennis team 
defeated Nichols Junior College, 4 to 
2 here today.
The summary:
SINGLES
Byrnes (N) defeated Farley (P), 9-7, 1-6,
Balois (P) defeated Cannell (N), 6-2, 6-0. 
Sherman (N) defeated Lyons (P), 6-3, 6-3. 
Dziob (P) defeated Alden (N), 6-1, 6-3.
DOUBLES
Farley and Balois (P) defeated Sherman 
and Alden (N). 6-3, 6-S, 6-2.
Lyons and Dziob (P) defeated Byrnes and 
Cannell (N), 6-3, 6-4.
riatch played: 
AU
May 15,1955
BRUIN CUBS TRIM !
FRIAR NETMEN 9-0
Brown’s Freshman tennis team re­
mained undefeated, blanking Provi­
dence College, 9 to 0, at Thayer street 
yesterday.
The summary:
SINGLES ,
i Quinn (B) defeated Farley (P), 6-0, 6-1, 
' Serpa (B) defeated Valois P), 6-3, 6-2, 
, Nesbit (B) defeated Lyon (P), 6-0, 6-2, 
Rice (B) defeated Dziob (PI, 6-4, 6-2, 
MacDougal (B) defeated Czech (P), 6 ,
6-0; Lebowlch (B) defeated Murphy (Pl, 
6-0, 6-0. DOUBLES
Serpa and Q^nn <B) defeated Farley 
and Valois (P). 6-2, 6-4, La Vine ana 
Thompson (BI defeated Lyon and_Dziob (-1, 
11-9. 6-8. 6-3; Himmel and Petrone (Bl
I
y  b «, O >5; X1U1UHC1 --y---'-
defeated Czech and Murphy (P), 6-0, b-i. ,
12
♦Pitched tie game
’VARSITY TENNIS
Won 4, Tied 1, Lost 2 
Brown .. 
Conn. State 
Springfield . 
Rhode Island 
Clark . . 
W. P. I. 
Tufts
• Results of Providence College 
spring sport events for 1935:
VARSITY BASEBALL
Won 12, Tied 1, Lost 8 
Providence-C. C. N. Y.—Cancelled 
Providence ...... 5 Stroudsburg 
Providence .....z21, Princeton 
Providence ..... 10 Villanova . 
Providence ............ 4 St. John’s
Providence ............ 2 Dartmouth
Providence ...... 8 Springfield 
Providence .......... 12 Lowell .
Providence .......... 2 Harvard
Providence .........  4 Brown .
Providence ...... 9 St. John’s 
Providence ............ 5 New Hampshire .
Providence ...... 2 Villanova .... 
Providence ...... 7 Brown ...........
Providence ...... 7 Holy Cross ... 
Providence .......... 7 Rhode Island .
.
. ,5
.. 
 
 
. .
..1
.
.
 
.
.
.
 ’
(12 inning’s) 
Providence .... .. 4
Providence .... .. 0
Providence .... .. 3
Providence .... .. 2
Providence .... ..3
Providence ..... .. 5
Holy Cross . 
Rhode Island 
Brown ........
Yale ...........
Boston College 
ion College
FRESHMAN BA^UB^LL
Won 11
. 19 Becker .... 
. 2 Harvard Fr. 
. o R. 1. Freshmen 
. 5 B. C. Freshmen.. 
. 9 Brown Fresh. ... 
.10 St. John’s prep.. 
B. C. Freshmen. 
Bridgewater . . 
St. John’s prep 
Brown Fresh.. 
R. I. Freshmen
P. C. Freshmen... 0
P. C. Freshmen. .
P. C. Freshmen.. 
P. C. Freshmen.. 
P. C. Freshmen.. 
P. C. Freshmen. .
P. C. Freshmen. . 
P. C. Freshmen, 
p. C. Freshmen, 
p. C. Freshmen.
P, C. Freshmen.
Providence 
Providence 
Providence 
Providence 
Providence 
Providence 
Providence
P. C. Freshmen 
P. C. Freshmen 
P. C.'Freshmen
p. C. Freshmen.3
- ’ '---------- ’ ■ 3
fl
0
FRESHMAN TENNIS
Won 1, Tied 1, Lost 2
Moses Brown 
Conn. Fr. 
Nichols . . 
Brown Fr.
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
G.
A.B. R.
H. 2 3 H.R. S.H. S.B. Ave. P.O. A.
Madden. 3 ................... .... 21 79 21 17 a 2 / 1 0 5 .215 31 47... . 21 87 13 4 1
Marion, I, m ............. .... 21 79 14 fl 4 1 1 8 "105 155 8
Hazel!, r ................. . ... .... 17 C4 18 21 1 2 2 3 1 .328 23
Gallagher, m, 2 ......,19 6G 13 15 0 0 1 •> 4 •>•>7 43
5
Ifi
Collins, p, m ......... . ... 12 48 5 12 1 1 0 1 0 .250 37
Blieden, s ......... .... 18 73 6 Hi 3 0 1 2 4 .219 28 43TVlliveau, 2 ................. ... r' 23 4 1 o O 5 .307 3G
3
403Eldredge, p....................... 4 3 1 >> 1 0 0 0 0 .flfl7
Sherry, p ..................... ... l-« 19 3 1 0 0 1 0 .158 0 11
Brooks, p ............ .... fl 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 .1G7 5 1
Banahan. s................... .... 4 ,11 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 .273 fl 13
Hammond, p ............... .,.,. 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .000 O 9
Curnane. lb .. ..........   . ... 1 2 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 .000 0 5
Donahue, p ....................... 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 1
Soar, lb ........... . 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 .150 40 1
Fitzgerald, c ......... 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 3 0
Reid, c ......... ... 5 18 2 a 1 0 0 0 .278 29 oLefebvre, c ........t.... 9 3 fl 10 10 1 1 1 0 2 .278 flfl 18
JSagstrom, c .......... ... fl 18 3 4 1 0 0 3 1 .222 3G 8
.Lanigan, n ........... ... 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 .333 1 2-Coleman, lb............. ... ... 1 2'i 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 9 O
McCabe, c ........... ... 1 ■ !> 0 1 0 0 0 0 0, .200 1 4
Morrison, If ............... . . . 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 O O
Lekakos, c ................... .. . 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,000 0 0
PITCHERS' RECORDS
G. I.P. II. B.B. s.o. H.r. w.
Collins........... 11 70 1-3 50 33 83 _ 7 8
Sherry ............. 9 30 1-3 31 9 22 1 3
Eldredge ............. . 4 IS 1-3 10 fl !!. 0. 1Brooks ......................... 13 2-3 13 8 1 0
Donahue ..................... 1 2'2-3 8 1 j! 0 0
♦Lanigan .........■............. 1 5 5 3' 0 0
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Princeton, Villanova Also
Schedule Which Retains
1934 Features.
Providence College will tackle 
ambitious baseball schedule of 
games this seasen which includes all 
the features of last year’s listing plus 
contests with Princeton, Vi.llanova 
and Rhode Island State. After c^SA 
ing at home with City College ori 
April 13 the Friars will take their 
annual spring trip meeting East 
Stroudsberg Teachers, Princeton, 
Villanova and St. John’s in one of 
the most strenuous weeks appearing 
on schedule.
The annual intra-city , champion­
ship series with Brown University 
will be played in early May and will 
be closely followed by the two games 
with Rhode Island State. These 
listings provide opportunity to se­
lect a State College diamond cham­
pion and bring the three Rhode Is­
land college teams together for the 
first time in baseball.
One game has been arranged with 
Dartmouth this year" and will be 
played in Providence. The Big 
Green sent a team here last year 
only to have the' game rained out 
and in the meeting at Honover 
tripped the Friars 3-2 in one of the 
Dominicans’ few upsets. The Holy 
Cross series will start in Worcester 
on May 4 and close in Providence 
on May 25 while the Boston College 
games are, listed for June 1st away 
and June 8th here.
Yale, Harvard- and Princeton are 
a trio of the outstanding single 
games to be played by the Friars 
this year. Princeton is listed for the 
first time while the- Harvard and 
Yale encounters hold the same place 
as they did last year.
Coach Jack Flynn faces many 
problems after last year’s landslide ’ 
graduation which swept away such 
clever stars as Catchers George Yeb- 
betts and Oliver Roberge; Pitchers 
Al Blanche, Charlie Burdge and 
Charlie Rennick; Infielders Ed Reilly 
and Walter Corbett, the 1934 cap-; 
tain; and Outfielder Ed Koslowski. i
Although there are only four let-1 
termen returning, the crop of Soph-
on
an
21
omores which will be seeking berths 
on the ’Varsity makes the outlook 
for the Friars ’bright enough. Co­
captains Johnny Madden and Leo 
Marion, Omer Landry, football cap­
tain-elect, and Ed Eldredge, prom­
ising southpaw twirler, are the let­
termen reporting this season. Dick 
Burns, a regular in right field, dur­
ing most of last year, did not return 
to college this year, leaving anoth­
er gap in the ranks.
Among the other veterans on the 
squ.ad will be Led Lanigan, pitcher; 
John McCabe, John Reid and'Bill 
Fitzgerald, catchers; Paul Healey, 
shortstop, and Peter Gobis and 
Prank Holden, outfielders. The 
Freshman squad of last year' will 
furnish capable pitchers in Fred Col­
lins, Marshall Brooks, Tom Ham­
mond, Karl Sherry, Bill Doolan and 
Frank Donahue together with Catch­
ers Al Hagstom and Pete Lekakos.
Hank Soar, Joe Curnane and Frank 
Coleman will be ready to take over 
first base duties while Ray Belli­
veau, Tom Hazell, Milt Bleiden, Ed 
Banahan and Charlie Gallagher bat­
tle for the other infield assignments. 
The outfielders include Ben Smith, 
Joe Lefebvre and Carl. Angelica.
The 1935 schedule follows (games 
will be played at home unless other­
wise noted):
Saturday, April 13, City College of New 
Yorks 17. Stroudsburg-. Teachers’ College at 
East Stroudsburg, I’a.; IS, Princeton Uni­
versity at Princeton, N. J.; 20, Villanovt 
College at Villanova, . Pa.; 21, St. John's 
University at Brooklyn, N. Y.; 27, Dart­
mouth.
May 1, Springfield College; 4, Holy Cross 
at Worcester, Mass,; G, Lowell Textile at 
Lowell. Mass.; ' 8, Harvard University at 
Cambridge, Mass.; 11, Brown University at 
Aldrich Field; 12, St. John’s University; 11, 
New Hampshire: I fl, Villanova College; IS, 
Brown at Aldrich Field; 22, Rhode Island 
State at Kingston. R. I.; 2.1, Holy Cross; 30, 
(Memorial Day), Rhode Island State.
June 1, Boston College at Bostont'5, Yale 
University at New Haven, Conn.; 8, Bos­
ton College.
Coakley’s Proposal for Collegiate World Series 
Finds Favor, With Japan Interested
—...... —— By J. P. Abramson ------------------—
^NDY COAKLEY, veteran Columbia baseball coach, who has proposed 
a college world series among representatives of all the major confer­
ences in the country as well as a team from Japan, has broached the 
project to a Japanese official and finds him sympathetic to the venture.
Coakley has outlined his plans to3>-------------------------- _ ________ ,
Sadao Iguchi, Japanese consul in New 
York, who will contact the baseball 
authorities in Nippon, where the col­
lege game is paramount. From Mr. 
Iguchi, Coakley learned that the Jap­
anese colleges have a spring and a 
fall series. The spring series winds 
up the first week in June. If a 
Japanese team were selected to play 
in the colleg series here it would have 
to depart June 6 to reach this city 
June 22.
Inasmuch as Coakley’s project calls 
for the series to start' June 24 this 
would give the Japanese two days in 
which to get acclimated. The week 
of June 24 Coakley believes is the 
only time for the series,
Japanese teams have visited here 
before and Japan may like the idea 
of an “'official” series for world col­
lege supremacy. Even if the Japan­
ese. can not make the trip, Coakley 
would like to see the series played. 
He is'receiving a lot of'letters from 
college authorities commending the 
plan. The entire project, of course, 
depends on finding some means of 
financing it. Coakley believes the 
series would finance itself, but it 
would be nevessary for the backers 
to advance guaranties to. teams travel­
ing from California, Texas and the 
far reaches of the country. Baseball 
angels, if any, will please communi­
cate with Coakley at John Jay Hall.
dredge, who was credited with the vic­
tory over Holy Cross last year; Leo 
Lanigan, senior, and Marshall Brooks, 
Walter Doolan, Tom Hammond, Karl 
Sherry and Frank Donahue, all sopho­
mores, comprise the pitching staff.
With Hank Soar, sophomore, show­
ing promise at first base, Egan has 
switched Marion back to the outfield. 
Soar was the Friars’ best halfback 
last fall. He is 6 feet 2 inches tall 
and weighs 190 pounds. Two other 
sophomores will be in the infield 
Milt Bleiden and Charley Gallagher 
at short and second, respectively 
with Madden at third.
Marion, the team’s big man, in 
left; Landry in center and any’one 
of seven candidates in right will be 
the outfield. The Friars expect to 
be a bit shaky at the start, but hone 
to finish fast as they did last year 
when they scored thirty-six runs in 
beating Yale, Holy Cross and Boston 
College in their last three games. The 
Friars have scheduled twenty-one 
games, including Harvard, Yale and 
Princeton. Holy Cross. Boston Col­
lege, Brown, Dartmouth. Their only 
game there Is with St. John's on 
Aprlle 21.
Providence College, which has pro­
duced one of the best teams in the. 
East in recent years, will start its sea­
son Saturday at home against C. C. 
N. Y. with a combination consisting 
mainly of new players. Jack Egan, 
successor to the late Jack Flynn, who 
died last month, is hopeful of main­
taining the Friers’ -tandard of play 
despite the loss by graduation of such 
players as Al Blanche, Charlie Burge 
(who never lost a college game) and 
Charlie Rennick, pitchers; Walter Cor­
bett and Ed Reilly, who worked as the 
keystone combination for three years; 
Ed Koslowski, Tom Grady and Dick 
Burns, outfielders, and Ollie Roberge 
and George Tebbets, catchers. Teb- 
betts is now. with the. Detroit Tigers.
Only four letter men are available 
for the start of the new season. They 
are Leo Marion, hard-hitting first 
baseman, and John Madden, third 
baseman, who are co-captains; Omer 
Landry, center fielder, and Ed Eldredge, 
southpaw pitcher.
Egan is grooming Gus Hagstrom and 
. Joe Lefebvre, freshman outfielder last 
year, for catcher. He is also optimistic 
over uncovering some pitchers who will 
stack up with Blanche and Burdge. 
Fred Collins, a southpaw, who was the 
outstanding freshman hurler; El-
for the Friars 
battles.
Providence
available.
; ‘ ' ... .......... „---„----- ------------------------
HAIL EGAN’S APPOINTMENT
J!HE appointment of Jack Egan, silver-thatched veteran pf th<
of thrilling baseball situations, to take over the coaching reins at 
Providence College meets with the whole-hearted approval of former 
Friar stars, undergrads and friends of P. C. Egan has a delightful I 
personality. An assuring smile. He succeeds his former pal and base­
ball associate, the late Jack Flynn.
Egan is the Connie Mack type of manager. Flynn was convinc­
ingly serious. Coach Egan steps in at a time when the P. C. baseball 
fortunes are at the peak and you may be assured he’ll carry on nobly 
-a Prnore, and his very dear friend and rivaj in many baseball
. will be. playing another of its rugged schedules and
the Friars are fortunate at this time to have such a tutor as Egan 
The man who. chased Tyrus Cobb from the field time and 
again when umpiring in the American League; the man who stood out 
there on the greensward and called them as he saw them, ducking pop 
bottles in the less gentlemanly days of baseball; the man who took 
belligerent managers under the grandstand to fight it out with bared 
knuckles after the game surely knows his way around the highways 
and byways of the diamond.
Baseball has changed considerably since Egan was a big-time 
h™er. It is a big business proposition now with tremendous stadiums, 
costly trainers and the very best of everything. They traveled in mov­
ing vans when Jack broke in and they played for blood. It was 
not an unfamiliar sight to see some clever base stealer sharpening his 
spikes with a file before game time.
YrU haJe n°"e °f that now- The game has changed and Coach ' 
Egan has changed with it and the Providence College players will like 
and respect this kindly old director. We’ll not go into Egan’s age 
but he s a full decade on the bright side of Connie Mack and nobody 
To'wit H tthe rTrable Mr‘ McGiIIicudcJy b«ng in his dotage, 
to wit. He sold washed-up Lefty Grove and a flock of others to Tom 
Yawkey and the Red Sox for $125,000. 5 w iom j
Luck to the new coach.
Pnneeton &b?
win Dartmouth the Friarswill be taking on the club that i« 
the early season leader in the East” 
ern Intercollegiate League The In­
dians are out front with two vic- 
and'cotambi^each^aving 1
«S3! Sj
Friars trippei the
RounduT 3’-2' he Green haa Sob 
™dley. winmng pitcher in that 
oame, back again for another try 
LANIGAN GETS CHANCE
1 h?n4t ° T,lhe interesting features of 
standn'oin?11" 3 ea“e- fr°ni a Friar 
LaSt»n ; ® the fact that Leo
trrini Mra„3enlor> tvho has been 
Km; regular pitching berth
action Uonyethro’ Kk had nftvel‘ seen action on the slab, was given his 
started ta£ainst the Redme»- He 
enough Mr game ■and did we!1
■" '■» •< * 
tn^-e ,Frl?rs w®re trailing, 4-3, g0- 
MecJdro K eJgh,th inninff- Frank hfwfin j t0?k Up the St- John’s
Tnhn™ harden m the fourth when 
®.LnD1XSpn wiIted under a 
hut ly’ Was. doing weI1 enough. 
rtXtb aUP£.°rt ^eakened in the 
Kee St John’s errors allowed Gus Hagstrom, Friar Sopho- 
™°re catcher, to come home with the^ tying run.
Neither club was able to tally in 
the ninth. _ The Friars outhit the 
Kedmen, eight bingles to five. The 
briar hitting was well distributed 
among seven players. Co-Captain 
Leo Marion was the top sticker, 
with. two safe ones, including a 'time­
ly single that scored two runs in 
■j#®. K,rd', and a double. Shortstop 
Milt Bleiden also hit a double.
PROV7
Madden,3. 
Lan dry. 1. 
Sal’giier.l 
Marlon,m Soar.i,.., 
Bleiden,s. Belli veau, 
H’gstr’m,< 
Lanigan, p 
HamWr 
aCollins,.
Totals 40.4 8 27 11, Innings .. 1
Providence ..***“” 
kt. John’s ...*****■*
o
Totals
12 3 4 
0 0 2 1
TD.ENCK ST. JOHN’Sab i' h po a ab r h po a
o 1 0 3 3 Tallon.m. 2 10 3 0• 0 0 0 4 1 Testag’sa, 3 5 11 0 12 ul-141 Coch ran,-s 4 1 1 6 4
4 0 2 2 0 Dixson.p. . 2 0 1115 0 1 5 i McGill re, p . 10 10 30 0 1 0 1 Kelly, 1... 4 0 0 7 0,r 4 110 0 Salerno, 1. 2 0 0 0 0c 4 118 2 Donellen,l 0 0 0 0 03 3 0 112 Carey,2.. 10 0 11
P 1 0 0 0 0 Byrnes, c.. 3 0 0 8 01 0 0 0 01 Hagen, r.. 4 1111
.28 4 5 27 11
5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 1 0—4 
0 110 0—4 
Testagroasa, 
— xxouy, Carey, Byrnes,
-two-base hits, Dixson, Marion, 
Sacrifice hits, Byrnes, Hallon, 
T>“”" > Cochran, Bleiden.
Co?S?" ‘Lanigan, °
Ha"n ’ ~D1XS°1>, Kell -T -ba«ft it.a 
sfo±nk kucnrice hit,.
Doubk> bnites,‘ £elliveau, s . . ........
balks nf? rv’ ^a^en to Soar. Bases on 
Quire 2- °« Lanigan 5, off Mc-
Bix>son*’i k Hammond 2. Struck out, by 
HammnJ/1 bo Lanigan 3, by McGuire 4, by 
(Belli^efn) 3‘ i Hlt cJ)y pltch&r- . by Dixson 
Hits nffir by Hammond (Donnellon). 
in 4th°u, I?lx?on 6 in 3 innings (none out 
Pires' CbntK^’- °vi»La”igan 5 in 7- Um' 
2h. ’ Ilnton and Brown. Time of game,,
- ^Batted for Lanigan . in _&J£, .
t
O>
Providence Collegg Athletic Association t©
Student Base Ball Ticket 1935
This Ticket entitles the holder to admission to each home /
H*
U1
Base Ball contest at Hendricken Field during the 1935 season. 
This ticket is non-transferable and if presented by anyone other 
than the Owner will be forfeited. If lost, mislaid, or stolen, this 
ticket will not be replaced, nor will any refund be made on such
b*
account.
398 __________________ ___ co4b Signature of Owner
13 12 11 10 9
the providence college athletic association
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO BE PRESENT
AT THE
OPENING
OF THE
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASE BALL SEASON
AT HENDRICKEN FIELD
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1935 AT THREE O’CLOCK
WHEN
THE VARSITY
meets the team of
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
KINDLY PRESENT THIS CARD AT THE MAIN GATE.
C
.’3
><
r

No. 101
PATENTED

